Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Meeting of the Board of Directors to be held in the Palace Hotel, Inverness, on Friday
17 February 2017 from 11.30am

Agenda
1.2017.01
PRELIMINARIES
(a) Present
(b) Apologies
(c) Minutes of the previous meeting of the Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board
(d) Matters arising

1.2017.02
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
(a) Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
(d) Fèisgoil
(c) 5 Latha
(d) Tasgadh: Traditional Arts Small Grants Fund
(e) Programme Plan and Creative Scotland Funding 2018-21
(f) Membership Application

1.2017.03
FINANCIAL ISSUES
(a) Income and Expenditure 2016-17
(b) Bank balances and up-to-date information
(c) Management Accounts to 31 December 2016
(d) Grants to Fèisean 2016-17
(e) Draft Budget for 2017-18
(f) Grants to Fèisean 2017-18 (Recommendations)
(g) Funding Agreements
(h) Creative Scotland Funding 2017-18
(i) Balancing finance to 31 March 2017

1.2017.04
STAFFING ISSUES
(a) Up to date information

For Agreement

For Noting and Discussion
For Noting
Verbal for Noting
For Noting
For Noting and Discussion
For Agreement

For Noting and Discussion
Verbal for Noting
For Noting and Discussion
For Noting
For Approval
For Approval
For Noting
For Noting
Verbal for Approval

Verbal for Noting

1.2017.05
OPERATIONAL ISSUES
(a) Staff Progress Reports
(b) Board Membership
(c) 2017 Conference Venue

For Noting and Discussion
Verbal for Noting
Verbal for Noting and Discussion

1.2017.06
OTHER
(a) Date of next meeting

For Agreement
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held at 111 Academy Street,
Inverness on Friday 9 December 2016 from 11.30 am
4.2016.01
(a)

PRELIMINARIES
Present
Duncan MacQuarrie (Chairman), Deirdre Beck, Kirsteen Graham, Bob MacKinnon, Seumas
Campbell, Peigi MacLennan, Elizabeth Bain, Arthur Cormack (Attending), Calum Alex MacMillan
(Attending), Anne Willoughby (Attending), Eilidh MacKenzie (Attending), Moreen Pringle
(attending).
Uisdean Robertson joined by phone conference.
Angus Macleod provided simultaneous translation.

(b)

Apologies
Councillor John A MacIver, Brian Ó hEadhra (Creative Scotland), Morag Anna MacLeod (Highland
Council), Jo Peteranna (HIE)
The Chair congratulated those who had been nominated for, and those who had received,
recognition at the recent Gaelic Awards and Trad Awards.
Condolences were expressed following the passing of Jenna Cumming’s father. Flowers had been
sent to Jenna on behalf of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.

(c)

Minutes of the previous meeting of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board
Minutes of the meeting held on 23 September 2016 had been circulated.
With regard to item 2(d) Fèisgoil it was noted that the Gaelic Language Awareness Day, which
Eilidh Mackenzie and Angus Macleod had attended, was in Dornoch Academy, not Alness as was in
the minute.
Other than that the minutes were approved as a true record of the meeting, proposed by Deirdre
Beck and seconded by Kirsteen Graham.

(d)

Matters Arising
• With regard to Fèisgoil, Deirdre Beck advised that plans were moving forward to establish a
Mòd Academy in the Lochaber area to help pupils prepare for the Mòd. A local committee and
Highland Council representatives are going to be working on this. Fèisean nan Gàidheal would
be happy to help as required. Deirdre is liaising with Eilidh MacKenzie.
•

Uisdean Robertson mentioned that Comhairle nan Eilean Siar now have an officer in place to
deal with their E-sgoil project. Arthur Cormack had been in touch with the Council to see if
they wish to collaborate with Fèisean nan Gàidheal on a range of initiatives, but has not had a
response to date. He will get back in touch again.

(e)

Minutes of Meetings of Blas Festival Ltd
Minutes had been circulated from the meetings of the Blas Festival Board of Directors held on 4
March 2015 and 24 November 2016 for information and were noted.

4.2016.02
(a)

DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
An update on progress with the programme of work for the second quarter of 2016-17 had been
circulated and was noted.
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The quantitative information section shows the number of people Fèisean nan Gàidheal and the
Fèisean are reaching through many activities such as Cèilidh Trails, Fèis concerts, Blas events etc.
Arthur Cormack advised that funding for the FèisTV project had now been confirmed from HIE and
Bòrd na Gàidhlig. Advice is being taken on the equipment to purchase and we will be doing this
shortly.
All projects seemed to be on schedule.
(b)

Blas 2016
A report by Arthur Cormack and Calum Alex MacMillan informing Board members of the outcomes
from Blas 2016 had been circulated.
Board members were delighted that, despite budget restrictions, the 2016 festival had been
successful.
Decisions now had to be made regarding the future of Blas especially in view of the impending
financial cuts from Highland Council, although these still have to be ratified by the full council.
A copy of Arthur Cormack’s report to the Blas Board along with a copy of a letter from Bill
Alexander, Director of Care and Learning with the Highland Council (dated 5th October) and Arthur
Cormack’s response to him (dated 4 November) had also been circulated.
The Blas Board had put forward a recommendation for consideration by Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Board and following a lengthy discussion Board Members agreed to:
a) Note the outcome of Blas 2016
b) Ask Arthur Cormack to advise The Highland Council that we could not accept the offer of
£38,000 to run Blas in 2017 and that a more realistic offer would be required to secure the
future of the festival.

(c)

Pantomime
A report by Eilidh Mackenzie updating members on the pantomime tour, currently underway, was
circulated. It included a copy of the schedule showing the Gaelic medium schools that would be
visited over the fortnight.
The panto “Hansel and Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuine” was written by Angus Macleod and is being
performed by Melissa Deans, Debbie MacKay, Iain Beggs and Calum MacDonald.
There had also been a public performance in the Ironworks on 8th December, which had been well
attended and thoroughly enjoyed, by children and adults alike.
The Board congratulated all involved.

(d)

Fèisgoil
Eilidh Mackenzie gave an update on Fèisgoil activities:
YMI
• The programme was underway with all Highland primary schools participating
• In Skye Gaelic singing support was offered in Kilmuir, Staffin, Dunvegan and Portree GM with
Eilidh Mackenzie (Portree).
Drama
• Hùb Hàb recently finished 4 weeks of touring which involved 43 shows reaching 1,100 children
• Run in collaboration with Eden Court, Angus Macleod has responsibility for Tain and Dingwall
Gaelic drama groups with about 10 participants altogether
• The Meanbh Chuileag tour with the play Le Meas play involved 50 performances to 1,554
children
Gaelic Language
• Blasad Gàidhlig is going ahead in 7 schools in Falkirk area using 4 tutors. Feedback forms have
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•
•
•
•
(e)

been sent out. Awaiting replies before we set up timetable for next term, if required.
Three one-off days were being organised in Gartcosh Primary, North Lanarkshire, the first of
which is due to take place on 21 December.
In Argyll and Bute we have been given go-ahead to provide an intensive week of tutoring in
schools in Islay.
In Edinburgh, there is a request from Tynecastle High School for Gaelic for S1 pupils which, it
is hoped, will begin early in the next term.
In order to keep ahead of the demand our lead Blasad Gàidhlig tutor Linda MacLeod is drawing
up a comprehensive lesson plan to cover all ages and stages from nursery through to P7.

Tasgadh: Traditional Arts Small Grants Fund
A report by Arthur Cormack updating Board members on the Tasgadh Scheme and the second
round of grants, which had been awarded in October, was circulated and noted.
A total of £9,792 was awarded between 14 applicants and the closing date for the final round is 3
February 2017.

(f)

Creative Scotland Funding 2018-21
A report by Arthur Cormack giving Board members information on the timetable and guidance
connected with funding from Creative Scotland for 2018 onwards had been circulated. Arthur also
gave a presentation to the Board.
The deadline for applications is April and it is proposed to have a draft plan ready for the Board to
consider in February.
Following discussion it was agreed that the wording of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s mission statement
should be amended to include the words “engage with” as well as “access and enjoy Gaelic arts
and culture.”
Consultation on the plan would be taking place with staff over the next couple of months and a
draft plan would be available in February. In the meantime if any Board members have any
suggestions they wish considered, they should contact Arthur Cormack to discuss.

4.2016.03
(a)

FINANCIAL ISSUES
Income and Expenditure 2016-17
A report prepared by the Executive Manager, Anne Willoughby, had been circulated showing
income and expenditure with transactions to 31 October 2016 and was noted.
£2,700 had been received from the Simon MacKenzie Trust. Agreement still had to be reached on
how this money would be used but it seemed as if a scheme of bursaries for the Gaelic Drama
Summer School would be likely.

(b)

Bank Balances and up-to-date information
The current balances were:
• Current Account - £17,347.46
• High Interest Account - £431,319.64
• Blas Account - £2,106.59

(c)

Management Accounts to 30 September 2016
Management Accounts to 30 September 2016, prepared by Mann Judd Gordon, had been circulated
and were noted.

(d)

Grants to Fèisean for 2016-17
A list of grants pledged to Fèisean for 2016-17, with amounts paid out to 31 October, had been
circulated and was noted.
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(e)

Funding Agreements
A report by Arthur Cormack updating members on the status of the organisation’s main funding
agreements had been circulated.
Since the last meeting we have now received 2016-17 agreements from The Highland Council for
Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Blas but, at the time of the meeting, Highland Council officials had not
signed these.
Board Members noted the position in relation to all the funding agreements.

(f)

Creative Scotland Annual Review
A report by Arthur Cormack informing Board members about the annual review of our work, carried
out by Creative Scotland, had been circulated.
A copy of the progress report submitted to Creative Scotland was also circulated. We are awaiting
their response.

4.2016.04
(A)

STAFFING ISSUES
Up to date Information
Staff Appraisals will be taking place over the next while. Arthur Cormack will cover senior staff
members. They will then meet individually with other staff members.

(b)

Inverness Offices
A lease on new offices had been agreed and staff were in the process of moving to 2 Ardross
Terrace, Inverness, which offer better access and good kitchen and toilet facilities.
There is not a large meeting room so alternative accommodation would need to be used for future
Board meetings. Duncan MacQuarrie suggested using the meeting room at the Highland Council’s
Archive Centre.

4.2016.05
(a)

OPERATIONAL ISSUES
Staff Progress Reports
Progress Reports from staff had been circulated and Board members noted their content and
thanked everyone for their hard work.
Arthur Cormack advised that an application had been submitted for Heritage Lottery Funding to
enable us to continue with the Fuaran project.

(b)

Board Membership
Information had been sent to Fèisean inviting nominations for a vacant place on the Board but
none had been received.
The Board has the authority to co-opt members and it was agreed that Arthur Cormack should put
together a list of potential people and work with the Chair on this.

(c)

2017 Conference Venue
Some discussion took place regarding potential venues for our 2017 AGM/Conference in
September.
Deirdre Beck advised that it was Fèis Lochabair’s 25th anniversary next year and they would be
delighted to have us in the area as part of their events.
It was agreed that Anne Willoughby would contact the West End Hotel in Fort William to see if they
could accommodate our event and would report back to the Board in February.
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4.2015.06
(a)

OTHER
Date of next Meeting
It was agreed that Board Meetings for 2017 would take place on Friday 17 February, Friday 19
May, Friday 22 September and Friday 8 December.
Meetings would take place at 11.30am with venues to be confirmed.
There being no further items of business the meeting concluded with the Chair thanking everyone
for taking part and wishing all a Happy Christmas and a Good New Year.
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
Agenda Item: 1.2017.02(a)

Reason for paper
To update members on progress with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work for the third quarter of 2016-17.

Background
This report covers the period above, and outlines progress against the performance indicators - or outputs - set against measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s (FnG)
Programme Plan by our main funders - Creative Scotland (CS), Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE), Bòrd na Gàidhlig (BnG), Highland Council (HC), Comhairle nan Eilean
Siar (CnES) and Argyll & Bute Council (ABC) - in agreements with those bodies.
We use a ‘RAG’ system - Red, Amber & Green - the status of each of which is as follows:
Red
Not presently on track, and measures to restore progress not yet in place - danger that targets may be missed
Not presently on target, but with measures in place to restore progress
Amber
On target
Green
In addition, the following colour coding links each output to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme Plan 2015-20:
Support and Development of
Fèisean

Ref

Enhancement of Skills &
Creative Talent

Enhancement of Gaelic Arts &
Culture in Creative Learning

Programme
Plan
Measure

Audience Development and
Engagement

Governance and Staffing

Progress

Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development
Four Fèisean have received support totalling £4,040, for projects worth £8,638.
Fund
CS2
Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a
Fèis Spè has been offered £27,833 this year to support employment of a
year-round programme of work
Development Officer to deliver an agreed programme of work.
We hope to meet with them in Q3, halfway through the 3-year funding, to discuss
progress with their Development Plan delivery.
CS3
Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
Fèis an Earraich have been offered funding to undertake the recording of demo
tracks by young Gaelic singers working with local musicians.
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Status

CS4

Support for new Gaelic song writing

CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new
commissions

CS6

The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants
Scheme for Fèisean that allows for tutor fees to be increased as
close to MU rates as possible

CS8

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our
Musical Instrument Bank

CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure
protection for children and vulnerable adults
Provision of financial assistance to ensure access for those with
additional support needs

CS10

CS11

Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag
(Gaelic medium or Gaelic related)

Our Gaelic Drama Summer School participants produced a new film which has
been entered in the FilmG competition.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will be supporting the FilmG awards with sponsorship for the
best Youth Mobile Short Film.
Our drama work, particularly the new play toured by Meanbh Chuileag, was also
new and the subject matter relevant to the young people at which it was aimed.
The 2016 Blas commission included new songs composed by Marcus Turner and
Mary Ann Kennedy.
We hope to arrange a Fèis nan Òran later in the financial year and songwriting will
be an element of that event.
A new commission was awarded for Blas 2016 and Mary Ann Kennedy, along with
Nick Turner and others, who undertake four performances of Beul na h-Oidhche gu
Camhanaich during the festival. They are now looking at opportunities to secure
further performances at other festivals.
We hope to be able to commission a new work early in 2017 for the Blas Festival
due to take place in September.
The annual Gaelic Drama Summer School took take place in Portree from 4 to 15
July.
Although successful, the numbers attending were lower than we would have liked
and we are currently doing research among Gaelic speaking teenagers to help us
plan for the 2017 event.
43 Fèisean have been offered a total of £239,652 through the Grants Scheme and
guidelines have been amended to ensure Fèisean are aware of MU rates and
should be working towards paying those rates over time. Our current settlement
with Creative Scotland does not allow us to insist upon this but we hope to address
the issue in our application for Regular Funding from 2018 onwards.
Demand is still high during the time of the Fèisean and we have been advertising
instruments to get more hired out at other times of the year.
We have bought new instruments this year including button accordions for which
there is growing demand.
This continues to be done centrally and we continue to carry out disclosure checks
for individual Fèisean with 108 to the end of Q3.
Additional funding is available on demand for carers and/or additional tutors to
ensure access for young people with additional support needs. There have been 6
carers funded to the end of Q3.
The 10th Fèis Drama Earra Ghàidheal took place in May with three Argyll schools
participating, showcasing four plays. The Lochaber event was separate this year
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and Fèisean nan Gàidheal assisted schools with transport costs.
11 Fèisean have been assisted with Gaelic activities and resources for Gaelic
language interaction.
CS13
Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic
Our new Early Years initiative, Hùb Hàb, has given 43 performances for 1,110
medium arts activities including music, song, drama & puppetry
children involving 44 schools & community groups.
CS14
Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
Each Fèis has at least one public performance - most have two – costs of which are
supported through the Grants Scheme.
Fèisean organise many additional performance events and the young people who
attend the Fèisean also take part in numerous events organised by other
organisations in their own locaility.
CS15
If funding is available, run a Traditional Arts Small Grants
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is running the Tasgadh fund again in 2016-17 with an
Scheme
additional £35k from Creative Scotland, £31.5k of which will be distributed in
grants. The second of three deadlines for applications was 30 September. 19
applications had been received and grants amounting to £17,072 were awarded to
14 projects. The deadline for applications for the third and final round in 2016-17
will be 3 February,
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of the potential of creativity
CS16
Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised
£19.3k has been offered to Fèisean to employ local administrators, equating to
Hours as part of our Grants Scheme for Fèisean
1.5FTE.
CS17
Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new
Fèis an Tairbeirt (Argyll) has been granted membership of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Fèisean
and, through Tasgadh, we are aware of another Fèis that may be happening in
Carradale.
CS18
Participation as a partner in the activities of the Highland Youth
Our Senior Development Officer attends HYAH Steering Group meetings and we
Arts Hub
worked with the Hub to promote a youth organised event at the IronWorks in
Inverness during Blas.
We have also been in discussion with Fèis Rois about the possibility of helping with
funding the HYAH at the end of its 2-year funding agreement.
CS19
Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival
The 2016 Blas Festival was held between 2 and 10 September with 45 concerts and
including a new commission and expansion into new areas
cèilidhs as well as schools programme, music in hospitals and care homes and
family events.
A special concert took place at the start of the festival to celebrate Rona Lightfoot’s
80th Birthday and a cèilidh was held in Kilmuir to celebrate the contribution of
Jonathan MacDonald to Gaelic Music.
The 11th Blas commission Beul na h-oidhche gu Camhanaich (Mouth of the Night to
First Light) by Mary Ann Kennedy and Nick Turner took audiences on a journey
through the skies with songs, stories and music related to the sun, moon, stars and
the northern lights.
Over the 9 days of the festival a host of leading traditional musicians and Gaelic
CS12

Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
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CS20

singers appeared at venues throughout the Highlands and Argyll. Among them
were The Red Hot Chili Pipers, Phil Cunningham and Aly Bain, Trail West, Fergie
MacDonald, Margaret Stewart, Paul MacCallum and Linda Macleod. Young people
were again at the heart of the festival with the Cèilidh Trails, Guth na nGael (our
Irish exchange project), Graham MacKenzie, Brighde Campbell, O Chruinneag E
Chruinneag – a new group featuring Ellen MacDonald, Ceitlin Smith, Eilidh
Cormack and Innes White - as well as the Fuaran singers.
As part of the festival’s schools and communities programmes there were music
concerts, workshops in circus skills and drama, storytelling, drama performances
and work with pre-school groups.
Throughout 2016 we have been discussing Blas funding with The Highland
Council, the administration of which has now made clear its desire to cut the local
authority’s funding by 45%.
5 Latha took place in April and the Gaelic Drama Summer School in July, both of
which are Gaelic medium residential events.

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities delivered in Gaelic
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a
We have four Development Officers each of whom has a portfolio of Fèisean they
network of Development Officers each with a portfolio of
support. However, the team is flexible and they assist each other at peak times.
Fèisean
They are involved in a wide range of developments for individual Fèisean.
CS22
Development of policies that should be adopted across the Fèis
Fèisean nan Gàidheal continues to develop, revise and deliver a range of policies,
movement to ensure high quality organisation and provision of
most of which are available for adoption by individual Fèisean also. We have
arts activities
produced an Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Plan as required, and agreed, by
Creative Scotland.
CS23
Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and
Comprehensive insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership
cover for all aspects of their arts activities
package.
CS24
Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to
540 Fèis organisers and participants were involved in 105 training sessions.
ensure they have the skills to run their events as professionally
Support will continue to be available as required.
as possible
CS25
Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and
37 staff training sessions have been run since 1 April.
individual Fèisean
CS26
Participation in cooperative working to offer further
Progress has been slower than we would have liked with this but we are hoping to
progression to individual young people
guide young people through Arts Awards once they offer UCAS points in Scotland.
There is cooperative working going on, however, to progress young people and we
have taken part in several job fairs to promote the opportunities for further study
and jobs involving Gaelic language and culture.
Our Fèisgoil Manager is an active member of the Music Education Partnership
Group, part of whose remit is expanding opportunities for young people to learn
music.
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Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our
Gaelic Language Policy
CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails

CS29

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival
including a new commission and expansion into new areas
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed
years

CS30

CS31

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and
abroad

CS32

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through
various media

We offer help to Fèisean with translations, training and bilingual publicity materials
on demand, as well as Gaelic language activities organised for them by Sgioba G.
See CS12 above.
In 2016-17 there were 8 Fèis Cèilidh Trails funded by Fèisean nan Gàidheal
including a new one in Nairn and Inverness. Fèis Rois ran a further 3 Cèilidh Trails,
funded independently. Those that we funded played to over 15,000 people.
Blas took place from 2 to 10 September 2016. See CS19 above.
Although we applied for funding to take part in the Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design, we were unsuccessful. We hope there will be greater
success with the 2017 Year of History, Heritage and Archaeology and, particularly,
the 2018 Year of Young People.
Our Guth na nGael exchange were involved in workshops and a performance for
the First Minister of Scotland and the President of Ireland at the end of June.
We worked with the Saltire Society to offer an international travel bursary to a
young musician and Brìghde Chaimbeul was the successful recipient.
Our Guth na nGael group took part in a Blas event in Oban and a special event in
Iona Abbey in September.
In October, some of the singers from the Furan project took part in Celtic Colours in
Cape Breton and, in November, a group from Fèis an Earraich took part in the Willie
Kennedy Piping Festival in Armagh.
More and more of our work is featured on social media and there is now a variety
of events on our YouTube channel with more videos being added all the time. We
were hoping to establish our FèisTV digital channel late in 2016 but we have had to
delay that into the new year.

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same. Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped
to build on today’s successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to
A training workshop was organised for YMI tutors in August. Tutor training is
progress through various levels
under review and we have offered a commission for the design of a new course
that can be delivered in Gaelic or English across several locations and, possibly,
online. We hope this course will be ready to deliver in February 2017.
CS34
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure Gaelic
A series of Gaelic language training sessions for Fèis tutors has still to be organised.
policy implementation
CS35
Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for
We hope to continue the Fuaran project, which will develop those skills among the
young people
young people involved, however we need to raise additional funds to do so. We
prepared an outline application for the Heritage Lottery Fund’s ‘Kick the Dust’
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initiative but we were not successful in being asked to apply to the next stage.
Cèilidh Trail participants underwent a week of intensive training at Fèis Alba in
July, preceded by some weekend training events organised in their own localities.
CS37
Provision of music business skills training for young people
Elements of this were built in to Fèis Alba in July and we will offer further training,
as necessary.
CS38
Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative
The appointment of a full-time Fèisgoil Manager has resulted in significantly more
learning opportunities across a number of art forms
activity delivered through the Fèisgoil service with contracts with a number of
local authorities and public bodies having been secured.
A one-day Mini-Fèis was held in Portree High School at the end of June.
We were fortunate to secure some additional financial support for Fèisgoil
activities from the Deputy First Minister of Scotland, John Swinney MSP, when he
spoke at our Annual Conference in September.
CS39
Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music
Traditional Music tuition in all Highland Council primary schools and several
Initiative (YMI) and other programmes
Renfrewshire schools is continuing in school year 2016-17.
CS40
Programmes of Gaelic classes in schools along the lines of GLPS
Gaelic classes have been offered in Falkirk, East Ayrshire, South Ayrshire and North
Lanarkshire with work to take place in Argyll & Bute as well as Edinburgh. There’s
also been interest from The Highland Council.
CS41
Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in
5 Latha took place in April 2016 with 11 Gaelic speaking participants who
Gaelic
undertook a range of activities in Gaelic. The Gaelic Drama Summer School in July
provided further residential opportunities for another 11 young people.
CS42
CPD in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers
A CPD session was organised through Fèisgoil in April for teachers in Falkirk and
we attended An t-Alltan in September to promote Fèisgoil.
Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and of
all ages to access increased opportunity through access to arts and culture
CS43
Begin addressing equalities issues in 2015
Our Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Plan was approved by Creative Scotland in
September and we have now begun implementing it.
We will shortly be collecting statistical information online from various sectors of
people with whom we engage and will be collecting EDI information from Fèisean
and Tasgadh applicant through the grants programmes we run.
CS44
Development of Equalities and Diversity Plan by start of Year 2
As CS43.
of Regular Funding
Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that
the arts, screen and creative industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular
Staff and Board members began recording carbon emissions from 1 April 2015.
Funding (April 2015)
Tutors employed directly by Fèisean nan Gàidheal began recording emissions from
April 2016.
CS46
Ensure local areas are well served in order to cut down on travel
We organise a large number of events in many localities, cutting down the need for
required to access quality events
people to travel to centres of population to access arts activity.
CS36

Provision of performance skills training for young people
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Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in Scotland
CS47
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts
The majority of our communication is now carried out digitally. We have produced
and through regular, digital newsletters
three newsletters to date in 2016-17, which were distributed electronically, and we
use our website, social media and Mailchimp to promote events and other
initiatives.
CS48
Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources
The Fuaran Gaelic song resource has been completed and distributed widely.
CS49
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to ensure
Once FèisTV is established, we will be able to progress this work further and
greater access to them
commission new online teaching courses. Meanwhile we are discussing how best
to digitise existing resources and how doing so would add value.
CS50
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs
The Fuaran project is ongoing with the recorded songs from the first phase
available widely and being played regularly on BBC Radio nan Gàidheal.
CS51
Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through
As CS32.
various media
Quantitative Information
Jobs supported
64.1 Leverage (HIE)
£1,187,442 Increase in turnover
£62,726 Number of volunteers
(created/retained) FTE
Grants to Fèisean
£313,109 Other Grants
£14,110 Participants/Learners in Fèis
4,471 Improved Services
Activities
New Services in Fragile
3 Trainees
540 Audience at Fèis concerts &
5,996 Blas Audience
Areas
other events
Cèilidh Trail Audience
15,135 New Fèisean established
1 Community groups with
4 Cultural Events
increased capacity
Blas Events
91 Cèilidh Trail Events
186 International opportunities for
5 International Exchanges
young people to perform
Commercialisation
2 Change Management Activities
1 Entrepreneurial Activities
4 Young people supported to take
part in training programmes
HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative
See CS38 above. Fèisgoil is working well now and has introduced new revenue
learning opportunities across a number of art forms
streams to Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
HIE2
Expand programmes of Gaelic services in schools including
See CS13 above.
early years Gaelic medium arts activities and communities
HIE3
Develop residential opportunities for community activities
See CS41 above.
delivered in Gaelic
HIE4
Continuous professional development in Gaelic arts and culture
See CS42 above.
for school teachers
HIE5
Gaelic Translation
Assistance with straightforward Gaelic translations is offered to Fèisean on a
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691
4
4,014
542
2
55

HIE6

Gaelic language tuition in schools as opportunities are
tendered
Support and development of Fèisean
HIE7
Capacity building support to community groups to establish
new Fèisean
HIE8
Investment in Fèis development fund for new creative
developments in communities that enable the obliging to lever
in further investment
HIE9
Strategic and practical Fèisean networking support
HIE10

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain
communities programmes

HIE11

Skills development programmes including income generation,
financial planning, First Aid, and Child Protection for Fèisean
staff and volunteers
Enhancement of skills and creative talent/youth employment
HIE12
Provision of performance skills training for young people
HIE13
Provision of accredited training courses for young people

HIE14
HIE15

Provision of music business skills training for young people
Provision of further learning opportunities for Fèis staff, tutors
and participants
Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16
Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
HIE17
Organisation of and development of the annual Blas festival
HIE18
Annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
HIE19
Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities delivered in Gaelic
HIE20
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed
years
HIE21
Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and
abroad

regular basis in pursuit of delivery of our Gaelic Language Policy.
See CS40 above.

See CS17 above. A new Fèis has been established in Tarbert (Loch Fyne) which is
supported through our team of Development Officers.
See CS1 above.

Our team of Development Officers each have a portfolio of around 11 Fèisean to
which they offer regular support on a practical as well as a strategic level.
With Fèis Rois having secured regular funding from Creative Scotland, Fèisean nan
Gàidheal has undertaken to support Fèis Spè at a strategic level to realise its plans
and potential for growth. We are still trying to agree a date for a monitoring
meeting with them to assess progress and future funding needs.
Such training is offered on demand, some delivered by our Development Officers
and other members of our team and some by external, locally-based providers.
More details in CS24 and CS25 above.
See CS36 above.
Staff have undertaken training to enable them to guide young people through Arts
Awards and we have been investigating Saltire Awards for volunteers. We will
shortly look at the feasibility of offering a Certificate of Readiness for Work awarded
by Skills Development Scotland.
See CS37 above.
Staff have taken part in 37 training sessions since 1 April.

See CS28 above.
See CS19 and CS29 above.
See CS41 above.
See CS41 above.
See CS30 above.
See CS31 above.
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Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG1
Support Iomairtean Gàidhlig where a Fèisean nan Gàidheal
officer is based, with evidence of practical help where support is
being offered before 31.03.17

BnG2

A weekly Coffee and Conversation held in the Fèisean nan
Gàidheal office in Portree

BnG3

At least 4 language training sessions for staff before 31.03.17

BnG4
BnG5

At least 4 other training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training,
insurance, musical instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17

BnG6

6 Fèisean to run Fèis Bheag classes or early-years workshops
before 31.03.17
A Gaelic medium panto to tour at least six areas before 31.03.17

BnG7

BnG8

Deliver 80 Gaelic drama workshops in communities across
Scotland before 31.03.17

BnG9

BnG10

At least 3 high school youth-theatre groups established in
partnership with another organisation before 31.03.17. This is
connected to the partnership contract with Eden Court as part
of the Drama Network Scheme.
6-week drama tour of Gaelic schools before 31.03.17

BnG11

A 2-week tour of a bilingual play for schools that offer GLE, or

This work is ongoing with regular interaction between relevant Iomairtean officers
and Fèis Development Officers. Hours spent on Iomairtean areas are recorded by
all staff.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s CEO works closely with the Lasair Officer in Skye,
particularly in supporting Comann nam Pàrant Port Rìgh. Our Development
Officers work with Iomairtean Officers on careers days, for example, as well as
Gaelic awareness days organised in various areas.
Having carried out some research there is no call for this at present but we will try
again further on in the year. We are also considering establishing a similar regular
event in Inverness.
Although not quite the same thing we hold singing sessions - Tac an Teine - on the
first Saturday of each month in Inverness with around 15 attending each time.
Most of those attending are learning Gaelic and use the session as an opportunity
to develop their skills in an informal setting. We hope to establish a similar event in
Stornoway also.
We have held two Gaelic training sessions for staff dealing with proverbs, grammar
and writing skills. We still have one to go.
See CS25 above.
See CS7 above. Although 43 Fèisean are being funded through our grants scheme,
4 new Fèisean have also been established and are being supported by our
Development Team – 47 altogether.
See CS13 above. To date 18 Fèisean have offered early years sessions as part of
their activities.
The 2016 panto Hansel & Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuine toured in December with
19 performances including 42 schools as well as one public performance. Over
2,000 people attended the panto performances.
We have delivered 144 drama workshops since the beginning of April, including
Hùb Hàb, Meanbh-Chuileag, secondary school drama groups and the Blas
education programme. This has involved around 4,000 school pupils.
In collaboration with Eden Court and with Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding, our drama
officer worked again in Tain Royal Academy and Dingwall Academy delivering 18
workshops between August and October. The project ended with a performance
evening at Eden Court on 5 October.
This tour, with a production called Le Meas, began its 6-week run in September and
ended after the October school holidays. There were 50 performances for 1,554
pupils.
We are currently planning for this tour and expect to deliver it in the Falkirk and
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BnG12

BnG13

BnG14
BnG15
BnG16

BnG17

BnG18

BnG19
BnG20
BnG21

BnG22
BnG23

BnG24

where Fèisgoil tutors have been delivering, before 31.03.2017
40 concerts at Blas 2016 with a schools and community
programme as part of the festival, delivered in partnership with
other organisations and where Gaelic is the main language on
stage.
Concerts delivered bilingually by a fluent Gaelic speaking
fear/bean an taighe. Musicians/artists encouraged to use their
Gaelic at the festival.
A newly written commission as part of Blas 2016, with at least 4
performances during the festival.
All information and advertising to be bilingual as an important
feature of the festival, including the MC at each event.
Aim to have 15 individuals aged 14-18 taking part in the 2016
Drama Summer School.
Aim to have 16 high-school pupils take part in a residential
event at The Gearrannan Blackhouses, Isle of Lewis during
Easter 2016.
Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with
confirmation of Gaelic as the daily working language of the
organisation.
Quarterly report on how the Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding has been
spent.
Quarterly report on the up-to-date financial situation of Fèisean
nan Gàidheal.
Risk register to be given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig at the beginning of
the year and in addition to this a copy of papers with updates
relating to this from Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board meetings with
any relevant new information.
Acknowledging the support of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in all projects,
with evidence each quarter.
Press releases concerning Bòrd na Gàidhlig to be submitted,
before release as appropriate, to give an opportunity to the
Bòrd to add quotes/information.
A full-page advertisement in the Blas on-line Brochure given to
Bòrd na Gàidhlig as part of this agreement.

Highland areas in schools that have been experiencing Fèisgoil Gaelic sessions.
See CS19 above. There were 45 concerts. Due to cuts in funding to High Life
Highland, we have organised the schools and communities programme ourselves
in collaboration with Comhairle nan Leabhraichean, Music in Hospitals and Live
Music Now.
We had a Gaelic-speaking Fear or Bean an Tagine at each event and it was a
contractual obligation on artistes who have Gaelic to use the language in their
introductions.
See CS19 above. Performances took place in Drumnadrochit, Ullapool, Sleat and
Acharacle.
All information and advertising was bilingual and, as per BnG12, there was a Gaelicspeaking MC at all events.
The Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma took place between 4 and 16 July with participants.
The event ended with two public performances; one in Plockton and another in
Kilmuir.
5 Latha 2017 will take place between 10 and 15 April for which advertising and
planning is being undertaken at present.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates in Gaelic at staff and board level and in
communications with the local Fèisean. We ensure that the Fèisean deliver the
elements of our Gaelic Policy that refers to them.
This report refers, as does the separate one prepared for Bòrd na Gàidhlig by
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Development Manager.
Management Accounts verified by external auditors form part of this report.
Bòrd na Gàidhlig receives all papers for Fèisean nan Gàidheal board meetings. The
2015-16 Risk Register was submitted to the Bòrd in May.

Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s logo is included in all printed materials and its support is
acknowledged in all press releases, on our website and in e-mail footers.
We do this, particularly in instances where the Bòrd is directly funding the work to
which the press release relates, e.g. the Blas launch in June.
There was no opportunity in an online brochure for an advert this year. However,
we ensured the Bòrd logo appeared in the online leaflet, as well as the printed one,
and that there was a direct link from the Blas website to Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s website.
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Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
SLA still to be agreed at end of Q3.
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Deliverables
CnES1 Pay at least £9,900 to Fèisean in the Western Isles through
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Grants Scheme for Fèisean
CnES2 Utilise £2,900 toward the employment of a Development Officer
based in the Western Isles
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1
Ensure Argyll & Bute based Fèisean receive Council funding
through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Grants Scheme for Fèisean
ABC2
Ensure a Development Officer is based part-time within Argyll &
Bute
ABC3
Support events at the 2016 Blas Festival in Argyll & Bute

Unable to update on progress.
£9,900 of Comhairle funding has been utilised with a total of £42,714 pledged to
the Fèisean.
We have a full-time Development Officer based in Stornoway who supports all the
Fèisean in the Western Isles.
£9,000 of council funding has so far been utilised with a total of £28,453 pledged
to the Fèisean.
We have a full-time Development Officer who supports all the Fèisean within Argyll
& Bute, based within the area when required.
Four events took place in Argyll & Bute as part of Blas 2016 utilising a portion of
council funding.

Action Required
Board members are asked to note the progress with our programme of work and discuss any issues arising from the report.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Fèisgoil

Agenda Item: 1.2017.02(b)
Reason for Paper
To inform the Board members of the developments in the language and drama arms of Fèisgoil this quarter.
Areas of Work
Blasad Gàidhlig
• Falkirk – 4 tutors visiting 7 schools/nurseries delivering Gaelic language and culture sessions
£10,772.41 – Falkirk Council.
• Gartcosh – 3 separate full days over the year. One this term. £300 from North Lanarkshire Council – topped up
by FnG through funding support received for Fèisgoil from The Scottish Government.
• Islay and Jura – Later this term - four days intensive Gaelic learning for schools in Islay and Jura – tutor to visit
islands and spend full days/half days as appropriate in 5 schools. £900 Funded by Argyll and Bute Council with
top up from FnG through direct funding from Scottish Government.
• Edinburgh – we are providing a new tutor (a student at U of E) to deliver S1 & S2 classes at Tynecastle High
School in Edinburgh. Day and a half a week. £2,956.80 – City of Edinburgh Council.
• Linda Macleod has been commissioned to complete block 2 & 3 of the Blasad Gàidhlig Teaching Pack – lesson
plans drawing on resources already available along with new ideas from FnG staff, Linda and other Blasad
Gàidhlig tutors. £1,600 (for blocks 2 & 3) paid by funding direct from Scottish Government.
• We have prepared a quote for Gaelic lessons in Highland Council schools and await an answer as to whether the
authority would like to go ahead with them.
Drama
New baby – congratulations to our Drama officer, Angus Macleod, and his wife, Angela, on the birth of their second
child, Archie Richard.
Fèis Dhràma Uibhist: Calum Macdonald has been contracted to deliver two days over the course of four weeks in
schools in Uist delivering workshops in preparation towards their final performances on 8th & 9th March. £1,946.40 £480 from schools involved and rest through Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding.
Other Projects
Performance with Scottish Government funding - currently discussing with The Highland Council and Bun Sgoil
Ghàidhlig Loch Abar. £5k HC & £5k FnG (Scottish Government funds)
Historical Environment Scotland (HES):
(i) Taobh na Pàirce Digital Stories project – Ailean Òg Dòmhnallach to deliver for us. Up to £1490 from HES
(ii) Caisteal Dhùn Èideann: - GLE & FTMG pupils, delivery this term and next. £2450 from HES.
Action required
Board members are asked to note the information regarding the upcoming delivery of language and drama Fèisgoil
developments.
Eilidh Mackenzie
Fèisgoil Manager
February 2017
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Tasgadh: Traditional Arts Small Grants
Number on Agenda: 1.2017.02(d)

Reason for paper
To inform Board members of progress with the Tasgadh grants scheme Fèisean nan Gàidheal is operating with
funding from Creative Scotland.
Background
Board members will recall that we are again running a grants scheme for Creative Scotland with £31.5k to distrbute
in 2016-17.
Final Round for 2016-17
The final deadline for 2016-17 grant applications was 3 February. At that date, we had received 34 applications
seeking grants totalling £28,341 broken down by artform as follows:
Dance
Storytelling
Music
Multi-artform

3
4
19
8

The panel will meet on 21 February to make decisions on the latest round of applications. Following rounds 1 and 2
we have granted a total of £18,967, leaving just £12,533 to be distributed in this round.

Future of Tasgadh
Tasgadh is funded in addition to our Regular Funding settlement and not guaranteed from year-on-year.
I hope to be able to update Board members at the meeting as to whether it is likely Creative Scotland will continue
to support the fund in 2017-18.
Action Required
Board members are asked to note progress with the Tasgadh fund.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Programme Plan and Creative Scotland Funding 2018-21
Number on Agenda: 1.2017.02(e)

Reason for paper
To provide Board members with an update on revisions to our Programme Plan in readiness for an application to
Creative Scotland for Regular Funding for the years 2018-21.
Background
Board members will recall the timetable and guidance provided at the Board meeting in December connected with the
process of applying for Regular Funding from Creative Scotland in future years.
Since December, I have been revising the Programme Plan 2015-20. Our plan was created following publication of
Creative Scotland’s 10-year plan and, to a large extent, the content is still valid. Adjustments reflect the straitended
times in which we live and focus on delivering the most important elements of our programme. We must also strive to
fulfill not only Creative Scotland’s ambitions - shared with Fèisean nan Gàidheal - but their requirements on equality,
diversity, inclusion, risk and sound governance.
2018-21 Programme Plan
At the last meeting the Board gave a broad steer on what they would like to see Fèisean nan Gàidheal delivering in the
years 2018-21. Small changes to the organisation’s purpose were suggested and there was also a suggestion that the
language in work area 3 should reflect better the language currently being used in formal education.
These suggestions have been incorporated and the general text within the plan has been revised, where appropriate.
Section 6 on Governance has been strengthened.
There are a number of areas where clarification is needed to enable me to prepare the financial projections. In
particular a discussion is needed with Creative Scotland about the requirement to pay industry standard rates to tutors.
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal pays Musicians Union rates to tutors employed directly, for example to deliver YMI classes,
if we were to insist Musicians Union rates were paid to all Fèis tutors, there would need to be a significant increase in
the money we have available for grants to Fèisean, which is already under sever pressure.
Therefore the financial projections have not been completed at this stage.
An early discussion is also needed with HIE to see what the prospects might for a further three-year funding package, in
principle at least, to run alongside Creative Scotland funding.
There is an assumption that the Blas Festival will continue, with or without funding from The Highland Council, in some
shape or form, perhaps evolving into a Fèis showcasing opportunity, which it already is to some extent. There may also
be an opportunity to present festival events in other local authority areas.
The new plan does not simply propose ‘business as usual’ as there are, for example, significant opportunities to work
with the 2018 Year of Young People. We should also see an increase in our digital output with the advent of FèisTV.
References, footnotes, images etc are still to be updated once the main text of the plan is finalised.
Action Required
Board members are asked to:
(a) Note the content of the revised Programme Plan in its present form and acknowledge that further work is required
to complete the plan
(b) Note the deadline date for submission of a completed application is 3 April 2017
and
(c) Since the deadline in (b) falls before the next meeting of the Board permit the Chair to agree, on behalf of the
Board, the final version of the plan and application before submission to Creative Scotland, with Board members
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having sight of the final versions at the May Board meeting.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Programme Plan 2018-21
DRAFT for Board Meeting 17.02.17
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1

Background and Context

Fèis = Festival; Feast; Fèis (Gaelic cultural festival)
Fèisean nan Gàidheal = Festivals of the Gaels; Support organisation for the Fèis movement
Although it has several definitions, the Gaelic word Fèis is synonymous with the community movement
which, for over 30 years, has been tutoring young people in traditional music, Gaelic song and Gaelic
drama and which has built up an impressive track record of opportunity and achievement. Many of
those achievements, to that date, were documented in the 2006 book: Fèis: The First Twenty-Five Years of
the Fèis Movement1 edited by Kate Martin. The book charts the movement’s growth from its beginnings
in Barra in 1981, expansion into Ross-shire, Skye and Lochaber in the mid to late 1980s as well as its rapid
growth during the 1990s.
A report published by the Traditional Music Forum, following a 2015-16 census, found that 17,240
people under 18 were involved in learning traditional music. At the time of writing this plan, Fèisean
nan Gàidheal supports 47 member Fèisean in 14 local authority areas across the country offering regular
tuition to around 6,000 young people, therefore supporting over a third of all traditional music tuition
for young people in Scotland. 37 Fèisean are within the area covered by Highlands & Islands Enterprise
(HIE), 21 of which are in HIE Fragile Areas.
The traditional arts sector and in particular the Fèisean movement spearheaded by Fèisean nan Gàidheal is
looked at with envy from many other parts of the globe. There is much that Scotland’s young people’s arts
sector can learn from it in terms of how it is networked, how it reaches out beyond its perceived usual
participants, how it identifies and supports talent and how it supports the continued up-skilling of its
workforce.
Time to Shine, Creative Scotland 0-25 Arts Strategy

The interest and ability in traditional music in Scotland has grown exponentially since the Fèisean began
and they have been a major driver in raising awareness of the Gaelic language, contributing to
community and social cohesion in the process. It is interesting to observe the welcome support for
Sistema Scotland, allowing the organisation to work in socially challenged areas using classical music as
a means of engaging young people in overcoming difficulties and building confidence in themselves
and their communities. The Fèisean have also done that, using traditional music and Gaelic arts, over
the 30+ years of their existence. Areas covered by Fèisean may not have the same challenges as Raploch
and Govanhill, but they have their own challenges which Fèisean have contributed to overcoming.
The locally-managed, traditional cultural work of the Fèisean – in many ways the antithesis of stereotypical
community arts – has proven impact on the problems of exclusion and disenfranchisement caused by poverty
in remote rural districts of the Scottish Highlands & Islands. 2

Fèisean nan Gàidheal was established in 1991 and is a company limited by guarantee and is a registered
charity. The organisation was developed to offer a range of services to local Fèisean, all of which are
corporate members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Support for local Fèisean, and delivery of services for them, remains at the core of the organisation’s
activities. Arguably, everything the organisation does supports the Fèisean, or those involved in them,
directly or indirectly. Management fees from contract delivery and project management are reinvested
in the infrastructure that supports the Fèisean. Events are run to give Fèis participants valuable
performance opportunities. There is no member of staff who does not work with the local Fèisean.
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http://www.feisean.org/downloads/Feis25.pdf
http://www.feisean.org/downloads/Use-or-Ornament.pdf (section 10.2)
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Without Fèisean nan Gàidheal 47 independent, local organisations would need to access funding,
insurance, musical instruments, training, teaching resources and adhere to child protection and other
requirements on an individual basis. Investment in Fèisean nan Gàidheal strengthens and develops
cultural activities in more than 200 communities across Scotland reaching over 70,000 people annually.
Within this Plan, references to Fèisean nan Gàidheal are meant as a collective term for all the Fèisean as
well as the name of the umbrella organisation.
Gaelic is an integral part of Scottish culture and the Scottish Government recognises the cultural, economic
and social value of the language to our whole country. Fèisean nan Gàidheal has made an immense
contribution to both traditional music and the Gaelic throughout Scotland through their support and
promotion of the language, especially their work with young people and schools.
John Swinney MSP, Deputy First Minister of Scotland at Fèisean nan Gàidheal Annual Conference 2016

Several reports3 highlight Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s role as an example of good practice in the
development of traditional music, Gaelic song, Gaelic drama, traditional dance and Gaelic language as
well as wider community development. Its work enables participation in the arts for people of all
backgrounds in many communities throughout the country, including areas that are rurally isolated.
The arts have an important role to play in increasing the use and visibility of Gaelic. Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s work enables closer engagement with the language, better understanding of its place in
Scotland’s identity and promotes positive attitudes towards Gaelic.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal believes participation in the arts and creativity promotes equality and diversity,
contributes to wellbeing and to the economy of Scotland. The work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal has done
much to promote a sense of place, linking young people with their culture, language and heritage
evident, for example, in the work of its archiving projects4. Many of the places in which Fèis activities
take place are considered to be of importance for a variety of reasons – the environment, the provision
of arts in the community, the economic circumstances of an area or the health of the Gaelic language.
For young people to understand who they are and where they are going, they need to know who and
where they have come from. They need a sense of belonging, values, beliefs, identity and expression,
the development of which has been a key success of the Fèis movement.5
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal endeavours to record and acknowledge the many achievements of
individual Fèisean within its Annual Reports, all of which are available on its website6, it is only possible
in this Plan to highlight some of what the organisation achieved in delivering its Development Plan
2015-18 to date. Key achievements included:
The establishment of 2 new Fèisean
The delivery of a range of support services for member Fèisean and the allocation of funding
to them of around £1m
Continued development of the annual Blas Festival that, in its first 11 years has promoted 440
main concerts, in addition to a range of community and educational events, involving 3,422
performers with an audience of 104,628, produced 12 new commissions with audience
satisfaction ratings averaging 91.2%
Continuation of support for Fèis Cèilidh Trails which increased in number from 7 to 8 playing
to nearly 12,000 people annually
Introduction of a new Tutor Training Course that can be delivered in a variety of places in
English or in Gaelic
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http://www.feisean.org/en/information/research.php
http://www.feisean.org/en/projects/?ID=1
5
http://www.feisean.org/downloads/Use-or-Ornament.pdf (section 6.3)
6
http://www.feisean.org/en/information/annual-reports.php	
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Continued delivery of an ambitious Gaelic Language Policy that requires all tutors to engaged
in learning Gaelic if they are not already a speaker of the language
Engagement of young people and adults in Gaelic drama through various initiatives including
school tours, the annual Gaelic Drama Summer School, Film G and an increased level of work
in schools and communities
Establishment of a new Gaelic medium pre-school Gaelic arts service, Hùb Hàb
Delivery of an annual Gaelic medium residential week that enables young people to enhance
their language skills across a range of activities in a Gaelic community
Expansion of our Gaelic Arts in Education service – Fèisgoil – and increased delivery of a
contracts that have helped deliver outcomes required of the Gaelic Language Plans of various
public bodies
Participation of young people from various Fèisean in several high-profile events including
numerous Blas concerts, Belladrum, HebCelt, the International Shinty-Hurling Final, Celtic
Connections, Celtic Colours and in television programmes such as Ho-rò Gheallaidh
Support for Gaelic singing through a monthly session, Tac an Teine, in Inverness and a similar
event in Stornoway
Establishment of a digital platform, FèisTV, to stream live events, build up an online archive of
material and offer online music lessons in Gaelic and English
Delivery of a high-quality Heritage Lottery-funded inter-generational digitisation project,
Fuaran, which enabled 11 young singers to collect, research, learn, record and perform a range
of traditional Gaelic songs
Delivery of a traditional arts grant fund, Tasgadh, for Creative Scotland which supported
around 110 projects in its first two years
Recognition of the role of volunteers involved in Fèisean through the Scottish Gaelic Awards
and the Scots Traditional Music Hall of Fame
Continued collaboration with organisations and projects to promote the Gaelic language,
culture and traditional arts including the Traditional Music Forum, Creative Scotland’s
Traditional Arts Advisory Group, the Highland Youth Arts Hub, the Gaelic Drama Network,
Hands Up for Trad and the Music Education Partnership Group.
Although engagement levels vary according the range of activities in which we are involved each year,
in 2015-16 Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work reached almost 70,000 people with 840 volunteers and 662
tutors involved in delivering its programme.
In recent years Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s range of functions has expanded to enable it to offer key services
that are at the heart of traditional music and Gaelic language development in Scotland. This growth has
been made possible through the invaluable support of Fèis volunteers in communities the length and
breadth of the country, a committed staff team and the maintenance of successful partnerships with key
agencies such as Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig.
We deliver, or have delivered, work for The Highland Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Argyll & Bute
Council, East Lothian Council, Renfrewshire Council, Perth & Kinross Council, Falkirk Council, East Lothian
Council, City of Edinburgh Council, North Lanarkshire Council and have worked with public bodies such
as Historical Environment Scotland and the National Colllections (National Library, Museum and
Galleries).
The creative, social, educational, linguistic and economic impact of the work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
and the network of Fèisean has been widely recognised. Research has identified positive impacts in
individual and community confidence, skills development, job creation and equality of access to creative
experiences. The full impacts go much deeper than it is possible to express in research reports.
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I think we need to acknowledge that Fèisean nan Gàidheal has contributed to a major change in Scottish
cultural life and the Fèis movement has probably had a much wider impact than we can measure. From its very
modest origins Fèisean nan Gàidheal has experienced sustained growth, it has expanded into many areas of
Scotland and its commitment to Gaelic remains undiminished.
The Fèis movement has clearly kept the language at the heart of its activity and I believe that it is one of the
best examples we have for promoting confidence in the Gaelic language. It is initiatives such as this that are
needed to give Gaelic speakers the confidence to use and pass on their language and thus create a sustainable
future for Gaelic in Scotland.
Peter J Peacock, former Minister for Education & Young People and Gaelic
Foreword to Fèis: The First Twenty-Five Years of the Fèis Movement

We know that immersion in cultural activity can help bolster the resilience and well-being of communities and
individuals. I’m thinking here of Fèisean nan Gàidheal which is at the forefront of Gaelic arts development,
with research suggesting that participation not only increases skills in young people but also self-esteem and a
sense of identity.
Fiona Hyslop MSP, Scotland Government Cabinet Secretary for Culture

Fèisean now employ around 600 individual musicians and singers annually to teach in communities and
schools. Fèisean have played a key part in producing a large number of exceptional performers and
players, some of whom are now in the top flight of Scottish musicians, making their living from
performing and teaching Scottish traditional music and Gaelic song across the globe. Fèisean also play a
significant part in supporting the Gaelic language skills of young people, enabling its use outside school
and engendering positive attitudes towards the language among participants7 many of whom have
achieved fluency in Gaelic. The current sense of vitality in the traditional music scene and Gaelic
language development in Scotland is, in no small measure, due to the work of the Fèis movement.
HIE works directly with cultural organisations, such as Fèisean nan Gàidheal (FnG), to develop communitybased cultural activities. FnG, one of our largest cultural social enterprises, supports opportunities for
community participation in the traditional arts. FnG currently works with 45 separate Fèisean organisations
out of which 23 are based in the fragile areas. As well as supporting opportunities for individuals, schools and
community groups to engage in traditional arts activities, FnG successfully delivers a programme of training
and work placement opportunities for young people, successfully equipping them with the skills to pursue
career pathways in the creative industries sector. In response to the growing demand for Fèisean related
services, a new service – Fèisgoil has just been launched; this offers an exciting programme of cultural
development activities to schools, community groups, local authorities and other public sector bodies.
Community culture, arts and heritage, Highlands & Islands Enterprise

Fèisean nan Gàidheal currently employs 12 people directly (10.8 FTEs). According to a 2010 study by
Steve Westbrook, Economic and Social Impacts of the Fèisean, commissioned by HIE, the total
employment generated directly and indirectly by the Fèisean, equated to around 95 FTEs, contributing
over £2m to the economy8. That report pointed to Fèisean nan Gàidheal being at the forefront of Gaelic
arts development, with research having shown that participation not only increases skills in young
people but also self-esteem and a sense of identity. At a time of economic uncertainty it is vital for
people to continue their involvement in recreation and activities that generate a sense of wellbeing.
Volunteers have often gained transferable skills from organising and running Fèisean.
A 2015 report by Ekosgen for HIE, Evaluation of HIE‟s investment in Gaelic Cultural Development Services,
found similar results in terms of FTEs. A survey of Fèisean was carried out in which all Fèisean surveyed
indicated that Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s support had been instrumental to their ability to carry out their
activities. Two thirds of groups suggested they could not function without the organisation’s support,
and the remaining one third stated that activities would be undertaken but at a later date, or on a
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http://www.feisean.org/downloads/25-Years-of-Feisean.pdf (page 51)
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smaller scale, in the absence of support from Fèisean nan Gàidheal. Similarly, the support received has
been vital in terms of the use of Gaelic within the Fèisean activities.
The organisation’s work contributes considerably to Scotland’s creative system. It creates new musicians
and employs established musicians as teachers, mentors and performers. Musicians play music for
fulfillment, for the enjoyment of visitors to, and residents of, Scotland. Some produce CDs, hire studios,
employ recording engineers and session musicians, use the work of artists, photographers, graphic
designers and CD pressing plants. Music shops gain products to sell, and wealth is created for those
organisations and for the musicians themselves. Many are employed to teach at Fèisean, passing on
traditions from generation to generation. This forms part of their income, contributing to their ability,
for some, to make a full-time living in the creative sector. Venues benefit from work where artists are
booked, promoters are paid, graphic designers are engaged, adverts are placed in newspapers, sound
engineers are employed and income is generated from ticket sales. Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work
supports the employment of artists, arts administrators, print design companies, web designers,
photographers, PA hire companies and advertising outlets. Television and radio benefit from the
additional programme content its work provides.
Up to 70,000 people each year are offered tuition, participation and entertainment through work
supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal. The map inside the front cover illustrates places where activities are
organised by Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Fèisean but does not adequately illustrate the actual number of
activities. For example, each Fèis generates multiple tuition opportunities and the Youth Music Initiative
in the Highland Council area, for example, currently equates to 12 sessions per pupil annually.
Further details of individual Fèisean are available on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and some Fèisean
have websites of their own, as well as a presence in social media that charts their work.
While the organisation has been fortunate to have benefitted from investment by a range of agencies
over the years - and it will would continue to seek that - there is a case for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work
to be recognised more formally, as articulated in Creative Scotland’s Music Sector Review:
Notwithstanding the different organisational bases on which they operate they can only operate as long-term
flagships and development organisations with some assurance of core funding. Five professional National
Performing Companies are all permanently funded by the Scottish Government in recognition of their flagship
status. Whilst not proposing that the national youth companies should be moved away from the aegis of
Creative Scotland, we suggest it is reasonable that they should be seen in the same light as permanent national
institutions.9

Fèisean nan Gàidheal is happy to present this Programme Plan as an overview of the work in which it will
be engaged over the three-year period from 2018-21, with the support of partner organisations. As with
our previous plan, we have adopted the 0-25 age range specified in Time to Shine – Scotland’s Youth Arts
Strategy.
We will continue to support and develop the local Fèisean at the same time as developing skills, talent
and opportunities for Fèis ‘graduates’ to either go on to further study or take part in events and
performance opportunities. There will be growth in opportunities for employment through additional
teaching opportunities in the formal education sector through Fèisgoil. These will lead to creative
opportunities for a wide range of people across Scotland and contribute to Scotland’s distinctiveness by
promoting the traditional arts and the Gaelic language as unique and defining assets.
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http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/21470/Creative-Scotland-Music-Sector-Review-v1-2.pdf (page 89)
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Summary of Plan

In addition to outlining the background to the organisation, its achievements to date and the context in
which it works, this Programme Plan for 2018-21 commits Fèisean nan Gàidheal to delivering its mission
of inspiring young people to value our culture.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal aspires to realise its ambition of developing the creative talent of young people by
supporting opportunities for communities across Scotland to engage with and enjoy Gaelic arts and
culture, promoting traditional arts and Gaelic language as unique and defining assets that contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness.
Pursuing its ambition shall enable Fèisean nan Gàidheal to deliver a range of outcomes, particularly in
relation to the widening of access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts, promoting work that leads to a better
understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work inspired by, and in, the Gaelic
language. Delivering Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s outcomes will result in young people being involved in a
range of creative experiences that enhance their talent and life skills and support experimentation in the
Gaelic arts. The outcomes will strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life.
Working in partnership who wish to see similar outcomes delivered is the only way this plan can be
delivered. Fèisean nan Gàidheal shall continue to be adaptive and responsive to changing priorities and
shall ensure equality and diversity in its work, at the same time as further embracing digital technology
and addressing sustainability issues.
Building on its track record, the Programme Plan outlines the benefits from Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work
and the demand for its continuation, as well as the organisation’s ability to deliver. An analysis of
Fèisean nan Gàidheal assesses its Strengths and Weaknesses as well as the Opportunities and Threats
faced by the organisation.
To deliver its outcomes Fèisean nan Gàidheal proposes to operate across four main areas of work:
(1)
Support and Development of Fèisean
(2)
Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent
(3)
Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning
(4)
Audience Development and Engagement
For each of the above areas of work, the Programme Plan articulates the rationale, outlines the
outcomes that will be delivered, defines a strategy and provides narrative around the detail of delivery.
The Programme Plan demonstrates how the outcomes of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work will also deliver
measures within the various strategies of other bodies including the Scottish Government, Creative
Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig as well as other public bodies and local
authorities.
The Programme Plan outlines the governance arrangements that are in place to oversee its delivery and
details the management and staffing structures that will ensure delivery on a day-to-day basis. An
overview is provided of the networks that support wider work in the traditional arts and Gaelic
language.
Budget estimates are provided for delivery of outcomes over the three-year period of the Programme
Plan. These will be reviewed annually and amended as appropriate in the light of agreements reached
with various funding partners.
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Mission, Ambition and Outcomes

Mission
A’ toirt ar dualchais do ar n-òigridh – inspiring young people to value our culture

To fulfil this mission our ambition is to
Develop the creative talent of young people by supporting opportunities for communities across
Scotland to engage with and enjoy Gaelic arts and culture, promoting traditional arts and Gaelic
language as unique and defining assets that contribute to Scotland’s distinctiveness.

Pursuing our ambition shall enable delivery of the following outcomes
We will:
Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to
ensure as many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate
Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language
Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical
location or social background
Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic
arts
Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities
to use Gaelic
Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through
employment in cultural activities
Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively,
in areas of low economic activity
Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience
Retain a skilled workforce that uses Gaelic in the workplace and provides strong advocacy for and
leadership in the Gaelic arts sector
Promote an authentic visitor experience supporting growth in cultural tourism
Promote our work internationally and ensure Gaelic language, arts and culture contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness
Be adaptive and responsive to changing priorities, evaluation of our work and external research
Address sustainability issues in relation to our work
Fèisean nan Gàidheal expects those outcomes will be delivered through its support of local Fèisean
which are key partners. Outcomes will also be delivered through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s engagement in
strategic work and delivery of contracts and services to third parties, where appropriate.
Delivering our mission, ambition and outcomes, in partnership with local Fèisean and others, shall
contribute towards the following Scottish Government National Outcomes
National Outcome

Fèisean nan Gàidheal Areas of Work

1 We live in a Scotland that it is the most attractive place for
doing business in Europe
32

Support and
Development of
Fèisean

Enhancement of
Skills & Creative
Talent

*

*

Enhancement of
Gaelic Arts &
Culture in
Education

Audience
Engagement

*

2 We realise our full economic potential with more and better
employment opportunities for our people
3 We are better educated, more skilled and more successful,
renowned for our research and innovation
4 Our young people are successful learners, confident
individuals, effective contributors and responsible citizens
5 Our children have the best chance in life and are ready to
succeed
6 We live longer, healthier lives
7 We have tackled the significant inequalities in Scottish
society
8 We have improved the life chances for children, young
people and families at risk
9 We live our lives safe from crime, disorder and danger
10 We live in well-designed, sustainable places where we are
able to access the amenities and services we need
11 We have strong, resilient and supportive communities
where people take responsibility for their own actions and
how they affect others
12 We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and
protect it and enhance it for future generations
13 We take a pride in a strong, fair and inclusive national
identity
14 We reduce the local and global environmental impact of our
consumption and production
15 Our people are able to maintain their independence as they
get older and are able to access appropriate support when
they need it
16 Our public services are high quality, continually improving,
efficient and responsive to local people’s needs

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The Scottish Government Economic Strategy identifies five challenges facing Scotland. The principal
ways in which the Fèis movement10 contributes to the Government’s Economic Strategy are through:
 Generating output of over £2.5 million per year.
 Equipping young people with the skills and practical experience to take up careers in the creative
industries, one of Scotland’s target sectors for growth in output, productivity, and exports.
 Increasing participation in the labour force through providing full and part time work opportunities,
often in areas with limited employment options.
 Improving equity across Scotland through the quality of work and tuition in remote and rural
communities, with a relatively high impact in fragile areas within the Highlands and Islands.
 Encouraging population retention and growth in small and remote communities through providing
social activities (especially for young people), social and cultural interaction, and a greater
understanding of the Gaelic and cultural heritage of people’s home areas. Return visits by tutors,
performers, and family members during Fèisean weeks and for related special events encourage the
retention of links and future return migration, as evidenced in various studies.
Ways in which we can deliver specific outcomes for a number of individual organisations are detailed in
Section 5.
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http://www.feisean.org/downloads/HIE-Economic-Impact-of-the-Feisean.pdf
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Programme of Work 2015-20

Areas of Work
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will deliver a programme covering four areas of work:
1. Support and Development of Fèisean
2. Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent
3. Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning
4. Audience Development and Engagement
Benefits
According to the 2010 study Economic and Social Impacts of the Fèisean, the total employment generated
by the Fèisean equates to around 95 FTEs contributing over £2m to the economy11. In 2015-16 those
figures rose as individual Fèisean spent £1.2 million and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s turnover was £1.35
million – a total of £2.21m with grants from Fèisean nan Gàidheal to the Fèisean removed. This is
significant when it is considered that the turnover of Fèis Rois (£823k in 2015-16), included in the 2010
figures, has been removed from the 2015-16 figures since it is regularly funded separately by Creative
Scotland and no longer receives funding from Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
The Fèis Movement has successfully generated hard economic benefits for Scotland including fragile
areas in the Highlands and Islands. However, the artistic, social and linguistic benefits are just as
important for the good of the nation. There has never been a time when more young people have been
skilled in playing traditional music and singing traditional songs, nor the opportunities so plentiful.
The Scottish Government already accepts the case for the role of government in supporting the cultural sector.
We actively support the case for public subsidy of the arts. We understand that culture and heritage have a
value in and of themselves.
I don’t need or want the culture or heritage sector to make a new economic or social case to justify public
support for their work. I know what these sectors can deliver because I see it in action. I visit hardworking
artists and practitioners who are exploring new ways of working; and who are creating dynamic and exciting
new ways of enjoying and sharing their work and the work of our ancestors. They think in new ways precisely
because they are artists.
So, for this Government, the case has been made.
Fiona Hyslop MSP, Scotland Government Cabinet Secretary for Culture
Past, Present & Future: Culture & Heritage in an Independent Scotland

As indicated in Section 1, the creative industries benefit greatly from our work. Other beneficiaries
include accommodation providers, eating establishments, car and bus hire companies, insurance
brokers, travel agencies and Gaelic translators, often operating in rural, more fragile areas.
Demand
Demand for the work we support remains very high:
Over the past two years young people taking part in the Fèisean and other arts engagement
opportunities has averaged around 6,000 annually. Our audiences for events and other projects in
which we are involved increased to around 70,000 annually and that figure rises to 325,000 when
television appearances and YouTube hits are taken into account.
We have maintained numbers of young people attending individual Fèisean at a time when family
incomes have diminished. We have striven to ensure access and participation for those who could
not afford to pay in difficult times.
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http://www.feisean.org/downloads/HIE-Economic-Impact-of-the-Feisean.pdf (page 28)
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Although the audience for Blas has fluctuated because of uncertainty of funding from year-to-year, it
remains healthy and overall audience figures remain good, as do satisfaction ratings.
Summer Cèilidh Trails reach a very large audience, depending on the events at which they appear,
providing an authentic visitor experience as well as training and employment for young musicians.
Cèilidh Trails have also been a vehicle for showcasing outwith Scotland the talents of the young
people involved, including appearances at various festivals in Ireland and the annual International
Shinty-Hurling matches.
We have seen increases in the number of people employed to deliver Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
programme due to additional teaching opportunities created as a result of initiatives such as
Fèisgoil.
Our increased use of social media demonstrates the interest in our work. Using digital media enables
us to disseminate information to large numbers of people quickly and cheaply. Our YouTube
channel provides us an opportunity to bring our work to a wider audience and this will expand
further with the advent of FèisTV.

Ability to deliver
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is an organisation with an excellent track record in project and programme
delivery as well as management of substantial public funds. It was a core-funded organisation of the
Scottish Arts Council, a foundation organisation of Creative Scotland and regularly funded by Creative
Scotland between 2015 and 2018. HIE has supported us throughout those periods also, as has Bòrd na
Gàidhlig since soon after its inception. Key local authorities such as The Highland Council, Comhairle
nan Eilean Siar and Argyll & Bute Council have also been very supportive but there is a significant risk of
uncertainty over future local authority funding.
An innovative and adaptive organisation, Fèisean nan Gàidheal always looks to lever maximise benefit
for funding bodies and mitigate the reliance on public funding somewhat by earning additional income,
the surplus from which is used to deliver its core work. Partnership working is essential and we will
strive to maintain a mix of funders and partners in delivering this Programme Plan in 2018-21.
More detail is given in Section 6 of our governance arrangements and staffing structure. The following is
an organisational SWOT analysis:
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Strengths
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear development plans underpinning the work of the
organisation, with the ability to offer good leverage to
organisations that invest in us, contributing to Scotland’s
economy
Ability to earn income through selling services and a
strong record of delivering projects successfully
Low staff turnover resulting in a skilled core team with
expertise in offering quality services
Sound governance and financial management in place
with a gender balanced Board of Trustees representative
of the Fèisean
Increased awareness of carbon use through the
recording of use having been incrementally introduced
Innovative ways employed to support the Fèis
infrastructure, creating opportunities for participants
Programme supports employment for marginally more
women than men in rurally isolated areas
Programme supports Gaelic language which is used by a
minority in Scotland
Strong volunteer involvement in local Fèisean and
membership consulted on all major issues
A collaborative approach working cooperatively to
deliver programme
Positive relationships with government and local
authorities through effective advocacy and collaboration
Effective use of digital media to contribute to a
sustainable environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

	
  

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

O

Opportunities
•

Weaknesses

Geographic spread of activities can create logistical and
environmental problems in service delivery
Signs of volunteer fatigue in some local Fèis committees
could lead to decrease in activity
Disparate nature of Fèisean leads to communication
difficulties in some cases
Travel to and from our base is relatively expensive and
time consuming
Communication and public transport links are not
always conducive to sustainable working
Inability to ensure the Fèisean pay industry rates to
tutors they employ
In early stages of collecting data to help us articulate
fully our current EDI practice and to assist us in
addressing gaps in provision
Lack of private sector investment in Fèis movement
Tension between striving to deliver services to Fèisean
and delivering strategic projects to earn income
Tension between demonstrating diversity and fulfilling
the Gaelic language needs of the organisation at staff
level
Disparity in demonstrating diversity and fulfilling the
need for local Fèisean to be represented at Board level
Decreased level of awareness of the Fèis movement
outwith ‘traditional’ areas
Slightly depleted workforce due to reductions in funding
forcing us to make savings in order to protect services to
the Fèisean

Threats

Positive profile of the Fèis movement and its
contribution to the artistic and cultural life of Scotland
Overcome volunteer fatigue in local Fèis committees by
offering additional support
Ability to make further contributions to Scotland’s
economy
Regular funding from Creative Scotland would help lever
funding from other partners
Potential to earn income by providing services to other
organisations
Continuation of positive nature of gender balance within
the organisation
Implementation of the our EDI Action Plan
Extended use of digital technology to cut down on staff
travel time and expense and contribute to
environmental sustainability
Ability to help deliver Time to Shine and the National
Gaelic Language Plan and help others with commitments
under the Gaelic Language Act
Attract private sector investment
Foster support from MSPs and local politicians for the
work of the Fèisean
Expansion and inclusion of Fèisean in ‘non-traditional’
Fèis areas with enhanced support

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
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The current financial climate and reductions in funding
affect, particularly at local authority level, the ability to
deliver our programme, leading to possible job losses
and diminution of economic impact
Withdrawal of, or reduction in, funding by a significant
partner such as Creative Scotland, HIE or Bòrd na
Gàidhlig
Failure to fully support the Fèisean leading to volunteer
fatigue and decrease in activities
Risk of overload from attempting to deliver too many
projects to earn income in order to sustain the
organisation in the current financial climate
Some of our activities remain under-funded, leading to
staff time being expended on additional fund-raising
and contract delivery in order to sustain our core
programme
Reductions in funding could lead to fewer opportunities
for young people in rurally isolated areas
Lack of sufficient funding could mean artists not being
paid at a level that would offer parity with other careers

Development Area 1

SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT OF FÈISEAN

RATIONALE
Fèisean nan Gàidheal exists primarily to support and develop local Fèisean, aiming to ensure everyone
who wishes to may access and enjoy experiences in the traditional arts. Each local Fèis is different and
the voluntary effort that goes into running them is one of the Fèis movement’s key strengths. The
geographical spread of the Fèisean creates challenges but also enables communities across Scotland to
be transformed through cultural development with the opportunities afforded by the Fèisean having
the ability to enhance the quality of life for all. We recognise the important role arts and culture play in
increasing the visibility of Gaelic and engagement with the language and the role Fèisean play in that.
We acknowledge and value the role of volunteers and aim to make the work less onerous and more
enjoyable for them through the provision of a range of services. The contribution of some of Scotland’s
foremost musicians and singers who tutor at Fèisean is highly valued and Fèisean nan Gàidheal seeks to
pay a realistic wage for their work with us. Through close cooperation and joint working, we wish to
ensure delivery of certain developments. We agree with the Time to Shine12 vision and can help ensure
“all Scotland’s children and young people flourish and achieve in and through the arts and creativity”.

OUTCOMES
Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to
ensure as many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate
Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical
location or social background
Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language
Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic
arts
Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities
to use Gaelic
Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through
employment in cultural activities
Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively,
in areas of low economic activity
Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience

STRATEGY
Our priorities and timetable for Support and Development of Fèisean shall include:

Regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean with a
commitment to paying tutors MU minimum rates if sufficient funding is available
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of
Development Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised Hours as part of our
Grants Scheme for Fèisean

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√
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http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/plans-and-strategy-documents/national-youth-arts-strategy (page 4)
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Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean
Regular engagement with local Fèisean through Lead Officers, an annual conference
and regional gatherings, as appropriate
The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument
Bank
The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
Assistance with the implementation of our Gaelic Language Policy
Development of policies that should be adopted across the Fèis movement to
ensure high quality organisation and provision of arts activities
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts, social media and
regular, digital newsletters
Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to ensure greater access to
them
Provision of insurance giving Fèisean cover for all aspects of their arts activities
Provision of financial assistance to ensure access for those with additional support
needs
If funding allows, strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a yearround programme of work
Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs
Support for new Gaelic song writing

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√

√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place. Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place.
WHAT WE WILL DO
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to deliver, as fully as possible, the
priorities set out in order to ensure access for as wide a range of people as possible to enjoy creative
experiences in the traditional arts. In doing so we will promote equality, diversity and inclusion through
engagement with people from a wide range of communities across the country, including those in areas
of social and economic depravation. As far as possible, we will enable people to participate in arts
activities in their own locality where that is desirable.
We will continue to operate a Grants Scheme for Fèisean, focusing primarily on support for main Fèis
activities and year-round classes. As far as funding will allow, we will endeavour to ensure that grants
are sufficient to allow Fèisean to pay MU rates to tutors. For many Fèisean this will represent a
significant uplift in the fees they pay to tutors and with a grants scheme already under pressure, it will be
a challenge to deliver fully on this aim.
Our Fèis Development Fund has been an extremely valuable mechanism for supporting innovation, with
relatively modest sums of support from Fèisean nan Gàidheal often levering in substantial additional
investment to local communities. We aim to continue operating a development fund during the lifetime
of this plan.
With Fèis Rois now funded separately from Fèisean nan Gàidheal, Fèis Spè has been supported over the
past three years to develop within the area covered by the Cairngorm National Park. While ongoing
funding will be required for Fèis Spè’s staff complement, there are other Fèisean which could benefit
from this level of investment. Subject to available funding we would like to continue to support Fèis Spè
and other Fèisean which would like to deliver an enhanced programme of work.
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Community groups across Scotland approach Fèisean nan Gàidheal with the aim of establishing a Fèis.
Applications for membership are considered by the Board of Fèisean nan Gàidheal to ensure those
groups fulfil the required criteria and to ensure they are strategically placed to meet the access and
inclusion aims of Fèisean nan Gàidheal. Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff will continue to provide support for
communities to establish new Fèisean which would normally be funded, initially, from our Fèis
Development Fund and outside sources of funding. Taking a strategic overview of where new Fèisean
are established can cut down on the need for some young people to travel long distances to access
activities, thus addressing sustainability issues.
At the core of our organisation is a dedicated team of people who support Fèisean. Fèisean nan
Gàidheal staff will continue to be supported by the management team to ensure Fèisean continue to
benefit from one-to-one attention from a Lead Officer who should be the first point of contact for
Fèisean in their dealings with Fèisean nan Gàidheal. They will be enables to help with a range of issues
such as grant form completion, grant compliance including assistance with disclosure checking, raising
of external funding for specific projects, publicity for events, compliance with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
Gaelic Policy, hands-on assistance for committees during their Fèis, organisation of training for Fèis
organisers, the strategic development of collections of Fèisean in geographical areas and more.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Musical Instrument bank is well used and demand regularly outstrips the supply
of available instruments. During the period of this plan, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to make
instruments available to Fèisean fee free and allow individuals to access them with low rental charges.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will maintain the current instruments and invest in new instruments, as capital
funding allows and in line with demand. Lead Officers will assist Fèisean to raise funds to establish local
instrument banks.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal treats the safety and wellbeing of all people with which it works as paramount and
has, for a number of years, offered a central PVG scheme whereby disclosure checks are done at no cost
to the Fèisean. This will continue during the lifetime of this plan and we will ensure Fèisean are kept
appraised of any changes to legislation that affect them and are trained appropriately to deal with them.
We will offer a news service for Fèisean wishing to publicise events and will regularly release Fèisean nan
Gàidheal news to the media. We will produce regular, digital newsletters and make more use of social
media to disseminate news. We will contribute to news releases of partner organisations as appropriate.
We will engage in the digitisation of existing teaching resources making them available in e-book
formats that can be accessed free of charge in some cases and on a pay-to-download basis in the case of
others. New resources will be produced in digital formats as much as possible.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to provide insurance to all Fèisean covering their essential needs, as
part of their membership fee. This represents a considerable saving to local Fèisean and mitigates the
risk of cover not being in place.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to offer specific funding to Fèisean to ensure young people with
additional support needs can access the creative experiences on offer. This will be done on a case-bycase basis in line with our policies on Access and Equal Opportunities.
Our archiving projects have been successful in encouraging intergenerational transmission of Gaelic at
the same time as collecting, and making available digitally, valuable aspects of local culture that Fèisean
can use into the future. Building on Fuaran we will continue to encourage young people to collect,
research, learn and re-record Gaelic songs, in particular, and make the new recordings available digitally.
We intend to develop further An Taigh Òran engaging those who are renowned writers of Gaelic songs
and pairing them with young people, and adults, to encourage more people to learn the craft of song
writing and to experiment in a range of genres. These new songs will be made widely available digitally.
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Development Area 2

ENHANCEMENT OF SKILLS & CREATIVE TALENT

RATIONALE
We recognise the role of the Fèisean in encouraging participation in the arts and in nurturing talent.
Perhaps their greatest value is to the thousands of young people who have taken part in Fèis activities
over 30+ years and who have gained additional skills as a result. Several hundred have gone on to be
outstanding musicians, singers or actors and now make their living through performance and/or
teaching and we acknowledge the role of the Fèisean in that process. Former Fèis participants play in
bands that sustain the programmes of many festivals across the country and abroad. Our work has had
an influence on the creative, linguistic and social skills of the young people who participate in Fèisean13.
We recognise the need to continue investing in developing the skills of those delivering our programme
so that we can achieve the best possible outcomes for them. We have an ability to develop the talent of
young Fèis participants, recognise their achievements and offer pathways towards further development
and study through cooperation with others. We take seriously our ability to contribute towards
increasing numbers of Gaelic speakers in Scotland through the positive policies we seek to implement.

OUTCOMES
Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language
Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic
arts
Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities
to use Gaelic
Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through
employment in cultural activities
Retain a skilled workforce that uses Gaelic in the workplace and provides strong advocacy for and
leadership in the Gaelic arts sector
Address sustainability issues in relation to our work

STRATEGY
Our priorities and timetable for Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent shall include:
2018-19

Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress through
various levels and, where possible, gain accreditation
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure an increase in Gaelic use in
line with the implementation of our Gaelic policy
Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have the
skills to run their events as professionally as possible
Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean
Cooperative working to offer further progression to individual young people
Encourage the recognition for achievements of young people through schemes
such as the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards and Saltire Awards
Utilise the talents of young people in developing and running events in particular,
but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year of Young People
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http://www.feisean.org/downloads/25-Years-of-Feisean.pdf (pages 51-54)
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2019-20

2020-21

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for young people
Provision of performance skills training for young people
Provision of music business skills training for young people
Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions
Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for young people in the arts
and creativity

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place. Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place.
WHAT WE WILL DO
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will promote excellence in its own working
practices and the practices of those with whom it works. We will assist young people and adults as far as
possible to access the pursuance of a career in the arts and creative industries of that is their wish.
Regular training will be available through an annual programme. We will explore the ability to deliver
training digitally in all instances and make that option available where it is possible.
In order to maintain a skilled workforce, Fèisean nan Gàidheal organises regular training for its staff. This
will be extended to other Fèisean with staff, where appropriate. Our training programme for volunteers
invests in people in many areas who often use the skills gained for the benefit of their community
outwith their Fèis activities. Organisers will benefit from the provision of a wide range of skills training,
on demand, including fund-raising, child protection, Gaelic language, first aid, governance and
computer skills.
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal is best placed to provide some of the training on offer, particularly for the
Fèis organisers, we will engage external trainers as and when required in response to training needs
identified. We will assist with the cost of delivery of relevant training provided by external trainers. We
will explore ways in which the skills acquired by volunteers can be recognised more formally.
Traditional music tutors within and outwith the Fèis movement will be able to develop their teaching
skills through a new training course, which will be deliverable in Gaelic or English, covering teaching
techniques, lesson planning, the use of Gaelic and the identification of teaching resources. Courses will
be available in a number of locations, cutting down as much as possible on the need for tutors to travel.
We will continue to support on-going training for tutors involved in the delivery of our formal education
work. This will include passing on best practice in teaching and the use of relevant resources in the
classroom in order to deliver Curriculum for Excellence outcomes. We have registered with Education
Scotland to enable us to deliver Career Long Professional Learning (PL) for school teachers.
As well as utilising the skills already available through our tutor pool, we will continue to train tutors in
language teaching in order to met the demand for Gaelic teaching through Fèisgoil (see Development
Area 3). This will involve a transfer of skills already employed in the teaching of music and ensuring
tutors are sufficiently acquainted with existing resources, such as Ceumannan and those available for Go!
Gaelic, as well as developing our own to suit needs.
In order to fully implement our Gaelic Language Policy we will organise regular Gaelic language classes
for Fèis tutors and relevant terminology will be available digitally on our website, and augmented, for
tutors to access at any time. Gaelic language skills are also enhanced through some of the digitisation
work we undertake, in interviewing people and then transcribing the materials collected.
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As an organisation, Fèisean nan Gàidheal continually learns from experiences and adapts delivery to
ensure the training provided is relevant, valuable and of high quality. We will ensure that the views of
young people involved in our skills development are gathered and taken on board. We invite feedback
on all activities we organise and we will, from time to time, convene focus groups, mainly using digital
media, to invite comment and feedback on activities that we are planning in order to gauge demand
and ensure they meet participants’ needs.
As a result of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s investment, many young people can now make use of their creative
skills to generate income and we aim to provide a number of teaching and performance opportunities
to allow them to do so. Y oung people who have come through the Fèis movement as participants have
long been able to return as tutors. We will encourage engagement with schemes such as the Duke of
Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards and Saltire Awards to recognise the achievements of young people.
We will engage fully in the 2018 Y ear of Y oung People and subsequent themed year, if appropriate.
There is a significant opportunity to involve young people in developing and running events for 2018 ,
building on the work of the Highland Y outh Arts Hub and this should become a regular feature of our
programme.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal commissions new work from time to time which offers the opportunity for
experimentation. Through the Blas Festival we aim to commission new work annually, as funding
allows. These commissions allow artists to develop their composition skills and are often reprised after
their Blas outing, perhaps featuring on BBC Alba and in festivals like Celtic Connections and HebCelt.
Our Fèis Cèilidh Trails offer young people the opportunity to undertake training in arranging music,
promoting events and using PA equipment before experiencing the life of a touring musician. This is
one of several opportunities that give them the opportunity to make an informed decision about
pursuing a career in the arts.
The success of the Fèisean has resulted in career pathways in traditional music having been established
including the BA Scottish Music Course at the RSAMD, the BA Applied Music Course at UHI and the
National Centre of Excellence in Traditional Music at Plockton High School. Those institutions have been
sustained to a great extent with the involvement of Fèis participants, either as students or tutors. We
will continue to work with them to ensure Fèis participants can access further learning opportunities.
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Development Area 3

ENHANCEMENT OF GAELIC ARTS & CULTURE IN
CREATIVE LEARNING

RATIONALE
We recognise that we have a cohort of very skilled tutors who have successfully transferred their
expertise from delivering in the informal sector to the formal education sector. Fèis tutors have utilised
their skills to deliver work in the arts and Gaelic language that ensure outcomes required of the
Curriculum for Excellence, the National Gaelic Language Plan, wider Scottish Government initiatives and
help deliver best practice as defined in the Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education.
We acknowledge the need for Fèisean nan Gàidheal to generate income from delivering services and
over the past three years we have drawn a range of arts and Gaelic language based creative learning and
community projects together into a coherent service called Fèisgoil. This includes active participation in
music, drama and Gaelic language within schools as well as Gaelic awareness-raising training for public
bodies, among other initiatives. Fèisgoil allows engagement in audience development offering local
Fèisean opportunities to promote the work they do in complementing that being offered in schools.
Above all working in schools, including special schools, offers an opportunity to include all young
people in participation in language and culture regardless of their ethnic background, ability to afford
lessons, learning capabilities or existing level of creative talent, no matter where they live.

OUTCOMES
Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to
ensure as many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate
Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language
Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of ability,
geographical location or social background
Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic
arts
Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities
to use Gaelic
Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through
employment in cultural activities
Promote equality and diversity in our work
Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience

STRATEGY
Our priorities and timetable for Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning shall
include:
	
  
Continued promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering opportunities for
active participation in creative learning across a number of art forms
Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music Initiative (YMI) and
other programmes
Programmes of classes for Gaelic learners in schools
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2018-19

2019-20

2020-21	
  

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic

√
√

√
√

√
√

*

*

*

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

*

*

*

√

√

√

*

*

*

Music, song and drama delivered through the medium of Gaelic in schools where
Gaelic is taught
Gaelic song and Gaelic-related drama delivered in schools where Gaelic is not
taught to ensure children gain a knowledge of Gaelic language and culture
Gaelic cultural courses/tours for various areas or individual places

√

√

√

√

√

√

*

*

*

Assistance with creative writing through drama work and bespoke courses

√
√

√
√

√
√

Gaelic proof-reading

*

*

*

Simple graphic design for Gaelic flyers and posters to help bodies and individuals
ensure Gaelic use and visibility
Tours in Gaelic of historical and heritage sites across Scotland

√

√

√

*

*

*

Blasad Gàidhlig - for schools requiring an introduction to Gaelic language and
public bodies requiring Gaelic awareness training
Professional learning opportunities in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers
and Fèisgoil tutors
Drama workshops and performance programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag (Gaelic
medium or Gaelic related)
Early Years work promoting active participation for pre school children through
Hùb Hàb
Provision of Gaelic commentary for Gaelic medium pupils visiting places of
interest on school trips
Gaelic language support work at Fèisean with Sgioba-G to ensure engagement of
more young people in Gaelic language
Support for other Gaelic medium art-forms and activities that could be delivered
in schools through the Fèisgoil service
Mini-Fèisean in schools and communities to ensure knowledge of and
participation in Gaelic language and culture
Experimentation in creative work not currently available in Gaelic

Simultaneous interpretation (Gaelic to English) at meetings and events

√

Very likely to attract contracts

*

As and when contracts are tendered

WHAT WE WILL DO
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue its effective working in
partnership with other bodies and agencies to generate income by delivering contracts for them
through our Fèisgoil service. Any surplus from delivering contracts is reinvested in Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s core work of supporting the Fèisean.
Fèisgoil was established in response to a number of opportunities created by Scottish Government
initiatives as well as priorities set out in Creative Scotland’s 10-Year Plan, the National Gaelic Language
Plan and the plans of local authorities and public bodies developed under the Gaelic Language
(Scotland) Act 2005.
The work of Fèisgoil has developed greatly over the past two years following the appointment of a
Fèisgoil Manager. We aim to continue building relationships with public bodies and other agencies to
assist them in the provision of high quality public services that will contribute to delivering shared
outcomes.
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Fèisgoil provides additional employment opportunities for Fèis tutors, enhancing their income and
developing their teaching skills. Students planning to be teachers have benefitted greatly for the
experience gained in the preparation for Fèisgoil work as well as the time spent in the classroom.
Fèisgoil offers local authorities a valuable service that helps deliver the active participation of pupils in
creative work in schools and Gaelic language for learners contributing towards outcomes expected of
the Curriculum for Excellence relating to Expressive Arts, Health & Well-being and Literacy & Gàidhlig. The
service also assists local authorities and public bodies deliver commitments in their Gaelic Language
Plans and can contribute to the best practice outlined in the Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education.
The service will continue to contribute to Creative Scotland’s commitment to increasing opportunities
for everyone to extend their understanding of themselves through engagement with the arts and
creative industries. It will help deliver the Time to Shine vision of ensuring that “all Scotland’s children
and young people flourish and achieve in and through the arts and creativity”.
One of the significant features of working with young people in schools is the opportunity it offers to
include everyone in creative activity regardless of ethnic origins, social backgrounds, creative skills,
learning capabilities or geographical location.
For example, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a contract with The Highland Council to deliver traditional music
classes in all its primary schools through the YMI as well as for Renfrewshire Council. YMI work provides
good quality, regular, progressive and participative educational experiences in traditional music for all
pupils in a class. It reaches large numbers and includes everyone. Local Fèisean are very much involved
in this delivery and use the opportunities afforded by access to school pupils to promote their own work
as well foster good relationships with the schools from which their Fèis participants are drawn.
Reductions in YMI funding will have an impact on how much traditional music we can deliver in schools
but we will strive to deliver what we can to continue engaging as many young people as possible in
learning about, and participating in, Scottish culture.
The Blas education programme brings quality artists into schools, either for performances that help
build future audiences, or for workshops that give pupils a participative experience. In partnership with
bodies such as Live Music NOW and Music in Hospitals, this work extends to hospitals and care homes.
Our Meanbh-Chuileag theatre-in-education company will provide school pupils with a valuable Gaelic
drama experience in a flexible learning environment, encouraging participation. They work closely with
schools on the subject matter of the works they produce sometimes tackling social issues,
complementing the work being done in schools, while at other times dealing with elements of
traditional Gaelic culture. In the case of school-based drama festivals in Argyll, Lochaber and the
Western Isles, young people participate fully and produce their own plays for performance. The annual
Gaelic pantomime toured by Meanbh-Chuileag encourages a high level of active participation on the
part of pupils.
Our Hùb Hàb pre-school creative team include music, song, drama and puppetry in their work with a
high level of participation from children.
Our annual Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma and 5 Latha residential events will continue to provide almost
unique opportunities for young people to actively engage in creativity, exploring Gaelic arts alongside
community activities, delivered entirely in Gaelic. These events are deliberately held in rural areas to
enable young people to experience first-hand and appreciate the positive, and sometimes, not so
positive aspects of living in sparsely populated areas.
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Development Area 4

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT AND ENGAGEMENT

RATIONALE
We recognise the resource we have to ensure local residents and visitors can experience Gaelic arts and
cultural events that promote Scotland’s distinctiveness. We acknowledge the benefits performance
opportunities can bring in developing the skills of young people, promoting excellence and offering
opportunities to experiment. We value and support events that enhance community cultural
development, grow audience, contributing to the economy and social cohesion. We believe that people
should not have to travel to centres of population to access excellent events as the norm and that
events in small communities can be more environmentally sustainable.

OUTCOMES
Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to
ensure as many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate
Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s national
traditional arts and work inspired by the Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language
Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical
location or social background
Enhance creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts
Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities
to use Gaelic
Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through
employment in cultural activities
Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively,
in areas of low economic activity
Promote an authentic visitor experience supporting growth in cultural tourism
Promote our work internationally and ensure Gaelic language, arts and culture contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness
Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience
Address sustainability issues in relation to our work

STRATEGY
Our priorities and timetable for Audience Development and Engagement shall include:
Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
Continuation of support for summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new
commission and potential expansion into new areas
An annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in
Gaelic
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years with a special
event, or series of events, developed for the 2018 Year of Young People
Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad as and when
opportunities arise or can be created
Ensuring our work is available to as wide and diverse an audience through various
media, in particular FèisTV
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2018-19

2019-20

2020-21	
  

√	
  
√	
  
√	
  

√	
  
√	
  
√	
  

√	
  
√	
  
√	
  

√	
  
√	
  

√	
  
√	
  

√	
  
√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

√	
  

Operation of a Traditional Arts Small Grants Programme open to any qualifying
applicant organisation or individual to promote access and participation in a wide
range of communities and projects

√

√

√

√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place. Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place.
WHAT WE WILL DO
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to support Fèisean to provide
opportunities for young people to access participation in traditional music, Gaelic song, traditional
dance and Gaelic drama. Although tuition is the focus of the Fèisean, they also provide performance
opportunities - valuable for confidence building - through the concerts they organise.
Summer Cèilidh Trails provide good quality performance experiences and employment for young
musicians as well as entertainment for tourist audiences and a good proportion of locals. There are
currently 8 local Fèis Cèilidh Trails supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal. We will continue to support
these and establish others as demand grows and if finance allows.
The Blas Festival has been a very successful partnership between The Highland Council and Fèisean nan
Gàidheal offering an authentic taste of the Highlands to locals and visitors alike. It is established as a
pivotal event in the Scottish cultural calendar14. Around 55% of the Blas audience comes from the
Highlands, with 27% from the rest of Scotland and 18% from outside Scotland. Events broadcast on BBC
Alba enabled our culture, language, heritage and environment to be showcased across the world.
The Blas Schools and Communities Programme offers work featuring some of the artistes appearing at
Blas and affords Fèisean nan Gàidheal the opportunity to work with a range of other organisations such
as Music in Hospitals, Live Music Now, the National Theatre of Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage,
Comhairle nan Leabhraichean, LearnGaelic and MG ALBA among others.
As with all Fèisean nan Gàidheal projects, Gaelic language and youth are to the fore in all events, making
Blas a truly unique festival both within Scotland and internationally. Blas makes a virtue of bringing
high quality productions to small venues across the Highlands as well as utilising larger venues that form
part of Scotland’s arts infrastructure. The events feature production values not normally accessible to, or
affordable for, promoters in small communities. Bringing quality events to small communities removes
the need for people to travel to events in large centres of population reducing the environmental
impact of such travel and addressing issues of equality of provision.
Local authority funding reductions, however, mean there is a fairly significant risk that that The Highland
Council may reduce, or withdraw, its funding for Blas. While this would be a blow, there may be an
opportunity for Fèisean nan Gàidheal to take ownership of the brand and continue to use it as a
showcase for the Fèis movement, bringing in guests that inspire participants according to their wishes.
There is significant interest in Blas widening its geographical reach and this is something we shall
consider in consultation with partners. We aim to increase its audience by exploring ways for a more
diverse range of people to access some of the live events digitally through our FèisTV service.
Our Gaelic Drama Summer School provides young adults with the opportunity to engage in an intensive
creative experience over two weeks. They are taught to express themselves and communicate in
different ways, are involved in creative writing, film-making, technical skills and a final performance in
front of an audience. We will continue to provide a Gaelic Drama Summer School and ensure that
numbers of young people engaged in Gaelic drama grow over the period of this plan.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
14

Kenneth Fowler of Creative Scotland in http://www.feisean.org/en/news/article.php?ID=157
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Our 5 Latha Gaelic medium residential event in Lewis each year, which has experienced high demand,
provides a unique opportunity for young people to engage in creativity, exploring Gaelic song and
traditional music alongside community work such as crofting, fishing, cooking and weaving. This
augments the Gaelic vocabulary of participants through intergenerational transmission. We will
continue to organise the event in Lewis on an annual basis and explore the possibility of similar events
in other Gaelic communities.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has been involved in the various themed years such as Homecoming, the Y ear of
Scotland’s Islands, the Y ear of Creative Scotland and the Y ear of Natural Scotland. We have been
involved in national and international showcase events such as the commissioning of new music –
Dealbh Dùthcha - and the creation of an ensemble of around 30 young musicians who were Scotland’s
only representatives in the 2008 Liverpool European Capital of Culture celebrations. We took part in the
2014 Commonwealth Games Cultural Programme.
There is an opportunity with the 2018 Y ear of Y oung People to produce a special event, or series of
events, to involve young Fèis participants, possibly along with others in a celebration of traditional arts.
We will explore this with EventScotland with a view to perhaps producing a signature event for 2018 .
Our young people regularly provide music at the annual international shinty-hurling final between
Scotland and Ireland and several Fèisean have on-going exchanges with groups in Ireland, Australia and
Canada. Our Fuaran singers have taken part in Celtic Colours in Nova Scotia and we would hope to build
on the relationship with the festival.
From time to time Fèisean nan Gàidheal has organised showcase concerts to promote the work we do
and to give young people an opportunity to perform in professional venues with high production
values. We will provide showcase opportunities for Fèis participants, at our own hand and in
cooperation with others, in Scotland and abroad as opportunities arise. These will be produced with the
best quality production values ensuring a positive experience for performers and audience.
The BBC and others have broadcast several strands of our work on television and radio. Our work must
be of high quality to enable programme makers to maintain production standards. We will work with
BBC Alba on opportunities to provide content for programming and with other media to ensure our
work reaches a wide audience and is available digitally, both as a record of achievement and for the
public to continue to enjoy. Through FèisTV we expect to broadcast regular events and make charges,
as appropriate, for people to watch.
If funding remains available we will continue to run Tasgadh, an open Traditional Arts Small Grants
Programme allowing organisations and individuals to access small grants for projects against agreed
criteria. Tasgadh has been successful and has produced good leverage with the funding available. In
order to ensure transparency we have engaged a panel of specialists who assess applications and make
decisions on awards. We maintain, and publish, a register of their interests to give applicants confidence
that their bids are dealt with impartially.
!

!
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What our programme delivers

Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work will help deliver measures and outcomes for a number of
organisations. Relevant areas of the work we can help deliver for the bodies with which we already
have a close working partnership are shown in this table. These are additional to our contribution to
delivery of the Scottish Government’s National Outcomes, in Section 3, which we all work to deliver.
Organisation and Area of Work

Fèisean nan Gàidheal Development Area
Support and
Development of
Fèisean

Enhancement of
Skills & Creative
Talent

Enhancement of
Gaelic Arts &
Culture in
Education

Audience
Engagement

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and
creative industries is recognised and valued
Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination,
ambition and an understanding of the potential of creativity
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected
leadership and workforce
Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative learning: We want to encourage organisations
including ourselves, to be responsive, adaptive and continually
learn.
Equalities and diversity: Equalities and diversity are integral to
all of our work and essential to delivering quality in the arts,
screen and creative industries.
Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for
creativity, society and the economy in Scotland
Environment: We want to ensure that we work in as
sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and
creative industries in Scotland do the same.

HIE Operational Plan and Ambitious for Culture Policy
OP: By 2020, we aim to see a Highlands and Islands that is
characterised by dynamic, sustainable communities and an
attractive region for young people
OP: In partnership with Creative Scotland, we will expand the
reach of our Collaborative Creative Communities programme
which will ensure the benefits reach every area of our region.
OP: We will work with organisations to enhance the resilience of
our cultural social enterprises through facilitating support
networks for developing cultural enterprises, actively
strengthening the sector
OP: Use the findings of Gaelic research to maximise the
economic and social benefits of this distinctive regional asset
AfC: Influence and lead multi-agency partnerships to proactively take forward prioritised initiatives
AfC: Support businesses and social enterprises committed to
sustainable growth within related sectors through access to
support, products and account management
AfC: Strengthen communities, enabling cultural activities and
sustainable projects which bring about community capacity
building, as part of medium and long-term plans to accelerate
community cultural development
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National Gaelic Language Plan 2012-17
Home & Early Years

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Education: Schools & Teachers
Education: Post-school Education
Communities
Workplace
Arts & Media
Heritage & Tourism

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

Corpus

*
*
*
*

The Highland Council Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan
SOA: Create and support initiatives which strengthen the status
and profile of Gaelic within general economic development, the
creative industries and tourism in the Highlands; and work to
develop strategies for Gaelic-related employment
GLP: We will provide language acquisition support in the home
and community for pupils in Gaelic Medium Education
GLP: We will increase the profile and build the use of Gaelic
within Council funded organisations and events within the
Highlands
GLP: We will develop opportunities for people to engage with
Gaelic through the media, arts and creative industries.

*

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan
SOA: Provision and promotion of Gaelic medium education for
primary children
GLP: Ensure that most young people will have an active
involvement in Gaelic culture and the arts

*
*

*

*
*

GLP: Continue to provide Gaelic learning opportunities,
resources and information in communities

*

*

*

*

GLP: Continue to promote and support Gaelic medium arts
activity in the Isles

*

*

*

GLP: Support and develop Traditional Cultural Activity

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

Argyll & Bute Council Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan
SOA: In Argyll and Bute the economy is diverse and thriving
SOA: People live in safer and stronger communities
GLP: Increase number of Fèisean events held in Argyll and Bute
GLP: Increase number participating in Fèisean events
GLP: Increase number attending Fèisean events

* Indicates where Fèisean nan Gàidheal and/or local Fèisean have a role in delivery
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*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
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Operating
Plan
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Governance and Staffing

The Board of Trustees
A review of the function, appositeness and efficacy of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board was successfully
concluded in January 2013 with changes to election procedures instituted at that time.
Members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board are selected through an open process of nomination and
election that ensures Fèis representatives continue to have overall responsibility for the organisation’s
strategic direction. The Board reflects the community it serves.
The Board of Trustees normally meets four times annually. Board papers are produced in a digital
format only and members utilise electronic equipment to access them at meetings. This eradicates the
cost, financially and environmentally, of producing and distributing papers and their distribution is
instant.
Observers from key funding organisations, namely Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise,
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and The Highland Council are entitled to attend Board meetings.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates a wholly owned subsidiary, Blas Festival Ltd, the Board of which consists
of three nominees of Fèisean nan Gàidheal. Separate accounts are kept for Blas Festival Ltd, which is
VAT-registered, and consolidated audited accounts are produced for the activities of it and Fèisean nan
Gàidheal.
At their first meeting newly-elected Board members undergo an induction workshop outlining the
principles of corporate responsibility, their role as directors of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and trustees of a
charity as well as a comprehensive overview of the organisation’s programme.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal strives to ensure excellent management of resources to the maximum benefit of
the Fèis movement and those who invest in it. We have agreed a range of policies, procedures and
guidance documents that promote good governance within the organisation and ensure the people
we work with, and who work for us, are protected. These are as follows and are available on the
Fèisean nan Gàidheal website:
Access Policy
Anti-bribery Policy
Annualised Hours Guidelines
Business Continuity Plan
Child Protection Policy & Procedures
Data Protection Policy
Environmental Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Financial Procedures Policy
Gaelic Policy
Health and Safety Policy

IT Use Policy
Lone Workers Policy
Manual Handling Policy
Risk Assessment Guidelines for Fèisean
Risk Management Policy
Staff Handbook
Staff Training and Development Policy
Stress Management Policy
Travel Policy
Whistleblowing Policy

A Risk Register is maintained with the assessment and management of risks undertaken by staff on a
day-to-day basis. The Board maintains a regular overview of risks and receives an annual report on the
highest risks and the ways in which these are mitigated. Risk management is taken very seriously by
management and is an integral consideration in everything they do.
Quarterly management accounts are available to the Board and funders allowing them to ensure that
income and expenditure is on-track for each period. The management accounts are scrutinised by our
external auditors which gives trustees, and funders, added comfort as to their accuracy, as well as
adequate time to deal with any problems should they arise.
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We have devised a quarterly reporting model that outlines progress against the deliverables set against
measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s own plan and the agreements in place with all our main
funders. All funders receive these quarterly reports as well as copies of all papers for meetings of the
Board of Trustees.
In working with a budget of around £1.4m annually over the past decade, with funding from multiple
sources, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has demonstrated sound financial management. It has regularly
operated with a small annual surplus. It has managed to build up a reserve sufficient to sustain the
organisation for 3 months in the event of withdrawal of funding to the extent that would necessitate
the organisation closing down and redundancy settlements having to be met.
Mindful of the impact continued reductions in public finances may have on the future work of Fèisean
nan Gàidheal, trustees will consider the establishment of a trust fund - Urras nam Fèis – to be run
independently of Fèisean nan Gàidheal, with its on board of trustees. It would be the role of the trust
to attract private investment which could be utilised, in the longer term, to ensure Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s future financial stability.
The organisation has dealt timeously with new pension regulations and has at all times remained fully
up to date with returns to Companies House and OSCR. It has no history of arrears in PAYE or VAT due
to HMRC. A routine VAT inspection in April 2014 was concluded successfully with no action required.
All Board papers are published on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and we publish a full Annual Report
which is made available to the public on our website along with our full Audited Accounts.
Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI)
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is committed to equality and diversity across the organisation and among its
member Fèisean. Inclusion has been a hallmark of the Fèis movement. Our board and staff
demonstrate gender equality and engagement in the work of the Fèisean includes people from
communities across Scotland, of all ages and social backgrounds, with a larger proportion of women
than men running local Fèisean. Within our tutor cohort there are marginally more women than men.
Although not a minority in a legal sense, Gaelic speakers are nonetheless a minoritised community
within Scotland. All our work aspires to give the Gaelic language parity of treatment, and equal
respect, with English, leading to a better understanding of the language, appreciation of the need to
support it and engender positive attitudes towards the language and its users. Most public bodies in
Scotland have a statutory requirement to support and promote Gaelic and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work
helps the bodies with which it works demonstrate, in part at least, delivery of that commitment.
While we try and ensure equality, diversity and Inclusion is integral to our work, we have also been
engaged in delivering a separate EDI plan which includes a range of measures designed to further
embed EDI good practice and raise awareness among those with whom we work. Our Access Policy
goes into further detail about our commitment to other areas of equality. We have a specific fund in
place, for example, to cover any additional costs in employing carers to accompany young people with
disabilities, or additional needs, to ensure access to creative work on an equal basis to everyone else.
Staffing
In addition to the leadership provided by the Trustees, key to delivering this plan will be the retention
of a skilled and diverse workforce and utilisation of the tutors who work for us on a freelance basis.
We value very highly the contribution of some of Scotland’s foremost musicians, singers, dancers and
drama practitioners who tutor at Fèisean and we wish to pay a realistic wage for their work with us.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal ensures tutors are paid at least MU rates for their work directly for us. Funding
available between 2015 and 2018 did not allow us to insist that Fèisean did the same. We would like to
rectify this as we recognise there is a risk that, without adequate pay, we may lose some of the best
tutors. The alternative would be to seriously curtail the participation opportunities available in order to
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accommodate budget restrictions and promote equality in pay.
Although they cover the whole of Scotland, our officers are all based in the Highlands & Islands,
retaining jobs in the region. All are paid in excess of the Scottish Living Wage. Our team take seriously
their responsibility to serve all the Fèisean. This has to be balanced with issues of cost in travelling
widely across Scotland as well as carbon emissions. Travel is limited in instances where an alternative,
digital method of meeting exists, e.g. phone or video conferencing.
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a commitment to operate in an environmentally sustainable manner, it
has to be acknowledged that the practice is somewhat frustrated by the quality of communications
available to our members and us. Many are based in remote areas with poor mobile phone or
broadband connections. 3G, 4G or superfast broadband is an unrealistic prospect for some. The same
is true of public transport in rural areas the quality and quantity of which often necessitates travel by
car where an alternative form of transport might be more efficient and environmentally friendly.
As with all things within our operation, our staff complement must always remain under review to
ensure we have a staffing structure in place that can deliver the outcomes expected of this plan. We
must also be ready to adapt to change and to alter our staffing structure appropriately, in light of
feedback, research, funding reductions or new priorities in order to ensure delivery of our programme
as fully as possible. The current staffing structure at the start of the delivery of this plan is as follows:

Fèisean

Board of Directors

Corporate Members

10 elected Fèis Representatives
Observers from CS, HIE, THC & CnES
4 Chief Officers

Fèisean can access services/assistance directly from all round this red line

Blas Festival Ltd
3 x Fèisean nan Gàidheal reps

Chief Executive

Blas
Action
Group

Strategy; Planning; Major funding applications; Contract
negotiation and management; Advocacy; Accountability for all
work and implementation of policies; Risk Management;
External Contracts and Contractors (e.g. YMI & Blas); Line
Management of Development Manager, Fèisgoil Manager &
Executive Manager

Contractor
Blas Organiser

Responsibility for
Blas Programme

Fèisgoil Manager

Development Manager
Head of Development
Project Development, Management & Funding Applications; 5 Latha;
Line Management of Development Team

Development Team

Lead Officers for Fèisean; Fèis Project
Developers; Liaison with Fèisean and with
Annualised Hours Workers; Attendance at
Fèisean and meetings; Support for
Annualised Hours Workers; Publicity;
Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grants Compliance

Head of Education Development
YMI Contracts; YMI Tutor Training & INSET;
Resources; Liaison with Providers;
Development and delivery of Fèisgoil Service

Gaelic Development

Executive Manager

Deputy Chief Officer; Head of Finance & Admin
Grants; HR; Recruitment; Staff Compliance & Monitoring
Board & Executive Meetings; Corporate Events

Child
Protection

Meanbh-Chuileag
Early Years
Other Drama Work
G-Team
Gaelic Policy Implementation
Fèisgoil Delivery

Disclosure Checking; Keeping abreast of
new developments with Disclosure
Scotland and advising other staff
appropriately; Secure data storage

Business Officer
General Administration
Musical Instruments
Resources
Financial Processing
Fèis Information
Database upkeep
Press & PR; Website
Newsletters

Fèis Administrators
and other Fèis Staff

Local Fèis administrators paid through
Annualised Hours Grants Scheme and
other staff, e.g. Fèis Rois, Fèis Spè

Fèisean can access services/assistance directly from all round this red line

Networks and Advocacy
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s staff will continue to be involved with key networks such as the Traditional
Music Forum, Creative Scotland’s Traditional Arts Advisory Group, Voluntary Arts Scotland’s Umbrella
Body Forum, Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s Forum of Gaelic Organisations, the Highland Y outh Music Forum, Arts &
Business, the Gaelic Arts Forum and Gaelic Drama Network. Within the context of those structures and
outwith, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s team will continue to work as advocates for the traditional arts and
Gaelic language and collaborate with others to widen access to, and understanding of, the sector.
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Budget projections 2018-21

INCOME
Core Grants
Management Fees
Grants Scheme
Fèis Development Fund
Annualised Hours
Training
Fèisgoil
Blas Festival
Other Earned Income
Support Cèilidh Trails
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Showcase and International Opportunities
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Fèisean Payroll Services
Income still to be raised
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
RUNNING COSTS
Staff Salaries
NIC Contributions
Pension Contributions
Fèisean Services Staff Wages and NI
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence
Office Rent & Rates
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers
Utilities
Board Expenses
Implementation of Child Protection Policy
Insurance
Sundry Expenses
Accountancy & Bank Charges
Professional Fees
Instrument Bank Maintenance
Additional Support Needs
Capital Expenses
PROGRAMME COSTS
Grants Paid Out
Annualised Hours
Fèis Development Fund
Training Programme
Training Programme Management Fee
Fèisgoil
Fèisgoil Management Fee
Annual Conference
Blas Festival
Blas Festival Management Fee
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2018-19
£ 356,519.00
£ 97,000.00
£ 200,000.00
£ 33,000.00
£ 8,000.00
£ 10,500.00
£ 302,011.00
£ 208,369.00
£ 13,500.00
£ 70,000.00
£ 30,000.00
£ 7,000.00
£ 13,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 30,684.00
£ 17,767.00
£ 1,405,850.00

2019-20
£ 355,208.00
£ 101,500.00
£ 200,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 307,511.00
£ 210,369.00
£ 16,000.00
£ 68,000.00
£ 30,000.00
£ 7,000.00
£ 15,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 31,144.26
£ 12,183.56
£ 1,419,415.82

2020-21
£ 360,209.00
£ 108,500.00
£ 190,000.00
£ 9,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 313,011.00
£ 212,369.00
£ 18,500.00
£ 66,000.00
£ 29,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 15,000.00
£ 8,500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 31,611.42
£ 0.00
£ 1,414,700.42

£ 302,000.00
£ 43,186.00
£ 15,100.00
£ 30,684.00
£ 20,000.00
£ 25,000.00
£ 14,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 5,000.00
£ 13,000.00
£ 7,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 6,500.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 3,000.00

£ 305,020.00
£ 43,617.86
£ 15,251.00
£ 31,144.26
£ 19,000.00
£ 25,000.00
£ 13,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 5,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 7,105.00
£ 1,800.00
£ 6,597.50
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 3,000.00

£ 308,070.20
£ 44,054.04
£ 15,403.51
£ 31,611.42
£ 18,000.00
£ 25,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 12,000.00
£ 5,000.00
£ 11,000.00
£ 7,211.58
£ 1,600.00
£ 6,696.46
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 3,000.00

£ 200,000.00
£ 8,000.00
£ 33,000.00
£ 10,500.00
-£ 2,000.00
£ 302,011.00
-£ 62,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 208,369.00
-£ 15,000.00

£ 200,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 37,000.00
£ 10,000.00
-£ 2,000.00
£ 307,511.00
-£ 64,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 210,369.00
-£ 15,000.00

£ 190,000.00
£ 9,000.00
£ 30,000.00
£ 10,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 313,011.00
-£ 66,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 212,369.00
-£ 15,000.00

Support Cèilidh Trails
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations Management Fee
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Showcase & International Opportunities
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee
Contingency
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Management Fees
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transfer to Reserves
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

NB Budget projections are not yet complete
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£ 70,000.00
-£ 7,000.00
£ 30,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 7,000.00
-£ 2,000.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 13,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 7,500.00
-£ 1,000.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 1,308,850.00
£ 97,000.00
£ 1,405,850.00
£ 14,550.00
£ 0.00

£ 68,000.00
-£ 7,000.00
£ 30,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 7,000.00
-£ 2,000.00
£ 500.00
£ 15,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 7,500.00
-£ 3,500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 1,317,915.62
£ 101,500.00
£ 1,419,415.62
£ 15,225.00
£ 0.20

£ 66,000.00
-£ 7,000.00
£ 29,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 12,000.00
-£ 5,000.00
£ 500.00
£ 15,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 8,500.00
-£ 3,500.00
£ 2,673.21
£ 1,306,200.42
£ 108,500.00
£ 1,414,700.42
£ 16,275.00
£ 0.00

Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Application for Membership
Agenda Item: 1.2017.02(f)

Reason for Paper
To provide information to Board members on an application to establish a new Fèis in Glasgow and to seek a
decision from the Board on the membership application.
Background
We have received an application for membership from the committee of Fèis Ghleann Dail which wishes to establish
a new Fèis connected to the new Glendale Gaelic Primary School in the south side of Glasgow.
Programme Plan and Previous Practice
In our Programme Plan 2015-20 we have undertaken to widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture.
We have also undertaken to offer assistance to community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean.
However, there is a Fèis already established in Glasgow – Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (FGG). Although Fèis activities
have not been happening as we would have wished and the committee has not held a Fèis for three years, they had
planned to begin running regular music classes. Despite our having granted funding for those, they have not gone
ahead as planned.
Parents are interested in getting involved in the Fèis. Calum Macmillan and Rachel Harris have been in discussion
with the Fèis chair, Helen MacNeil, and have reached agreement that an open meeting would be called to reestablish the Fèis, with the aim of forming a new committee.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has invested time and money in the Fèis and we had recommended to the Glendale Gaelic
School Parent Council (GGSPC) that they cooperate with us, and FGG, to establish a new Fèis within the structure
that would exist following the open meeting. This could mean a Fèis in the area covered by Bun-sgoil Ghàidhlig
Ghleann Dail, it could be in another area or there may be more than one Fèis, or Fèis activities, taking place in
various Glasgow communities operating under the one umbrella.
GGSPC have confirmed their preference to set up a new Fèis connected to the new school since they have received
£1,000 from Glasgow Life to establish a Fèis, on condition they also secure funding from Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Since they are not members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal we have no mechanism for granting funding to them.
I explained to the chair of GGSPC, David Robb, that it was not Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s practice to grant membership
to a new Fèis in an area where a Fèis already exists. I also explained to him that a new Fèis would probably only be
eligible for a relatively small sum of money from us in its first year, since any funding would have to come from our
Development Fund. It has been our practice to find money from our Development Fund, or from external sources,
to fund new Fèis activities in the first instance.
There is no doubt that demand exists for a Fèis in Glasgow and it could well be that young people in the city have
missed out while FGG’s plans have not been delivered as expected.
A letter from GGSPC is included with the application as well as a copy of e-mail correspondence between the chair
of the organisation and me.
Risks
There is a risk associated with this application that there is an expectation the funding required for activities will
come from the finite budget we already have for grants to Fèisean, which is already under pressure. If the new Fèis
and FGG both go ahead there will be added pressure on our budget and on officer time in dealing with two Fèisean
rather than one.
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Although it is not the case, and a clear attempt has been made to offer support and advice to GGSPC on a way
ahead, if the Board does not accept the application there is a risk it would be perceived that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is
refusing to support parents who would like their children to be able to access Gaelic cultural activities.
Recommendation
It is recommended the application be refused on the grounds that there is already a Gaelic medium Fèis in Glasgow,
which has funds, and it would best, in the opinion of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s officers, if there were cooperative
working in the city. This would be in line with previous decisions.
On the other hand this recommendation is based on practice, rather than policy, so Board members have flexibility
to agree membership for the Fèis if that is their wish.
Action Required
Board members are invited to determine on the membership application from Fèis Ghleann Dail.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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Iarrtas Ballrachd – Membership application
Airson ballrachd a thoirt a-mach le Fèisean nan Gàidheal, feumaidh sinn fiosrachadh fhaighinn bhuaibh
a leigeadh leinn cead a’ Bhùird-Stiùiridh fhaotainn ballrachd a thoirt dhuibh. Ma bhios sibh
soirbheachail bidh na cùnnraidhean a leanas an cois ur ballrachd.
To be considered for membership of Fèisean nan Gàidheal, we need to get some information from you which will allow
us to gain approval from our Board of Directors to offer you membership.
1. Feumaidh gach Fèis a bhith a’ cur air dòigh cothroman-teagaisg airson òigridh eadar 0-25, le
Gàidhlig na pàirt gu math mòr dhiubh, a bharrachd air ceòl bhon dhualchas Gàidhlig agus òrain Gàidhlig
a theagasg. Chan urrainnear taic a chumail ri Fèisean a tha gu tur airson inbhich.
All Fèisean applying for membership must be tuition-based, for young people aged 0-25, with a significant Gaelic
language element, as well as offering tuition in music and song from the Scottish Gaelic tradition. Please note that we
cannot support activities specifically for adults.
2. Feumaidh gach Fèis Plana Gàidhlig a chur thugainn, a bhios a’ mìneachadh an dòigh anns am bi iad
a’ cleachdadh na Gàidhlig anns gach nì a tha iad a’ dèanamh. Tha Poileasaidh Gàidhlig aig Fèisean nan
Gàidheal – a tha ri fhaighinn air ar làrach-lìn - a dh’fheumas gach Fèis a leantainn.
All Fèisean must submit a Gaelic Plan to us, detailing how they aim to incorporate Gaelic use into all their activities.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a Gaelic Policy – available on our website - with which all Fèisean are expected to comply.
3. Feumaidh gach Fèis a bhith deònach gabhail ris Poileasaidh Cùram Chloinne Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Gheibhear leth-bhreac air ar làrach-lìn. Feumaidh Oifigear Cùram Chloinne a bhith agaibh - cuideigin air
a’ chomataidh a bhios deònach dèiligeadh ri gnothaichean cùram chloinne. Feumaidh luchd-teagaisg,
luchd-taice, buill chomataidhean agus daoine eile saor thoileach a dhol tro sgrùdadh àrd ìre mar phàirt
de sgeama PVG na buidhne.
All Fèisean will be required to comply with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Child Protection Policy, available on our website. All
Fèisean must appoint a Child Protection Officer - a member of the committee who is responsible for ensuring the Child
Protection Policy is implemented and records are kept up to date. Enhanced disclosure checks are a requirement for
all Fèis tutors, supervisors, committee members and other volunteers as part of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s PVG scheme.
4. Feumaidh deòin a bhith aig gach Fèis obrachadh taobh a-staigh amasan Fèisean nan Gàidheal a tha
air am mìneachadh gu h-ìseal.
Each Fèis must also be willing to act within the aims and objectives of Fèisean nan Gàidheal detailed below.
Ceann-uidhe
A’ toirt ar dualchais do ar n-òigridh

Mission
Inspiring young people to value our culture

Gus ar ceann-uidhe a ruighinn, tha e na amas
dhuinn
Tàlantan cruthachail dhaoine òga a thoirt am feabhas
agus sinn a’ toirt taic do choimhearsnachdan air feadh
Alba gus pàirt is tlachd a ghabhail sna h-ealain
Ghàidhlig agus ann an cultar na Gàidhlig, agus sinn a’
cur nan ealain traidiseanta agus na Gàidhlig air adhart
mar dhìleaban prìseil is sònraichte tha neartachadh
dualchas na h-Alba.

To fulfil this mission our ambition is to
Develop the creative talent of young people through
supporting opportunities for communities across
Scotland to access and enjoy Gaelic arts and culture,
promoting traditional arts and Gaelic language as
unique and defining assets that contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness.

Prìomh-Oifis: Fèisean nan Gàidheal | Taigh a’ Mhill | Port-Rìgh | An t-Eilean Sgitheanach | IV51 9BZ
Head Office: Fèisean nan Gàidheal | Meall House | Portree | Isle of Skye | IV51 9BZ
Fòn/Telephone 01478 613355 | Facs/Fax 01478 613399 | Post-d/E-mail brath@feisean.org
Companaidh earranta a tha na buidheann carthannais/Company limited by guarantee recognised as a charity | Àireamh chlàraidh/Registration number SC 130071
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Raointean Obrach
Bheir Fèisean nan Gàidheal prògram gu buil tarsainn
air ceithir raointean obrach:
1. Taic do agus ag adhartachadh nam Fèisean
2. A’ leasachadh sgilean is thàlantan
3. A’ toirt ealain is cultar na Gàidhlig air adhart an
lùib oideachadh cruthachail
4. A’ tarraing luchd-èisteachd is a’ leudachadh nan
àireamhan aca
Tha barrachd fiosrachaidh mu gach raon-obrach anns
a’ Phlana Prògaim againn a tha ri fhaighinn air ar
làrach-lìn.

Areas of Work
To deliver its outcomes Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates
across four main areas of work:
1. Support and development of Fèisean
2. Enhancement of skills & creative talent
3. Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative
learning
4. Audience development and engagement
Further information on each area of work is available
in the Programme Plan available on our website.

5. Ma tha sibh riaraichte aontachadh ri na cùnnraidhean a tha seo, agus ma sibh airson a dhol air
adhart le ballrachd a thoirt a-mach, cuiribh thugainn an fhiosrachadh a leanas, le bonn-stèidh agus
dearbhadh gu bheil cunntas-banca agaibh ann an ainm na Fèise.
If you are happy to agree to the conditions above, and you want to go ahead with an application for membership,
please complete the details below and send it back to us, along with a copy of your Fèis constitution and confirmation
of a bank account in the Fèis name.
Ainm Na Fèise – Fèis Name
Ainm an Tagraiche – Applicant’s Name

FÈIS GHLEANN DAIL
David Robb
Iar-chathraiche Feis Ghleann Dail
Neach Cathrach Comhairle Nam Pàrant Bunsgoil Ghàidhlig
Ghleann Dail
98 Rockall Drive
Glasgow

Dreuchd - Position
Seòladh - Address

Còd Puist – Post Code
Àireamh Fòn – Telephone Number
Àireamh Fòn-làimhe – Mobile Number
Seòladh puist-d – E-mail address
Ceann-làithean na Fèise agaibh – Proposed Fèis Dates

G44 5EY
01415612920
07787420333
davidmrobb@gmail.com
Trail Fèis – 26-28th May 2017. Easter week Feis 2018->

Cunntas Banca - Bank Details
Àireamh a’ Chunntais – Account Number
Còd Banca – Bank Sort Code
Ainm a’ Chunntais – Name of Account

13640661
80-22-60
Parent Council for Gaelic School on Glendale Campus 1

Bonn-stèidh an cois an iarrtais – Constitution enclosed with application (√)

√

Tha mi a’ dearbhadh gu bheil mi air na cùnnraidhean a leughadh agus gu bheil mi a’ gabhail riutha. Tha
mi a’ tagradh airson ballrachd Fèisean nan Gàidheal às leth na Fèise a tha air a h-ainmeachadh shuas
I confirm that I have read the conditions and agree to abide by them. I am applying for membership of Fèisean nan
Gàidheal on behalf of the abovementioned Fèis
…………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
Ainm-sgrìobhte/Signature ..8th February 2017.. Ceann-là/Date
Ma bhios ur tagradh soirbheachail, cuiridh sinn cunntas thugaibh airson na cìs ballrachd.
If your application is successful, we will invoice you for the membership fee.
Cuiribh fiosrachadh air ais gu:
Fèisean nan Gàidheal | Taigh a’ Mhill | Port-Rìgh | An t-Eilean Sgitheanach | IV51 9BZ
Please return information to:
Fèisean nan Gàidheal | Meall House | Portree | Isle of Skye | IV51 9BZ
Feis Ghleann Dail has applied for a dedicated bank account but, until this is active, the parent council of Bunsgoil
Ghàidhlig Ghleann Dail has agreed to the use of the parent council bank account and will maintain audited accounts.
1
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Fèis Ghleann Dail
To the Board of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
A chàirdean,
I am attaching this letter in support of Fèis Ghleann Dail’s (FGD) application to be a member
of Fèisean nan Gàidheal (FnG). To explain our hopes and plans for FGD and also the reasons
for setting up a second Fèis in Glasgow.
As you will know Bunsgoil Ghàidhlig Ghleann Dail (BGGD) was started in August 2015
creating two catchment areas in Glasgow, one for Sgoil Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (SGG) and the
other in the South East of the city for BGGD. BGGD, although recently started, has a very
strong sense of community and very high levels of parent involvement and participation in all
the events organised by the school and parent council. Recently there has been a lot of
interest amongst parents to set up a Fèis as a few of the older pupils in the school had attended
the Fèis in Glasgow before it stopped in 2012 and other parents had experience of Fèisean
from the highlands and islands. As a start, we approached Glasgow Life (GL) to see if any
funding was available and they have been able to secure £1000 to run a trial Fèis in May 2017
but they wanted us to engage with and seek partnership funding from FnG. I attended a
meeting of Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (FGG) in November to see what support they/FnG could
give BGGD and also was able to talk to Rachel Harris from FnG after this meeting about our
options for setting up as a new independent Fèis. At the meeting it was clear that FGG were
struggling to gain support from parents of pupils at SGG (only 1 was in attendance) and also
had been struggling for some time to setup a weekly Fèis for tuition of older children. They
made it clear that did not have any interest in re-establishing an annual Fèis nor did they have
any interest for provision for younger children (Under Primary 4) both of which are the priority
areas for BGGD due to the younger demographic of our school. Although we could, in theory,
setup as a sub-committee of FGG the clear conflict of priorities did not make this prospect
appealing and thus, since it was an option proposed by Rachel, we decided to setup our own
Fèis committee for BGGD, start planning for our trial Fèis and apply to FnG for membership.
A couple of weeks ago, I reached out to Rachel and had a conversation with Rachel and
Calum Alex to discuss our ideas for setting up FGD and what support would be available. At
this time it was suggested that FnG would potentially be able to support our Fèis plans but
that they did not think that the membership application for FGD would succeed due to the
presence of FGG in the city.
When I discussed this with the parent council and music sub group at BGGD it was clear that
setting up a small trial Fèis focussing on the needs of the children at BGGD (although not
excluding any others) is what the parents want to focus their time and energies on. I know
that there are many Fèisean across the highlands that serve local communities rather than
huge Fèisean covering many different communities. When considering the needs of the city
of Glasgow it must be recognised that we are considering an area of enormous population,
plus the fact that the two schools now serve distinct catchment areas. We can understand a
long term aim for a Fèis for the whole of Glasgow or an umbrella organisation for several
Fèisean across the city but that should not be at odds with or put into jeopardy the plans we
currently have and which would be best served by the creation of Fèis Ghleann Dail. The
current situation in Glasgow, with two GME primaries in one city, is unique and thus it should
be recognised that a unique/new solution is required to best serve our needs. It has to be
remembered that we have a very young school with the majority of our pupils in primaries 1-3
as opposed to Sgoil Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (SGG) which is many times larger and with a focus
on all primary and secondary years.
However, the major problem for us is in terms of funding. I attended a meeting with Glasgow
Life (GL) and it is clear that GL would not be able to give any funding to FGG due to FGG’s
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previous noncompliance with a grant that had to be recovered by GL. This would mean that
even as a subcommittee of FGG we would not be eligible for funding from GL. However, GL
are able to support a completely new Fèis with new priorities and centred around the new
Gaelic community in the south of Glasgow that has grown up with the start of the new school.
This is what the current £1000 has been secured for and if this Fèis does not go forward in
the currently proposed form this money will likely have to be returned and would jeopardise
any future funding. Funding from Glasgow Life for Fèis Ghleann Dail could potentially be worth
around £10,000 between now and 2020 and if not secured very soon as part of the new Gaelic
Strategy for Glasgow would be lost. Also, the CnP BGGD has already started fundraising to
support FGD and is seeking other sources of funding and it would be very confusing to start
using this for the benefit of all FGG activities and/or a Fèis focused on the whole of Glasgow.
The only alternative that has been presented by FnG is to wait for FGG to hold an AGM,
maybe in March, and hope that there is enough interest from parents to have a complete
change in leadership that could maybe be convincing enough to Glasgow Life to allow funding
support. We would also then have to agree the structure and aims of the new FGG, gain
approval to create a Fèis in the south side of Glasgow and do this in time to secure funding
from GL and FnG. It is clear that this route has huge areas of uncertainty and appears to be
an unnecessary gamble. Again, it must be stated that we are not against the ultimate aim of
working in cooperation across the city. However, we feel that the community spirit and
enthusiasm in the new school community should also not be wasted. We see no conflict
between what we want to do in trying to start and grow a small Fèis and what FGG want to do
in the future. We know that FnG like to support grassroots movements and we believe that
Fèis Ghleann Dail is such a movement and should be encouraged rather than frustrated and
forced to fit into the existing FGG structure.
We had FGD meeting to discuss the Fèis last week and we decided to still try to become a
member of FnG. We have an elected Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer and already
have around 14 other members eager to help and I fully expect this to grow. We have
submitted the application for opening a bank account although the BGGD parent council
agreed to the use of the parent council bank account in the interim and would keep separate
accounts.
The initial aim of FGD is to hold a small trial Fèis over the second May holiday weekend (2628 May 2017) for 3 days, offering a range of tuition in Gaelic for various musical instruments,
song, drama, arts and sports with a full range of activities for younger ages, all through the
medium of Gaelic. We would also be running Gaelic language classes and Gaelic activities
for parents, friends and family. This would be concluded by a joint tutor and pupil ceilidh on
the Sunday evening. Assuming this is successful we would then plan to hold a weekly Fèis
every Easter from 2018 onwards.
In conclusion, I would urge you to approve our application for Fèis Ghleann Dail based on the
new reality of the distinct schools and communities that have developed in the city after the
creation of the new school.
Le deagh dhùrachd,

David Robb
Iar-chathraiche Feis Ghleann Dail
Neach Cathrach Comhairle Nam Pàrant Bunsgoil Ghàidhlig Ghleann Dail
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From: David M Robb <davidmrobb@gmail.com>
Date: 5 February 2017 at 23:34
Subject: Re: Fèis - Phone meeting re-cap
To: Rachel <rachel@feisean.org>, calum@feisean.org
Rachel, Calum Alex,
Many thanks for the call last week to discuss the possible options for Fèis Ghleann Dail. As you know
we had a meeting on Thursday evening with the parent council and music sub group to discuss the
Fèis so I was able to let them know what we discussed and plan a route forward.
At the meeting there was a great deal of frustration and confusion that we are now being advised,
contrary to the impression I was given in November, that an application to the board is not likely to be
successful to set up a Fèis dedicated to the needs and desires of the families in the Gleann Dail
community. The school, although recently started, has a very strong sense of community and setting
up a Fèis focussing on our children (although not excluding any others) is what the parents want to
focus their time and energies on, rather than having to set up a Fèis for the whole of Glasgow (and
maybe East Dumbartonshire). I know that there are many Fèisean across the highlands that serve local
communities rather than huge Fèisean covering many different communities. When considering the
needs of the city of Glasgow it must be recognised that we are considering an area of enormous
population, plus the fact that the two schools now serve distinct catchment areas. We can understand
a long term aim for a Fèis for the whole of Glasgow or an umbrella organisation for several Fèisean
across the city but that should not be at odds with or put into jeopardy the plans we currently have and
which would be best served by the creation of Fèis Ghleann Dail. The current situation in Glasgow, with
two GME primaries in one city, is unique and thus it should be recognised that a unique/new solution is
required to best serve our needs. It has to be remembered that we have a very young school with the
majority of our pupils in primaries 1-3 as opposed to Sgoil Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (SGG) which is many
times larger and with a focus on all primary and secondary years.
The first major problem is in terms of funding. I attended a meeting on Friday with Glasgow Life (GL)
on the new Gaelic strategy for Glasgow, so was able to have a side discussion and it is clear that GL
would not be able to give any funding to FGG (for the reasons I explained on our call) but are able to
support a new Fèis with new priorities and centered around the new Gaelic community in the south of
Glasgow that has grown up with the start of the new school. This is what the current £1000 has been
secured for and if this Fèis is not going forward in the currently proposed form the money will likely
have to be returned and would definitely jeopardise any future funding. Funding from Glasgow Life for
Fèis Ghleann Dail could potentially be worth around £10,000 between now and 2020 and if not secured
very soon as part of the new Gaelic Strategy for Glasgow would be lost. Also the CnP BGGD has already
started fundraising to support a BGGD Fèis and is seeking other sources of funding and it would be very
confusing to start using this for the benefit of all FGG activities and/or a Fèis focused on the whole of
Glasgow.
The only alternative that has been presented by FnG is to wait for FGG to hold an AGM and hope that
there is enough interest from parents to have a complete change in leadership that could maybe be
convincing enough to Glasgow Life to allow funding support. We would also then have to agree the
structure and aims of the new FGG, gain approval to create a Fèis in the south side of Glasgow and do
this in time to secure funding from GL and FnG. It is clear that this route has huge areas of uncertainty
and appears to be an unnecessary gamble. Again it must be stated that we are not against the ultimate
aim of working in cooperation across the city. However, we feel that the community spirit and
enthusiasm in the new school community should also not be wasted. We see no conflict between what
we want to do in trying to start and grow a small Fèis and what FGG want to do in the future. We know
that FnG like to support grassroots movements and we believe that Fèis Ghleann Dail is such a
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movement and should be encouraged rather than frustrated and forced to fit into the existing FGG
structure.
The conclusion of this discussion at the meeting on Thursday was a determination to continue to try to
form Fèis Ghleann Dail. We elected a Chair, Secretary and treasurer and have around 14 members
eager to help and I fully expect this to grow. We have also started the process of opening a bank
account although the parent council agreed to the use of the parent council bank account in the
interim and would keep separate accounts. We know there is a template constitution and will happily
complete that if provided by FnG.
For the rest of the meeting we discussed the practicalities of the actual trial Fèis. We are exploring
possible venues and dates and will start talking to tutors, both professional and apprentice. We started
on a budget looking at the standard rates we know for tutors and venues, including our own
school. We should have these finalised over the next few weeks but obviously what is possible
depends on funding and support from both GL and FnG. Without a commitment from both GL and FnG
then this will likely not be able to go ahead.
In conclusion I would urge you to reconsider the case for Fèis Ghleann Dail based on the new reality of
the distinct schools and communities that have developed in the city after the creation of the new
school.
Le deagh dhùrachd,
David Robb (Neach Cathrach / Chair)
Comhairle Nam Pàrant Bunsgoil Ghàidhlig Ghleann Dail

Hello David,
Thanks for the e-mail to Calum and Rachel, which Calum had forwarded to me this morning, and for
your separate one to me. I’m not sure how Rona got the impression I was going to be in Glasgow
today, but I am afraid I have been in the office all day dealing with budgets and grants. I know where
I’d rather have been!
I had a phone conversation with Calum and Rachel last week regarding the situation with Fèis
Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu (FGG) and your own plans to establish a new Fèis at Sgoil Ghleann Dail. I have also
been kept up to date following the recent meeting in Glasgow and conversations Rachel has had with
Helen MacNeil. I am copying both Calum and Rachel into my reply.
It is not Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s practice to grant membership to a new Fèis where another exists in
close proximity, albeit one that has been in abeyance for the past 2-3 years. We have been very
frustrated by the lack of activity on the part of FGG and I take on board fully all that you say below,
including your points about the size of the population in Glasgow. I can understand your eagerness to
find a way ahead and please be assured we have no desire to discourage or frustrate what you would
like to do in Sgoil Ghleann Dail.
We have an existing member in FGG and a finite amount of money to support the activities of member
Fèisean. We have invested in the plans of FGG that have not come to fruition as envisaged. FGG has
funding which could be redirected to new activity but that would require working together with
yourselves and, perhaps, others.
We are confident an AGM will be called by FGG and we know there are several parents interested in
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getting involved in Fèis activity in Glasgow who could not attend the meeting held just prior to
Christmas, which was called at short notice. We remain of the view that working under one umbrella,
within the existing structure changed to suit current needs, would be the best option. There would be
no reason why sub-groups should not work in their own areas, should that be their wish and if that
were agreed by all. In terms of building a Gaelic community among the young people of Glasgow, it
would be my view - for what its worth – that one city-wide Fèis would allow the children in both Gaelic
schools and, perhaps, neither to get to know their peers from other schools/areas. That is a personal
view and would have no bearing on any support that could be offered by Fèisean nan
Gàidheal. Ultimately, what the people in Glasgow would like to do is what the people of Glasgow
should do.
If you would like to pursue an application for membership, we would need the attached form
completed. If you would like it to be considered by Fèisean nan Gàidheal's Board at their February
meeting, we would need it back by close of play on Thursday 9th February. It would be our
recommendation that membership not be granted, in line with previous practice, but that decision
would be a matter for the Board.
Should your application succeed, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s practice in the past has been to offer new
Fèisean a development grant, likely to be around £1k in year one, but we would certainly also assist in
applying for money from other sources. Without sight of what you have planned, and the costs
associated with that activity, I have no way of knowing whether that would be sufficient. On the other
hand, FGG has funds in excess of that amount and were a Fèis in Sgoil Ghleann Dail to be an agreed
way forward, even in the short term, those funds could be redirected towards that purpose.
I would expect that it would be open to any constituted body to apply to Glasgow Life for funding so I
do not quite understand why that might not be an option available to FGG. Obviously there is a reason
explained previously to Rachel to which I have not yet been party.
Another way in which we may be able to help in the short term is in running a Meanbh-Fhèis (Mini-Fèis)
in Sgoil Ghleann Dail. Normally these are held during school time, run through our Fèisgoil service, for
which we would be paid. Typically a day of Fèis activities is offered, with three or four disciplines in the
morning and an afternoon cèilidh. I realise this would not be a full-blown Fèis but it might act as a
taster from which a Fèis could be run at a later date. It would be an opportunity for the children to try
out various activities and they could then offer feedback on what they enjoyed and what they
didn’t. Such information could be very useful in shaping a new Fèis. If the £1k from GL could be used
for this purpose and it were treated as a pilot for a Fèis, we could look to subsidising the costs not
covered by the GL grant.
Let me know what you would like to do. While I am confident Calum and Rachel have given you the
correct information, if a conversation with me would be helpful, my contact details are below.
Le deagh dhùrachd
Arthur
—
Arthur Cormack
Ceannard
Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Taigh a' Mhill | Port Rìgh | An t-Eilean Sgitheanach | IV51 9BZ
Meall House | Portree | Isle of Skye | IV51 9BZ
Fòn 01478 613355 | Facs 01478 613399 | Dìreach 01478 614002 | Fòn-làimhe 07702 674143 | Skype
acormack | Facebook facebook.com/feisean | Twitter @fngaidheal
http://www.feisean.org
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Financial Issues

Agenda Item: 1.2017.03
This report includes:

Action Required

Agenda Item: 1.2017.3(a)
Income and Expenditure 2016-17 with transactions to 31 January 2017

For Noting and Discussion

Agenda item 1.2017.3(b)
Verbal for Noting

Current bank balances will be confirmed at the meeting
Agenda item 1.2017.3(c)
Management accounts for the period to 31 December 2016, prepared by Mann Judd
Gordon

For Noting and Discussion

Agenda item 1.2017.3(d)
Grants pledged to Fèisean for 2016-17

For Noting

Agenda item 1.2017.3(e)
For Approval

Draft Budget 2017-18
Agenda item 1.2017.3(f)

For Approval

Grants to Fèisean for 2017-18 (recommendations)

Anne Willoughby
Executive Manager
February 2017
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal Income and Expenditure 2016-17 with transactions to 31
January 2017
Agenda Item 1.2017.03(a)
INCOME

2016-17

PERIOD

ACTUAL

Core Grants

£ 343,949.00

£ 165,971.67

£ 306,847.00

Management Fees

£ 103,500.00

£ 44,166.67

£ 90,500.00

Grants Scheme

£ 200,000.00

£ 12,994.17

£ 200,000.00

Fèis Development Fund

£ 37,000.00

£ 2,416.67

£ 37,000.00

Annualised Hours

£ 10,000.00

£ 9,166.67

£ 10,000.00

Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme

£ 36,485.00

£ 41,666.67

£ 28,610.00

Training

£ 10,000.00

£ 10,241.67

£ 7,500.00

Fèisgoil

£ 313,511.00

£ 286,624.17

£ 284,590.67

Blas Festival

£ 211,569.00

£ 86,250.00

£ 192,274.12

Other Earned Income

£ 12,700.00

£ 103,333.33

£ 11,130.13

Support Cèilidh Trails

£ 73,000.00

£ 18,416.67

£ 74,039.10

Gaelic Residential Events

£ 29,000.00

£ 7,500.00

£ 29,603.00

Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations

£ 4,000.00

£ 8,250.00

£ 4,000.00

Showcase and International Opportunities

£ 15,000.00

£ 29,166.67

£ 9,800.00

Resources and Digitisation Programme

£ 28,300.00

£ 166,666.67

£ 11,900.00

Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter

£ 1,000.00

£ 16,666.67

£ 1,000.00

Fèisean Payroll Services

£ 0.00

£ 14,166.67

£ 1,692.00

Income still to be raised

£ 6,164.00

£ 30,833.33

£ 7,403.98

£ 1,435,178.00

£ 1,195,981.67

£ 1,307,890.00

£ 301,990.00

£ 251,658.33

£ 251,575.93

NIC Contributions

£ 25,000.00

£ 20,833.33

£ 20,305.62

Pension Contributions

£ 16,000.00

£ 13,333.33

£ 13,012.33

£ 1,692.00

£ 1,410.00

£ 1,692.00

Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence

£ 22,000.00

£ 18,333.33

£ 18,120.55

Office Rent & Rates

£ 29,000.00

£ 24,166.67

£ 24,010.10

Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers

£ 13,000.00

£ 10,833.33

£ 11,967.97

Utilities

£ 14,000.00

£ 11,666.67

£ 12,033.85

Board Expenses

£ 5,000.00

£ 4,166.67

£ 2,828.24

Implementation of Child Protection Policy

£ 9,500.00

£ 7,916.67

£ 7,403.00

Insurance

£ 7,500.00

£ 6,250.00

£ 556.49

Sundry Expenses

£ 3,000.00

£ 2,500.00

£ 2,557.63

Accountancy & Bank Charges

£ 7,000.00

£ 5,833.33

£ 6,725.01

Professional Fees

£ 3,500.00

£ 2,916.67

£ 2,762.80

Instrument Bank Maintenance

£ 2,500.00

£ 2,083.33

£ 1,901.20

Additional Support Needs/Inter-Fèis Activities

£ 2,000.00

£ 1,666.67

£ 1,453.41

£ 10,000.00

£ 8,333.33

£ 8,390.60

£ 200,000.00

£ 166,666.67

£ 97,700.25

Annualised Hours

£ 10,000.00

£ 8,333.33

£ 8,741.25

Fèis Development Fund

£ 37,000.00

£ 30,833.33

£ 33,080.15

Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme

£ 36,485.00

£ 30,404.17

£ 21,981.10

Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme Management Fee

-£ 3,500.00

-£ 2,916.67

-£ 3,500.00

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
RUNNING COSTS
Staff Salaries

Fèisean Services Staff Wages and NI

Capital Expenses
PROGRAMME COSTS
Grants Paid Out
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Training Programme

£ 7,500.00

Training Programme Management Fee

£ 6,250.00

£ 4,437.81

-£ 2,000.00

-£ 1,666.67

-£ 2,000.00

Fèisgoil

£ 307,511.00

£ 256,259.17

£ 278,020.80

Fèisgoil Management Fee

-£ 64,000.00

-£ 53,333.33

-£ 64,000.00

£ 14,500.00

£ 12,083.33

£ 14,184.60

Blas Festival

£ 193,000.00

£ 160,833.33

£ 191,633.65

Blas Festival Management Fee

-£ 10,000.00

-£ 8,333.33

-£ 10,000.00

Support Cèilidh Trails

£ 73,000.00

£ 60,833.33

£ 70,902.28

Cèilidh Trails Management Fee

-£ 7,000.00

-£ 5,833.33

-£ 7,000.00

Gaelic Residential Events

£ 30,000.00

£ 25,000.00

£ 29,869.87

Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee

-£ 4,000.00

-£ 3,333.33

-£ 4,000.00

£ 5,000.00

£ 4,166.67

£ 3,402.00

-£ 2,000.00

-£ 1,666.67

£ 0.00

Annual Conference

Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations Management Fee
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Showcase & International Opportunities

£ 1,000.00

£ 833.33

£ 871.00

£ 15,000.00

£ 12,500.00

£ 9,554.76

Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee

-£ 4,000.00

-£ 3,333.33

£ 0.00

Resources and Digitisation Programme

£ 31,500.00

£ 26,250.00

£ 1,080.00

Resources and Digitisation Management Fee

-£ 7,000.00

-£ 5,833.33

£ 0.00

£ 1,000.00

£ 833.33

£ 7,000.00

£ 1,331,678.00

£ 1,109,731.67

£ 1,069,256.25

£ 103,500.00

£ 86,250.00

£ 90,500.00

£ 1,435,178.00

£ 1,195,981.67

£ 1,159,756.25

£ 15,525.00

£ 12,937.50

£ 13,575.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 148,133.75

Contingency
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Management Fees
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transfer to Reserves
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Management Accounts to 31 December 2016
Agenda Item: 1.2017.03(c)
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Grants to Fèisean 2016-17 as at 31 January 2017
Agenda Item: 1.2017.03(d)
The following table details the Fèisean, the grants we have pledged to them and, if appropriate, sums paid out and still to be paid.

HIE

HIE
Fragile

Fèis an Earraich

√

√

Fèis Lochabair

√

Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan

√

Fèis Chataibh

√

Fèis a' Bhealaich

√

Fèis Eige
Feis Ghallaibh
Fèis Farr

√

Fèis na h-Òige

√

Fèis Air an Oir

√

Feis Ghleann Albainn

√

Fèis Ratharsaidh

√

Fèis a' Bhaile

√

Fèis Òigridh na Mara

√

Fèis Inbhir Narann

√

Fèis Spè

√

Fèis an Iar Thuath

√

√

Fèis Thròdairnis

√

√

Fèis a' Chaolais

√

Fèis Name

Main Fèis Grant

Local Authority

Annualised
Hours

Follow-on Grants

Annualised
Hours Grant

Additional/Dev
Fund

Total Grant
Offered

Balance Paid

Outstanding
Balance

The Highland Council
£1,363.00

£2,953.00

£3,114.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,180.00

£ 4,316.00

£ 3,864.00

£3,375.00

£469.00

£4,142.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,736.00

£ 5,704.00

£ 3,032.00

£2,149.00

£2,687.00

£4,377.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,963.00

£ 6,190.50

£ 3,772.50

£2,234.00

£2,794.00

£3,936.00

80

£ 600.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,564.00

£ 6,039.00

£ 3,525.00

√

£0.00

£0.00

£840.00

16

£ 120.00

£ 0.00

£ 960.00

£ 480.00

£ 480.00

√

√

£987.00

£1,235.00

£0.00

80

£ 600.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,822.00

£ 2,288.00

£ 534.00

√

√

£0.00

£0.00

£2,620.00

50

£ 375.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,995.00

£ 1,497.50

£ 1,497.50

£0.00

£0.00

£816.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 816.00

£ 0.00

£ 816.00

£893.00

£1,117.00

£1,260.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,270.00

£ 1,508.00

£ 1,762.00

£192.00

£1,477.00

£3,188.00

20

£ 150.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,007.00

£ 1,546.00

£ 3,461.00

£872.00

£1,090.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,962.00

£ 1,779.00

£ 183.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£1,266.00

£1,582.00

£1,648.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 750.00

£ 5,996.00

£ 4,574.00

£ 1,422.00

£433.00

£542.00

£3,316.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,041.00

£ 2,408.00

£ 2,633.00

£917.00

£1,146.00

£3,890.00

100

£ 750.00

£ 0.00

£ 6,703.00

£ 2,320.00

£ 4,383.00

£1,867.00

£2,333.00

£5,680.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 27,833.00

£ 37,713.00

£ 34,509.00

£ 3,204.00

£443.00

£555.00

£700.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,698.00

£ 350.00

£ 1,348.00

£1,696.00

£2,120.00

£0.00

50

£ 375.00

£ 0.00

£ 4,191.00

£ 3,049.50

£ 1,141.50

√

√
√
√

Total Highland

£0.00

£0.00

£1,415.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,415.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,415.00

£18,687.00

£22,100.00

£40,942.00

896

£6,720.00

£28,583.00

£117,032.00

£78,558.50

£38,473.50

£3,297.00

£1,350.00

£648.00

60

£ 450.00

£ 825.00

£ 6,570.00

£ 4,873.00

£ 1,697.00

£3,726.00

£1,800.00

£1,768.00

120

£ 900.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,194.00

£ 5,045.00

£ 3,149.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,750.00

£ 4,068.50

£ 1,681.50

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Fèis Tìr a' Mhurain

√

Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich

√

√

Fèis Tìr an Eòrna

√

√

£3,375.00

£1,350.00

£650.00

50

£ 375.00

Fèis Bharraigh

√

√

£3,996.00

£1,350.00

£3,796.00

220

£ 1,650.00

£ 0.00

£ 10,792.00

£ 4,347.00

£ 6,445.00

Fèis Eilean na Hearadh

√

√

£2,098.00

£1,350.00

£0.00

10

£ 75.00

£ 922.50

£ 4,445.50

£ 3,884.00

£ 561.50
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal Income and Expenditure 2017-18 (Draft budget for approval)
Agenda Item 1.2017.03(e)

INCOME
Core Grants
Management Fees
Grants Scheme
Fèis Development Fund
Annualised Hours
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
Training
Fèisgoil
Blas Festival
Other Earned Income
Support Cèilidh Trails
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Showcase and International Opportunities
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Fèisean Payroll Services
Income still to be raised
TOTAL INCOME

2017-18
£ 345,160.00
£ 91,000.00
£ 197,965.00
£ 13,035.00
£ 5,000.00
£ 35,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 284,500.00
£ 189,903.00
£ 12,800.00
£ 67,000.00
£ 63,069.00
£ 9,000.00
£ 13,000.00
£ 2,500.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 0.00
£ 28,050.00
£ 1,393,482.00

EXPENDITURE
RUNNING COSTS
Staff Salaries
NIC Contributions
Pension Contributions
Fèisean Services Staff Wages and NI
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence
Office Rent & Rates
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers
Utilities
Board Expenses
Implementation of Child Protection Policy
Insurance
Sundry Expenses
Accountancy & Bank Charges
Professional Fees
Instrument Bank Maintenance
Additional Support Needs/Inter-Fèis Activities
Capital Expenses
PROGRAMME COSTS
Grants Paid Out
Annualised Hours
Fèis Development Fund
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme Management Fee
Training Programme
Training Programme Management Fee
Fèisgoil
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£ 305,010.00
£ 25,000.00
£ 16,000.00
£ 0.00
£ 21,000.00
£ 29,000.00
£ 13,000.00
£ 14,000.00
£ 4,000.00
£ 9,000.00
£ 7,500.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 7,000.00
£ 3,000.00
£ 2,500.00
£ 2,000.00
£ 3,000.00
£ 201,000.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 33,000.00
£ 35,000.00
-£ 3,500.00
£ 7,500.00
-£ 2,000.00
£ 284,500.00

Fèisgoil Management Fee
Annual Conference
Blas Festival
Blas Festival Management Fee
Support Cèilidh Trails
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations Management Fee
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Showcase & International Opportunities
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee
Contingency
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Management Fees
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transfer to Reserves
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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-£ 45,000.00
£ 9,000.00
£ 189,903.00
-£ 10,000.00
£ 67,000.00
-£ 7,000.00
£ 63,069.00
-£ 14,000.00
£ 9,000.00
-£ 5,000.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 13,000.00
-£ 4,000.00
£ 2,500.00
-£ 500.00
£ 5,000.00
£ 1,302,482.00
£ 91,000.00
£ 1,393,482.00
£ 13,650.00
£ 0.00

Grants to Fèisean 2017-18 (Recommendations for approval)
Agenda Item: 1.2017.03(f)

HIE

HIE
Fragile

Fèis an Earraich

√

√

Fèis Lochabair

√

Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan

√

Fèis Chataibh

√

Fèis a' Bhealaich

√

√

Fèis Eige

√

Feis Ghallaibh

√

Fèis Farr

√

Fèis na h-Òige

√

Fèis Air an Oir

√

Feis Ghleann Albainn

√

Fèis Ratharsaidh

√

Fèis a' Bhaile

√

Fèis Òigridh na Mara

√

Fèis Inbhir Narann

√

Fèis Spè

√

Fèis an Iar Thuath

√

Fèis Thròndairnis

√

Fèis a' Chaolais

√

Fèis Name

Main Fèis Grant

Local Authority

Follow-on Grants

Annualised
Hours

Annualised Hours
Grant

Additional/Dev
Fund

Total Grant Offered

Balance Paid

Outstanding
Balance

The Highland Council
£6,976.00

£5,002.00

£2,025.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 14,580.50

£ 0.00

£ 14,580.50

£1,920.00

£1,377.00

£2,944.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 6,818.50

£ 0.00

£ 6,818.50

£4,585.00

£3,290.00

£5,377.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 13,829.50

£ 0.00

£ 13,829.50

£2,680.00

£1,923.00

£4,251.00

40

£ 330.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,184.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,184.00

£0.00

£0.00

£852.00

15

£ 123.75

£ 0.00

£ 975.75

£ 0.00

£ 975.75

√

£1,379.00

£989.00

£0.00

35

£ 288.75

£ 0.00

£ 2,656.75

£ 0.00

£ 2,656.75

√

£0.00

£0.00

£1,419.00

35

£ 288.75

£ 0.00

£ 1,707.75

£ 0.00

£ 1,707.75

£0.00

£0.00

£576.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 576.00

£ 0.00

£ 576.00

£2,653.00

£1,903.00

£1,045.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,601.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,601.00

£1,214.00

£871.00

£1,497.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,747.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,747.00

£1,033.00

£742.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,775.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,775.00

√

√
√

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£1,810.00

£1,299.00

£1,251.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 4,937.50

£ 0.00

£ 4,937.50

£168.00

£121.00

£4,041.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 4,907.50

£ 0.00

£ 4,907.50

£1,114.00

£799.00

£4,204.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 6,694.50

£ 0.00

£ 6,694.50

£2,610.00

£1,871.00

£4,155.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,636.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,636.00

√

£524.00

£376.00

£340.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,240.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,240.00

√

£2,143.00

£1,537.00

£0.00

35

£ 288.75

£ 0.00

£ 3,968.75

£ 0.00

£ 3,968.75

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£30,809.00

£22,100.00

£33,977.00

600

£4,950.00

£0.00

£91,836.00

£0.00

£91,836.00

£3,253.00

£1,350.00

£306.00

50

£ 412.50

£ 0.00

£ 5,321.50

£ 0.00

£ 5,321.50

√

Total Highland
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Fèis Tìr a' Mhurain

√

√

Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich

√

£3,675.00

£1,800.00

£1,432.00

70

£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 7,484.50

£ 0.00

£ 7,484.50

Fèis Tìr an Eòrna

√

√

£2,800.00

£1,350.00

£846.00

50

£ 412.50

£ 0.00

£ 5,408.50

£ 0.00

£ 5,408.50

Fèis Bharraigh

√

√

£3,500.00

£1,350.00

£2,914.00

80

£ 660.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,424.00

£ 0.00

£ 8,424.00

Fèis Eilean na Hearadh

√

√

£1,883.00

£1,350.00

£0.00

30

£ 247.50

£ 0.00

£ 3,480.50

£ 0.00

£ 3,480.50

Fèis an Rubha

√

£1,513.00

£1,350.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,863.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,863.00

73

Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh

√

√

Total Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

£351.00

£1,350.00

£810.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,511.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,511.00

£16,975.00

£9,900.00

£6,308.00

280

£2,310.00

£0.00

£35,493.00

£0.00

£35,493.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£3,485.00

£2,000.00

£4,389.00
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£ 577.50

£ 0.00

£ 10,451.50

£ 0.00

£ 10,451.50

Argyll & Bute Council
Fèis Cholla

√

√

Fèis Latharna

√

Fèis Mhuile

√

√

£1,200.00

£500.00

£0.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,865.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,865.00

Fèis Thiriodh

√

√

£910.00

£1,500.00

£114.00

40

£ 330.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,854.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,854.00

Fèis Ìle agus Dhùira

√

√

£1,379.00

£2,000.00

£5,891.00
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£ 495.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,765.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,765.00

Fèis na h-Apainne

√

√

£0.00

£1,000.00

£1,453.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,453.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,453.00

Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle

√

£1,489.00

£1,000.00

£823.00

40

£ 330.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,642.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,642.00

Fèis an Tairbeirt

√

Total Argyll & Bute Council

£1,092.00

£1,000.00

£1,895.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,987.00

£ 0.00

£ 3,987.00

£9,555.00

£9,000.00

£14,565.00

230

£ 1,897.50

£0.00

£35,017.50

£0.00

£35,017.50

Other Area/City Councils
Fèis Arainn

√

£2,650.00

£0.00

£2,706.00

40

£ 330.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,686.00

£ 0.00

£ 5,686.00

Fèis Mhoireibh

√

√

£1,098.00

£0.00

£1,314.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,577.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,577.00

TOTAL HIE
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23

£61,087.00

£41,000.00

£58,870.00

1,170

£ 9,652.50

£0.00

£170,609.50

£0.00

£170,609.50

Fèis Dhùn Èideann

£3,350.00

£0.00

£10,607.00

180

£ 1,485.00

£ 0.00

£ 15,442.00

£ 0.00

£ 15,442.00

Fèis Obair Dheathain

£1,761.00

£0.00

£298.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,224.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,224.00

Feis Dhùn Bhreatainn

£0.00

£0.00

£310.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 475.00

£ 0.00

£ 475.00

Fèis Lannraig a Tuath

£1,088.00

£0.00

£569.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,657.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,657.00

Fèis Fhoirt

£4,350.00

£0.00

£4,382.00

120

£ 990.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,722.00

£ 0.00

£ 9,722.00

Feis Ghlaschu

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

Fèis Innis an Uillt

£0.00

£0.00

£1,244.00

20

£ 165.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,409.00

£ 0.00

£ 1,409.00

Fèis an Iar Dheas
Fèis Phàislig
Total Other Areas/City Councils
GRAND TOTALS

£0.00

£0.00

£865.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 0.00

£ 865.00

£ 0.00

£ 865.00

£2,096.00

£0.00

£6,088.00

50

£ 412.50

£ 0.00

£ 8,596.50

£ 0.00

£ 8,596.50

£16,393.00

£0.00

£28,383.00

£0.00

£48,653.50

£0.00

£48,653.50

Main Fèis Grant

Local Authority

Follow-on Grants

£ 73,732.00

£ 41,000.00

£ 83,233.00

74

470

£3,877.50

Annualised
Hours

Annualised Hours
Grant

1,580

£ 13,035.00

Development
Fund

£ 0.00

Total Grant Offered

£ 211,000.00

Balance Paid

£ 0.00

Outstanding
Balance

£ 211,000.00

Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Funding Agreements
Agenda Item: 1.2017.03(g)

Reason for Paper
To update Board members on the status of the organisation’s main funding agreements.
Background
We are in regular contact with the bodies that fund our work and it is appropriate that Board members are aware of
agreements that reached and their current status.
1. Creative Scotland
Creative Scotland’s funding has been paid to us in accordance with our agreement.
Members will see from 1.2017.03(h) the information that has been sent in relation to 2017-18 funding.
There is still work to be done on completing a plan and an application to Creative Scotland for funding between
2018 and 21. Further information is available in 1.2017.02(e) on the agenda.
2. Highlands & Islands Enterprise
Highlands & Islands Enterprise’s funding is being paid to us in accordance with our agreement.
£19.5k has been offered towards FèisTV from HIE’s Gaelic Innovation Fund. The agreement arrived very recently so
we will now be able to purchase the necessary equipment and get the service established.
3. Bòrd na Gàidhlig
Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s funding has been paid to us in accordance with our agreement for 2016-17.
A portion of the additional funding granted to us for two particular projects – 5 Latha nan Oileanach and a Drama
Trail – has also been paid although these projects will be happening in 2017-18.
A draft agreement for 2017-18 has been agreed between officers and Bòrd na Gàidhlig will be agreeing a final draft
early in March. We have been offered £124k, as last year, with the option to submit ideas for further funding that
may be available from the Bòrd.
4. The Highland Council
The Highland Council has paid its funding for 2016-17.
We received agreements for 2016-17 for both Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Blas. Although we have signed the
agreements, we await copies signed by Council personnel. Although I have requested these three times from
Morag-Anna Macleod Mitchell, I have still to receive a reply.
Blas
As reported at the last meeting, The Highland Council had intimated its intention to reduce the funding for Blas from
£69k to £38k. That threatened the viability of Blas and significant amount of work was put in to attempting to
retain the funding. It was clear that was not going to be easy so we moved on to try and secure a deal to use the
available £38k in other ways.
When it because apparent that The Highland Council was to receive an additional £6m as a result of the agreement
with the Green Party which secured the Scottish Government’s budget, Council members decided they would need
to go ahead with the cut to the Blas funding.
Although we cannot be sure of the outcome until after the council meeting on 16 February, it seems as if we will
have sufficient funds to run Blas this year.
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Youth Music Initiative
While the news looks better for Blas, the same cannot be said for the Youth Music Initiative.
The Scottish Government is to cut 10% from its funding on the initiative from 2017-18. However, The Highland
Council wishes to cut the funding available for our contract by 27.5%.
Following a meeting with Norman Bolton, The Highland Council’s Music Officer, I sent information to those Fèisean
which have, up until now, been involved in delivering the contract. Further explanation is given in the letter which
is following.
5. Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
We received an offer of £12,800 for 2016-17 and the funds have been paid to us in line with our agreement.
I have been advised that we should get the same sum in 2017-18. I have also tried, again, to encourage the
Comhairle’s Director of Education to get involved in further collaboration with us since another meeting of the
Western Isles Gaelic Arts Forum is scheduled.
6. Argyll & Bute Council
Argyll & Bute Council has paid its funds to us in line with our agreement for 2016-17.
I still have to speak with council officers regarding funding for 2017-18.
7. Scottish Government
As advised at the last Board meeting, the £33,000 announced by John Swinney MSP has been paid to us.
Action Required
Board members are asked to note the up to date position in relation to funding agreements.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive

Art MacCarmaig
Ceannard

3 February 2017
YMI Local Co-ordinators
A chàirdean
Youth Music Initiative: Traditional Music Tuition in Highland Council Schools
You will doubtless be aware of impending cuts in local authority funding. In addition to a range of
cuts being instituted by The Highland Council (THC), the Scottish Government has reduced its
funding of the Youth Music Initiative (YMI) from £10m to £9m. This means THC, along with all other
local authorities, will be subject to a cut of 10% in the formula funding it receives.
Following a meeting with Norman Bolton yesterday, THC is seeking to reduce the price of Fèisean
nan Gàidheal’s contract to deliver traditional music classes in all Highland primary schools from
£219k to £160k - a cut larger than that being imposed on THC as a whole.
We could discuss the fairness, or otherwise, of the traditional music stream taking the whole hit,
and more. We would, of course, argue that traditional music is an important element of Highland
culture and should take precedence over other musical genres. However we must also
acknowledge that there would be difficulties in making alternative cuts within the music service
since THC’s own tutors are employed. Changes in their work and conditions could, perhaps, have
redundancy and other implications that would not apply to our self-employed tutors.
To reassure you, provision will not be affected in the current school year with changes taking effect
from August 2017. However, I feel it is right that you should know the reduction will no doubt
mean less traditional music being taught in schools, fewer employment opportunities for tutors
and potentially poorer conditions. We would hope, with your input, to minimise the impact of the
reduction and maximise what we can deliver with the funding that remains available.
Eilidh Mackenzie, our Fèisgoil Manager, will be leading on this work and will be in touch with you
soon to discuss options with you.
Leis geach deagh dhùrachd

Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Creative Scotland Funding 2017-18
Number on Agenda: 1.2017.03(h)

Reason for paper
To provide Board members with the papers provided as part of the process of agreeing the third year of Regular
Funding from Creative Scotland.
Background
Board members will recall that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is an organisation Regularly Funded by Creative Scotland which
agreed to provide, subject to availability of funds, up to £1.4m over the three years 2015-18.
2017-18 Funding
Although there has been a modest reduction in its funding from Scottish Government, Creative Scotland has decided
that there will be no reduction in funding to the Regularly Funded organisations.
We were required to provide the following papers to Creative Scotland by 13 February outlining our programme and
budget for 2017-18. This is very much in line with our own Programme Plan 2015-20 and submissions made over
the past two years.
Lead Officers and Heads of Department will review our submission and work to approve our plans by 10 March. A
funding agreement will then be sent for signature and return by 3 April to enable the first instalment of funding for
2017-18 to be paid on 13 April.
I have also included in the papers the feedback letter we received from our lead officer, Brian Ó hEadhra, following
the mid-year review of our 2016-17 delivery.
Action Required
Board members are asked to:
(d) Note the content of the papers and the dates by which we should have an agreement in place with Creative
Scotland for 2017-18 funding
and
(e) Note the content of the feedback letter from Creative Scotland.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
February 2017
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DOCUMENT 1/3
Arthur Cormack
Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Taigh a' Mhill,
Port Rìgh
An t - Eilean Sgitheanach
IV51 9BZ
12 December 2016
Art Chòir,
RFO ANNUAL FEEDBACK PROCESS
Following our meeting I am now in a position to send you the Annual Feedback
Form that aims to set out the progress that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is making
against the plans set out within the Funding Agreement it has with Creative
Scotland for 2016/17.
This feedback has been informed by discussions that we have had this year,
including the Annual Review meeting which took place on 07 November 2016.
It aims to reflect the information that you provided to Creative Scotland in the
Annual Progress Report and any other relevant material that we have
discussed, including Board or equivalent papers, public reviews of your work,
colleague /peer feedback, etc.
The feedback also identifies the degree of risk that we feel is attached to
Fèisean nan Gàidheal delivering the plans outlined within the Funding
Agreement, based on your own risk assessment and our recent conversations.
Progress Against Plan
In terms of progress against agreed plans, this Annual Feedback Form
sets out:


how we consider you are doing in terms of:
‒ pursuing excellence and experimentation
‒ enabling access and the enjoyment of creative experiences
‒ the pursuit of Creative Scotland’s four connecting themes (i.e.
creative learning, equalities, diversity and inclusion, digital, and
environment)
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the progress you are making against the financial, management and
governance goals and milestones agreed in your Funding Agreement



where we believe there is good practice in your programme of work
or operations that we would encourage you to share with both peers
and the sector more generally



any identified risks to the delivery of your agreed programme of
work.

Risk Assessment
We encourage organisations across the portfolio of RFOs to be ambitious,
and to take risks, in order to achieve clear artistic or creative goals.
However, we also need to ensure that public funding is being used
responsibly.
We therefore have a duty to monitor the level of risk that we feel is
attached to the successful delivery of your programme of work, as
outlined in your Funding Agreements with us over the period of your
Regular Funding.
At the Annual Review meeting we discussed and agreed the level of risk
attached to the goals and milestones set out in your Funding Agreement
for 2016/17. This has taken into account the following:
Artistic/creative plans: Are goals being achieved? Is the work of a
high quality? Is the work/activity making an impact? Is there
engagement with audiences in line with the agreed plan? Is the
organisation taking measures to realise ambitions in terms of Creative
Scotland’s four connecting themes?
Finance, management and governance plans: Does the organisation
produce accurate financial information on a regular basis? Is planned
income being realised? Is there an appropriate risk assessment process in
place? Does the organisation have appropriate governance and
management structures in place and do they work effectively? Are
adequate measures being taken to understand and report on the
organisation’s carbon footprint?
Equalities, diversity and inclusion: Information on Creative Scotland’s
expectations of RFOs in terms of equalities, diversity and inclusion was
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provided earlier this year and forms a significant part of discussion on
your Funding Agreement.

We have then given a low/medium/high risk ranking as follows:

Low

Variations in dates or locations of planned activity but,
overall, retaining the scale and scope of artistic and
financial plans as detailed in funding agreement.

Variations to the scale, scope and financing of activity
Medium for either internal or external reasons and which impact
on delivery outcomes but are not of operational concern.

High

Variations to the scale, scope and financing of activity
for either internal or external reasons which are of
operational concern.

If you would like to discuss the content of this Annual Feedback Form in
more detail or have any suggestions on how we might improve the
feedback process, please feel free to contact me directly either by phone
or email.
Mu dheireadh thall, bu mhath leam ag ràdh gu bheil e na tlachd dhomh a
bhith nam phrìomh oifigear dhuibh agus tha mise is sinn uile nur comain
leis an obair ionmhalta a tha sibh air a’ dèanamh tron bhliadhna.
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DOCUMENT 2/3

ANNUAL FEEDBACK FORM - YEAR 2 - 2016/17
1. Progress Against Plan
Having reviewed the information available, Creative Scotland would make the
following comments in terms of your progress against plan to date:
Pursuing excellence and experimentation
Overall we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan based on the
following:
Fèis Spè has employed a development officer (job share) which will
hopfully allow the fèis to grow and reach targets. They may apply for
RFO status.
The Sgoil Dhràma went well this year. Bursaries are being considered
to attract more participants next year. Including Gaelic drama in a
cèilidh trail type event is also good progress.
The Fuaran project has received high praise and continues to flourish
The Blas commission was of high quality and somewhat experimental this
year. Looking into how it might draw larger audiences and possibly some
school shows in the future.
Accessing and enjoying creative experiences
Overall we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan on the following:
The organisation is advising the various fèisean that they should
endeavour to pay MU rates. The Grant Scheme for fèisean is working
well.
Sgioba G is assisting with Gaelic language content at fèisean and the
early years Hùb Hàb is working very well. Meanbh Chuileag also
continues to deliver drama activity.
The Blas schools programme was successful this year and included drama
and circus skills.
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Administrating the Tasgadh fund continues and whilst numbers are
slightly lower than in year 1, there is still a demand on the fund.
The pursuit of Creative Scotland’s four connecting themes
including implementation / delivery of EDI Plan
Overall we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan based on the
following:
Training for YMI and fèis tutors is ongoing with the ability to deliver it in
English and Gaelic in future following a tender process.
YMI programme is proceeding well as is the roll out of Fèisgoil.
5 Latha and Fèis Alba were successful. A bursary scheme may be set
up to encourage more uptake in the Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma.
Work continues to bring Fèis TV forward. It will launch in 2017.
The new EDI plan has been approved by Creative Scotland and FNG
board. The plan is now being implemented.
The organisation is following its environmental policy and continues to
record its carbon emmissions.
Progress against financial, management and governance goals
and milestones
Overall we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan based on the
following:
Whilst there are concerns over the future Highland Council funding of Blas
and Fèisean nan Gàidheal more widely, the organisation is keeping close
tabs on funding decisions across the board and is making strong
arguments to retain as much funding as possible in this difficult funding
environment.
A possible new income stream may emerge out of lessons and events on
Fèis TV.
The board is functioning well and new board members will be sought
when required.
Accounts and finances are in good order and on track.
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Good practice in your programme of work or operations:
In discussion we identified the following examples of good practice in your
programme of work/operations which we would encourage you to
consider sharing with peers and / or the sector more widely. If you feel
Creative Scotland can assist with that then please let me know.





Fèisgoil
Tasgadh Fund
Cèilidh Trails
Blas

2. Risk Assessment
Based on the information available, Creative Scotland would assess the
current level of risk to the successful delivery of the programme of work
agreed in your Funding Agreement as:
Low
At this time we do not think there is any need to take any specific
remedial action but we would encourage you to continue to monitor your
programme of work and operations on a regular basis and flag to me, at
the earliest opportunity, any factors you become aware of that could have
a material impact on these.
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Document 3/3
FORWARD PLANNING
Funding Agreement Refresh
It would be our normal practice to attach planning templates
(artistic/creative, finance/management/governance, and connecting
themes) to your Annual Feedback Form to allow us to start discussing
detailed activities and budget for the remaining year of your RFO Funding
Agreement. This year, however, the Scottish Government will not be in a
position to issue budgets to public bodies in Scotland until after the UK
Government publishes its spending plans in late November 2016. This in
turn means that Creative Scotland will have to delay issuing planning
templates until such time as we have budget confirmation.
Once completed, we will use these templates to discuss and agree your
detailed programme and budget for Year 3, of this RFO funding period,
recognising that your plans may change from those in your original
Funding Agreement due to developments in your own programme of work
and/or changes in the level of budget available to Creative Scotland.
The delay in this year’s planning cycle means that the return date for
these planning templates and the subsequent date when your refreshed
Funding Agreement for Year 3 needs to be signed and returned to
Creative Scotland will also be delayed. We anticipate that templates will
need to be returned by the end of January 2017 and refreshed Funding
Agreements signed and returned to Creative Scotland by mid March
2017. This timetable may change subject to when Creative Scotland
actually receives our budget information from Scottish Government. We
are very sorry for this delay and will be in touch as soon as there is a
firm timetable in place to confirm final issue, return and expected Year 3
(1st instalment) payment date.
Leis Gach Deagh Dhùrachd,

Brian Ó hEadhra
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Creative Scotland Funding Agreement - Contribution to Core Ambitions – Year 3 – 2017/18
Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and
experimentation across the
arts, screen and creative
industries is recognised and
valued

Overview of Planned Activity
• Funding for new developments
through a Fèis Development Fund
• Strategic support for Fèisean
wishing to expand and sustain a
year-round programme of work
• Support for new and
experimental work in the Gaelic
arts
• Support for new Gaelic song
writing
• Opportunities for artists to
develop writing skills through
new commissions
• The organisation of an annual
Gaelic Drama Summer School

Development Goals
• Support work that leads to a
better understanding and
appreciation of Scotland’s
traditional arts and work
inspired by the Gaelic
language
• Attract people to Gaelic and
offer opportunities to learn,
use and develop the language
• Support young people to be
involved in a range of creative
experiences
• Enhance the creative talent
and life skills of young people
and support experimentation
in the Gaelic arts

Everyone can access and enjoy
artistic and creative
experiences

• Enhanced regular funding for Fèis
activities through a Grants
Scheme for Fèisean that allows
for tutor fees to be increased as
close to MU rates as possible

•

•

Widen access to and
enjoyment of Gaelic arts and
culture in partnership with a
number of agencies
Promote work that leads to a

Milestones
NB: Much of our activity
forms an annual
programme of work but we
have provided dates, where
possible, by which elements
of the programme will be
delivered.
• Finance for at least 4
new development
projects in 2017-18
• Financial support for
Fèis Spè strategic
developments
• A new commission for
the 2017 Blas Festival1
• Gaelic song-writing
sessions to take place in
2017 and 2018
• Gaelic Drama Summer
School in July 2017
• Following design of a
new tutor training
course, ensure access
for Fèis tutors in order
to promote excellence in
teaching practice.
• Pledge at least £200k in
grants to at least 45
Fèisean in 2017-18
• Ensure access to
musical instruments and

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

We have commissioned 12 new pieces of music in the 13 year history of the Blas Festival many of which have been performed at other festivals in Scotland and abroad, or have been developed into
school work and, in some cases, recordings.
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Creative Scotland Ambition

Places and quality of life are
transformed through
imagination, ambition and an
understanding of the potential
of creativity

Overview of Planned Activity
• The lending of instruments for
free use at the Fèisean from our
Musical Instrument Bank
• The central administration of a
PVG scheme to ensure protection
for children and vulnerable adults
• Provision of financial assistance
to ensure access for those with
additional support needs
• Drama workshops and
programmes with MeanbhChuileag (Gaelic medium or
Gaelic related)
• Gaelic language work at Fèisean
with Sgioba-G
• Development and delivery of a
series of early years Gaelic
medium arts activities including
music, song, drama and puppetry
• Continuation of support for local
Fèis performances
• If funding becomes available, run
a Traditional Arts Small Grants
Scheme

Development Goals
better understanding and
appreciation of Scotland’s
traditional arts and work
inspired by the Gaelic
language
• Attract people to Gaelic and
offer opportunities to learn,
use and develop the language
• Support young people to be
involved in a range of creative
experiences

• Continue support for local
organisers paid through
Annualised Hours as part of our
Grants Scheme for Fèisean
• Assistance for community groups

•

Support work that leads to a
better understanding and
appreciation of Scotland’s
traditional arts and work
inspired by the Gaelic

Milestones
purchase additional ones
as necessary
• Fund specific additional
support needs work on
demand at any time
throughout the year
• A minimum of 60 Gaelic
drama workshops in
communities and
schools during 2017-18
• Support for at least 6
Fèisean with Gaelic
language work during
2017-18 through
Sgioba-G2
• Support for at least 6
early years groups with
Gaelic medium arts
activities during 201718
• Support at least 60 local
Fèis performances
during 2017-18
• If funding remains
available, support
around 30 traditional
arts projects through
Tasgadh
• Continue to support
work in at least 120
communities annually
• Collaborate with the 11
other partners in the
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Sgioba G is a team of freelance tutors who are fluent Gaelic speakers. Support from them is offered by Fèisean nan Gàidheal to ensure Gaelic content in some Fèisean where committees do not have
Gaelic language abilities
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Creative Scotland Ambition

Ideas are brought to life by a
diverse, skilled and connected
leadership and workforce

Overview of Planned Activity
wishing to establish new Fèisean
• Participation as a partner in the
activities of the Highland Youth
Arts Hub
• Organisation and development of
the annual Blas Festival including
a new commission and expansion
into new areas
• Residential opportunities for
Gaelic arts and community
activities delivered in Gaelic

Development Goals
language
• Attract people to Gaelic and
offer opportunities to learn,
use and develop the language
• Strengthen community
confidence and improve
quality of life through
creativity and opportunities to
use Gaelic
• Maximise the economic
benefits of our work
supporting population
retention and growth through
employment in cultural
activities
• Support projects that enhance
community cultural
development
• Promote an authentic visitor
experience supporting growth
in cultural tourism

• The continuation of strategic and
practical support through a
network of Development Officers
each with a portfolio of Fèisean
• Development of policies that
should be implemented across
the Fèis movement to ensure
high quality organisation and

•

•

•

Widen access to and
enjoyment of Gaelic arts and
culture in partnership with a
number of agencies
Support young people to be
involved in a range of creative
experiences
Maximise the economic

Milestones
Highland Youth Arts Hub
should its work continue
• Establish at least one
new Fèis in 2017-18
• Organise a successful
Blas Festival
• Support 7 Fèis Cèilidh
Trails bringing music to
around 160 venues
across Scotland for
visitors and local alike
• Review the guidelines
for Cèilidh Trails to
ensure local music and
song is included in their
repertoire to enhance
the visitor experience
• Organise Gaelic medium
arts activities on a
residential basis at 5
Latha3 in April 2017 and
the Sgoil Shamhraidh
Dràma4 in July 2017
• Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
Board members have an
impressive range of
skills and will be
engaged in planning,
decision-making and
policy setting
• The Chief Executive,

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3

5 Latha is a residential event run in a Gaelic community on the west side of Lewis. Young people are offered music and song tuition each morning and then take part in community activities each
afternoon which may include lambing, fishing, weaving, peat cutting all delivered through the medium of Gaelic thus enriching their language skills.
4
The Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma is an annual Gaelic medium residential summer school which takes place for a fortnight each year in Skye. Participants take part in gaining acting skills, voice projection,
film-making, creative writing and a range of other activities culminating in a public performance. They usually make at least one film for the annual FilmG competition.	
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3

	
  
Creative Scotland Ambition

	
  

Overview of Planned Activity
provision of arts activities
• Provision of insurance giving
Fèisean public liability cover and
cover for all aspects of their arts
activities
• Regular training available on
demand for Fèis organisers to
ensure they have the skills to run
their events as professionally as
possible
• Regular training for the staff of
Fèisean nan Gàidheal and
individual Fèisean
• Participation in cooperative
working to offer further
progression to individual young
people

Development Goals
benefits of our work
supporting population
retention and growth through
employment in cultural
activities
• Retain a skilled workforce that
uses Gaelic in the workplace
and provides strong advocacy
for and leadership in the
Gaelic arts sector
• Be adaptive and responsive to
changing priorities, evaluation
of our work and external
research
• Ensure equality and diversity
in our work
• Address sustainability issues
in relation to our work

Milestones
Executive Manager,
Development Manager,
Fèisgoil Manager and
Business Officer will
oversee programme
delivery and will bring a
wide range of skills to
bear in the day-to-day
running of Fèisean nan
Gàidheal
• Ongoing support for
Fèisean will be ensured
from a team of
Development Officers
with parity of treatment
and time allocation
• Development Officers
will continue to take on
delivery of aspects of
FnG’s programme in
addition to supporting
Fèisean
• Our suite of policies will
be reviewed and
updated as necessary
during the year
• Insurance, training and
other services will be
provided
• Throughout 2017-18
work with others to
recognise achievements
of young people
participating in Fèisean
and volunteers running
them
4
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Creative Scotland Ambition

Scotland is a distinctive creative
nation connected to the world.

	
  

Overview of Planned Activity

Development Goals

• Assistance with the
implementation of our Gaelic
Language Policy
• Support for an increased number
of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
• Organisation and development of
the annual Blas Festival including
a new commission and expansion
into new areas
• Promoting Fèis participation in
national events and themed
years
• Participating in showcasing
opportunities in Scotland and
abroad
• Ensuring our work is available to
a wide audience through various
media

•

•

•

•

•

Promote and support work
that leads to a better
understanding and
appreciation of Scotland’s
traditional arts and work
inspired by the Gaelic
language
Attract people to Gaelic and
offer opportunities to learn,
use and develop the language
Support young people to be
involved in a range of creative
experiences
Enhance the creative talent
and life skills of young people
and support experimentation
in the Gaelic arts
Support projects that enhance
community cultural
development

Milestones
• Throughout 2017-18
collaboration will
continue with a wide
range of organisations
to facilitate delivery of
shared aims
• Take part in evaluation
of our work through
Creative Scotland’s
Review Framework
• Take steps to ensure
replacement Board
members are found
when the terms of
current members come
to an end
• Our team will actively
deliver our Gaelic policy
and assist Fèisean to do
likewise on an ongoing
basis
• Support for 7 Cèilidh
Trails in summer 2017
including further
development of the
Western Isles trail
established in 2015 and
the Nairn trail
established in 2016
• With funding from Bòrd
na Gàidhlig organise a
Gaelic Drama Trail
• The Blas Festival will be
held in September 2017
and we would hope to
build up international
5
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Creative Scotland Ambition

Overview of Planned Activity

Development Goals
• Promote an authentic visitor
experience supporting growth
in cultural tourism
• Promote our work
internationally and ensure
Gaelic language, arts and
culture contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness
• Utilise digital technology to
bring our work to a larger
audience and ensure greater
use of Gaelic
• Address sustainability issues
in relation to our work

Milestones
audiences
• As opportunities allow,
ensure the Fèisean are
part of showcases here
and, increasingly, in
other countries building
on work in 2016-17 in
Ireland and Cape Breton
• Development of FèisTV
– a digital media
platform to showcase
our work – with live
streaming of events and
online lessons
• Work to create a
signature event for the
2018 Year of Young
People
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Creative Scotland Funding Agreement - Contribution to Connecting Themes – Year 3 – 2017/18
Connecting Theme
Creative Learning
We want to be a learning
organisation and encourage others
to do the same. Learning is
fundamental to ensuring that
future generations are equipped
to build on today’s successes as
well as innovate on their own
terms

Overview of Planned Activity
• Regular training in teaching skills
for tutors allowing them to
progress through various levels
• Regular Gaelic language training
for Fèis tutors to ensure Gaelic
policy implementation
• Provision of digitisation, collecting
and transcribing skills for young
people
• Provision of performance skills
training for young people
• Provision of music business skills
training for young people
• Promotion of Fèisgoil as a
coherent service offering creative
learning opportunities across a
number of art forms
• Traditional Music classes in
schools though the Youth Music
Initiative (YMI) and other
programmes
• Programmes of Gaelic classes in
schools along the lines of GLPS
• Residential opportunities for
community activities delivered in
Gaelic
• CPD in Gaelic arts and culture for
school teachers

Development Goals
• Widen access to and
enjoyment of Gaelic arts
and culture in partnership
with a number of agencies
• Promote work that leads
to a better understanding
and appreciation of
Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the
Gaelic language
• Attract people to Gaelic
and offer opportunities to
learn, use and develop the
language
• Support young people to
be involved in a range of
creative experiences
• Strengthen community
confidence and improve
quality of life through
creativity and
opportunities to use Gaelic
• Maximise the economic
benefits of our work
supporting population
retention and growth
through employment in
cultural activities
• Retain a skilled workforce
that uses Gaelic in the

Milestones
NB: Much of our activity
forms an annual
programme of work but we
have provided dates, where
possible, by which elements
of the programme will be
delivered.
• Tutor training weekend
in February 2018 and at
other times on demand
• Organise at least 4
Gaelic language sessions
for tutors during 201718
• Performance training for
all Cèilidh Trail1
participants in July 2017
• Music business skills
training in July 2017
• Continue to offer
traditional music classes
in all Highland Council
schools in 2017-18
through YMI, albeit on a
reduced basis due to
reduction in funding
• Continue to offer YMI
classes in Renfrewshire
schools during 2017-18
• Seek additional YMI

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

Cèilidh Trails supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal are run by 8 Fèisean and provide training and employment opportunities for young people during the summer months including the opportunity to
experience what life as a musician is like, touring for 3-4 weeks playing to local audiences and visitors. Fèis Rois runs an additional three Cèilidh Trails, which we do not fund, but we collaborate on the
auditioning process.
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1

Connecting Theme

Overview of Planned Activity

Equalities and Diversity
We aim to put equalities and
diversity at the heart of all our

•

Implementation of Equalities,
Diversity and Inclusion Plan (EDI)
by start of Year 3 of Regular

Development Goals
workplace and provides
strong advocacy for and
leadership in the Gaelic
arts sector
• Promote an authentic
visitor experience
supporting growth in
cultural tourism
• Be adaptive and
responsive to changing
priorities, evaluation of
our work and external
research
• Ensure equality and
diversity in our work

•

Widen access to and
enjoyment of Gaelic arts
and culture in partnership

Milestones
contracts through
Fèisgoil2 during 2017-18
• Bid for contracts
through Fèisgoil to teach
Gaelic in schools as part
of delivery of Gaelic
Language Plans and 1+2
languages initiative
during 2017-18.
• Continue to provide
residential learning
experiences through
local Fèisean
• Continue to provide
learning experiences
through the medium of
Gaelic during 2017-18
• Provide CPD for tutors
contracted by Fèisean
nan Gàidheal
• Provide CPD for teachers
to be involved in a
project at Edinburgh
Castle with Historic
Environment Scotland
• Provide CPD, including
Gaelic awareness
training on a contractual
basis, for the National
Library of Scotland
• EDI Plan was approved
by FnG Board and
Creative Scotland and

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2

Fèisgoil is a service run by Fèisean nan Gàidheal whereby we bid for, and run, contracts for public bodies and local authorities encompassing Gaelic learning, music tuition, drama work for pre school
groups and schools. Typically they are income generating and any surplus or management fee is applied towards the core costs of running Fèisean nan Gàidheal
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Connecting Theme
activity enabling people from
different backgrounds, from
diverse communities and of all
ages to access increased
opportunity through access to arts
and culture.

	
  

Overview of Planned Activity
Funding (April 2017)

Development Goals
with a number of agencies
• Promote work that leads
to a better understanding
and appreciation of
Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the
Gaelic language
• Attract people to Gaelic
and offer opportunities to
learn, use and develop the
language
• Promote our work
internationally and ensure
Gaelic language, arts and
culture contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness
• Ensure equality and
diversity in our work

Milestones
published by Fèisean
nan Gàidheal in October
2017
• Collection of a range of
relevant data is ongoing
against which
articulation of equality,
diversity and inclusion
within our programme
can be based and future
planning informed. This
will continue in 2017-18.
• Awareness raising of
EDI issues within
Fèisean nan Gàidheal
and among our
members has begun and
is permeating our
working practices
• The recording of EDI
information has been
introduced to our
recruitment processes
• We hope to build on
promoting EDI through
the artistic content of
our programme, e.g.
drama productions
highlighting, where
possible, the importance
of respecting minorities,
• We hope to increase
access to our work for a
more diverse range of
people through digital
means and ensure
3
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Connecting Theme

Overview of Planned Activity

Environment
Climate change is one of the most
significant challenges that face us
today. We want to ensure that we
work in as sustainable a manner
as possible and that the arts,
screen and creative industries in
Scotland do the same.

•
•

Recording of Carbon Emissions
from start of Year 1 of Regular
Funding (April 2015)
Ensure local areas are well served
in order to cut down on travel
required to access quality events

Development Goals

•

•

•
	
  

Strengthen community
confidence and improve
quality of life through
creativity and
opportunities to use Gaelic
Utilise digital technology
to bring our work to a
larger audience and
ensure greater use of
Gaelic
Address sustainability
issues in relation to our

Milestones
engagement with
diverse audiences
• We will continue to offer
access to arts activities
through the medium of
Gaelic
• We will continue work in
rural communities and
deliver further Gaelic
cultural activities to
people across Scotland/s
• Training on EDI issues
will be available to
current board and staff
members
• EDI issues will be
highlighted in induction
training for future Board
members and staff
• We will publish more
information on current
EDI practice in our
Annual Report available
from September 2017
• Staff and Board
members will continue
to record data on carbon
emissions
• Recording of carbon
emissions was extended
in 2016-17 to YMI tutors
and other tutors directly
employed by us
• Continue to ensure
access to arts activities
at local level on an
4
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Connecting Theme

Overview of Planned Activity

Digital
Digital technology offers exciting
opportunities for creativity,
society and the economy in
Scotland.

•

•
•

•
•

Dissemination of news through
our website, to media contacts
and through regular, digital
newsletters
Production of new Gaelic and
traditional music resources
Digitisation of existing teaching
and other resources to ensure
greater access to them
The collection and digitisation of
traditional Gaelic songs
Ensuring our work is available to
a wide audience through various
media

Development Goals
work

•

•

•

•

•

•
	
  

Widen access to and
enjoyment of Gaelic arts
and culture in partnership
with a number of agencies
Promote work that leads
to a better understanding
and appreciation of
Scotland’s traditional arts
and work inspired by the
Gaelic language
Attract people to Gaelic
and offer opportunities to
learn, use and develop the
language
Support young people to
be involved in a range of
creative experiences
Promote our work
internationally and ensure
Gaelic language, arts and
culture contribute to
Scotland’s distinctiveness
Ensure equality and
diversity in our work

Milestones
annual basis during
2017-18
• Ensure access to more
arts activities and
training through digital
means to cut down on
travel requirements
• Staff cut down on travel
by making use of digital
means to hold meetings
and participate in
events.
• Distribute electronically
4 issues of our Faileas
newsletter to around
3,500 people each issue
during 2017-18
• Continue to develop our
website and populate it
with as much
information as needed
by our membership and
the public
• Continue to make
general information
about Gaelic available
on our website
• Continue to make Gaelic
learning opportunities
available on our website
• Continue to use social
media, Mailchimp and
our YouTube channel to
raise awareness of our
work, advertise events,
disseminate information
5
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Connecting Theme

Overview of Planned Activity

Development Goals
• Utilise digital technology
to bring our work to a
larger audience and
ensure greater use of
Gaelic
• Address sustainability
issues in relation to our
work

Milestones
and make our work
available to a wide
audience
• Continue to make
traditional songs and
music available in digital
formats during 2017-18
as a development of our
Fuaran3 project.
• Digitise existing
resources with new
teaching resources to be
developed, particularly
online music lessons,
during 2017-18
• Development of FèisTV4
– a digital media
platform to showcase
our work – which will
allow live streaming of
events, the hosting of
online lessons and
archive recordings from
Fèisean and Blas
Festivals
• Ensure access to more
arts activities and
training events through
digital means

	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Fuaran is an ongoing Gaelic song digitisation initiative. The Heritage Lottery Fund assisted with the original project which involved 11 young singers in the opportunity to collect, research, learn and
record traditional Gaelic songs. The output from that project is available on a dedicated website feisean.org/fuaran
4
FèisTV is a new initiative funded by HIE and Bòrd na Gàidhlig to enable Fèisean nan Gàidheal to stream live events and use the service as a platform to promote our work more widely and make it
available to larger, more diverse audiences. In addition it will be the platform through which we develop and deliver online music tuition in Gaelic and in English.	
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6

Regular Funding 17/18: Financial Proforma - page 1 of 2
Organisation:

Fèisean nan Gàidheal

Please complete the boxes shaded yellow - the boxes shaded grey will automatically provide totals
Hover over the description cell for each line to reveal a comments box which will give more detail on how to fill it in
Please include all numbers in £000's
Please input all numbers as positive except if you input a net liabilities number in cells E54 or E55 (please preface with -)
Income and expenditure sections below relate to in-year accounting income and expenditure
Please ensure you complete the cash flow proforma (tab 2 below) as well

The month that your organisation's financial year ends (e.g. March)

March

Income

Key Assumptions/Comments

Income
Public : Local Authority
Public: Other
Public: Creative Scotland Regular Funding
Public: Creative Scotland other
Private: Donations, gifts and legacies
Trusts and Foundations
Other Funding
Earned Income

Total income

2016/17

2017/18

£147,242
£266,048
£466,666
£35,000
£11,019
£4,800
£15,000
£476,903
£1,422,678

£140,362
£254,000
£466,667
£35,000
£10,000
£6,000
£23,653
£452,300
£1,387,982

2016/17

2017/18

£837,875
£418,182
£42,000
£21,121
£103,500
£1,422,678

£818,472
£414,510
£43,000
£21,000
£91,000
£1,387,982

£31,500

£31,500

£-

£-

2016/17

2017/18

£12,500
£12,500

£5,500
£5,500

Allocated from core funding

£12,500
£12,500

£5,500
£5,500

Cost of replacement of musical instruments, IT equipment

Assume main local authority funding will remain at 2016/17 levels
HIE agreement in place and assume Bòrd na Gàidhlig at present level
Line populated from annual and quarterly phasing at bottom of cash flow
Assume Tasgadh Traditional Arts Grants Scheme will continue 2017/18
Still to be raised as and when opportunities arise 2016/17
Still to be raised as and when opportunities arise 2016/17
Still to be raised as and when opportunities arise 2016/17
YMI (reduced) and other contracts delivered through our Fèisgoil service

Restricted income included in total income above

Expenditure

Key Assumptions/Comments

Expenditure
Artistic and Creative Programme
Administration
Building costs
Marketing and Communications
Other
Total Expenditure
Restricted expenditure included in total expenditure above

Income Less Expenditure (operating surplus/(deficit)

Capital

Support for Fèisean, Cèlidh Trails, Blas Festival etc as per Porgramme Plan
Cuts in funding reflected in decreased costs
Small increase, anticipated savings in new office accommodation
Mostly connected with Blas Festival
Management Fees retained from contract delivery and applied to costs

Tasgadh Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme

Key Assumptions/Comments

Capital income
Creative Scotland
Other public bodies
Other sources (including loan funding)
Total Capital Income

Capital Expenditure
Major capital projects
Other capital expenditure
Total Capital Expenditure

Balance Sheet
Reserves: Start of Year - restricted
Reserves: Start of Year - unrestricted
Total Reserves: Start of Year

Key Assumptions/Comments
£16,919
£159,506
£176,425
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Regular Funding 17/18: Financial Proforma - page 2 of 2
Organisation: Fèisean nan Gàidheal
0
Please completed boxes shaded yellow - the boxes shaded grey will automatically provide totals
Please include all numbers in £000's and show as positive numbers unless you need to show an overdraft

Cash Flow
Cash inflow

Key Assumptions/Comments
2016/17

2017/18

Public : Local Authority
Public: Other
Public : Creative Scotland Regular Funded
Public : Creative Scotland other
Private: Donations, gifts and legacies
Trusts and Foundations
Other Funding
Earned Income
Capital Income (per Capital Section)

£147,242
£266,048
£466,666
£35,000
£11,019
£4,800
£15,000
£476,903
£12,500
£1,435,178

£140,362
£254,000
£466,667
£35,000
£10,000
£6,000
£23,653
£452,300
£5,500
£1,393,482

Artistic and Creative Programme
Administration
Building
Marketing and Communications
Other
Capital expenditure (per Capital section)

£837,875
£418,182
£42,000
£21,121
£103,500
£12,500
£1,435,178

£818,472
£414,510
£43,000
£21,000
£91,000
£5,500
£1,393,482

£-

£-

Total Cash Inflow

Cash outflow

Total Cash Outflow
Net Cash inflow (outflow)
Cash Balance (overdraft) at Start of Year

£176,425

Creative Scotland Regular Funding Annual & Quarterly Phasing
Quarter 1
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

£216,667
£216,666
£216,667

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

£150,000
£150,000
£150,000

£75,000
£75,000
£75,000

£25,000
£25,000
£25,000

Total
£466,667
£466,666
£466,667
£1,400,000

Please note: The annual phasing of regular funding must remain the same as that agreed in the first year of the 3 year RFO funding process (unless agreed otherwise). Quarterly phasing
within a year can be amended but is subject to Creative Scotland agreement. Please do not request funding more than 4 months ahead of when you intend to spend it.
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Staff Progress Reports
Agenda Item: 1.2017.05(a)

	
  
	
  
Name
Position

Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive

Diary commitments since previous meeting
13.12.16 Meeting by phone of Creative Scotland’s Traditional Arts Advisory Group
19.01.17 Attended Fèis an Earraich EGM
24.01.17 Meeting by phone with Bill Alexander, The Highland Council
25.01.17 Meeting with Coinneach Morrison, Highland Council Gaelic Education Officer
26.01.17 Meeting with Fiona Dalgetty, Fèis Rois
27.01.17 Meeting by phone with DU Stewart and Abigail Burnyeat regarding a conference in 2018
27.01.17 Meeting with Ian Blackford MP regarding HIE
30.01.17 Meeting with Robert Muir regarding the Highland Culture Strategic Board
02.02.17 Meeting with Norman Bolton, The Highland Council
03.02.17 Meeting by phone with Verity Blanchard, 2018 Year of Young People
06.02.17 Team meeting by phone
In addition to the above meetings, appraisals were carried out with the Executive Manager, Development
Manager and Fèisgoil Manager.
I have agreed sponsorship of £400 for two prizes at the forthcoming FilmG awards – £200 for an Instagram
Competition at the awards ceremony as well as £200 for the Best Mobile Phone Film by a Young Person.
NAME
POSITION
Support and
Development of
Fèisean

CALUM ALEX MACMILLAN
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Enhancement of Skills
& Creative Talent

Enhancement of
Gaelic Arts & Culture
in Creative Learning

Ref

Audience
Development and
Engagement

Governance and
Staffing

Programme
Plan
Measure

Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
Gu ruige seo tha sinn air na leanas aontachadh airson 2016/17:
• Fèis Spè – up to £29,333 towards the post of Development Officer (1.0 FTE)
• Fèis an Tairbeirt - £750 towards their first fèis and subsequent workshop series.
• Fèis a’ Bhaile - £750 towards their 25th Anniversary Celebrations
• Fèis Tìr an Eòrna £435 towards workshops with the Angus Nicolson Trio
CS2

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a year-round programme
of work
Fèis Spè receives support from the development to maintain a full-time development officer’s post to
strengthen and develop their year-round programme.
I have been working with our development officer Karen and Fèis Inbhir Narainn to help them draft
their development plan and look at ways in which they can develop their programme of activities and
increase the hours of the administrative post. Karen is now working with the Fèis on an application to
the Robertson trust.

CS3

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
100

Each Fèis no has an up to date development plan with a range of new activities planned as part of this.
Through the Development Fund, additional funding schemes outwith Fèisean nan Gàidheal, member
Fèisean will deliver an exciting range of new projects through 2017/18 with support from the
development team.
CS4

Support for new Gaelic song writing
We are planning to hold Fèis nan Òran in the spring of 2017 and it is hoped that there will be a
workshop which focuses on new Gaelic songs and songwriting.

CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions
The 2016 Blas commission was awarded to Mary Ann Kennedy and Nick Turner who celebrated the
dark skies of the Highlands through Gaelic culture, global history and 21st century science in a new
production.
Beul na h-Oidhche gu Camhanaich - Mouth of the Night to First Light – allowed audiences to take a
surround sound journey through the heavens and constellations with stories, songs and music
connected to the sun, moon and stars and Northern Lights, or Aurora Borealis, of the Scottish Skies.
Mary-Ann is keen to develop the commission with plans for further performances in 2017.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS11
Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag (Gaelic medium or Gaelic
related)
The Meanbh Chuileag play ‘Le Meas’, set in Syria and focussing on the theme of responsible citizenship
toured schools across the country in September and October. The feedback to date from schools has
been excellent.
CS12

Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
Sgioba-G will visit Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle in March. We are currently planning to hold a training day
for people who can deliver sgioba-G activities at Fèisean.

CS13

Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic medium arts activities
including music, song, drama and puppetry
‘Hùb-Hàb air Ghleus’ has toured throughout the Highlands and around the Central Belt since April 2016,
receiving outstanding feedback from pre-school/early primary stage groups. There is a great demand
for more of this type of work from early years groups and I believe there are great opportunities for us
to deliver more projects for this age group.

Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS17
Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean
Fèis an Tairbeirt and Fèis an Iar Dheas recently held their inaugural events and both committees were
delighted with how their first Fèisean had gone. They are now actively planning for their next events.
I supported a group of teachers and parents in Kilmarnock who held a Fèis day on Saturday 17
September, and though they aren’t currently members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal I believe they are keen
to establish a committee and formally apply to become members in the near future.
I met with a group of parents in East Kilbride in the New Year who are keen to set up regular Gaelic
medium Fèis workshops for children in the area. It was a successful meeting with a very healthy
turnout and I look forward to working with the group to help them set up their initial workshop in the
coming months.
CS19

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
We will shortly begin planning for Blas 2017 and I will be working closely with colleagues and the Blas
Action group to select artists, venues, schools programme and additional activities for our 14th festival

CS20

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
5 Latha 2017 will be held between 10-15 April and we will also hold a 5 Latha for students between 510 June and I am currently working towards both of these events.
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Fèis nan Òran (Spring 2017) and the Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma (July 2017) will offer additional
residential opportunities to young people.
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of Development
Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
I work closely with the development officers on a day-to-day basis ensuring they have appropriate
support from me.
Each Fèis now has a development plan and many of them are looking to extend their delivery
programmes and I will be looking at funding gaps and supporting the development officers as they look
to source new funding for a range of Fèisean projects.
CS25

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean
We recently did a days Gaelic grammar training with Iain MacIlleChiar and will have further language
training in the coming months.
As part of the new Fèis development plans, the training requirements of Fèisean committee members
have been identified and we will now look at ways in which we can offer Fèisean training in their local
areas; looking at opportunities for them to team up with neighbouring Fèisean when possible. Topics
for training include Gaelic, Child protection, Risk assessment, Committee roles and Food hygiene.
It will also be my responsibility to work with the development officers and Fèisean to ensure that the
tutors they are using are able to access Gaelic training as part of the requirements of our Gaelic policy.

CS26

Participation in cooperative working to offer further progression to individual young
people
We recognise the benefits and inspiration that Fèis participants get from being involved in these
exciting projects, events, partnerships and more and we will look to develop further opportunities for
them in the future.
Our exchange project with the Oriel Centre, Dundalk worked very well during 2015/16 and we are
hopeful of maintaining and developing our links with them during 2017. I have also recently discussed
another exchange with a group from Donegal who are keen to establish links with a Gaelic speaking
community in the summer of 2017.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language Policy
I support Fèisean with translations and give guidance to staff if any issues related to our Gaelic policy
arise
CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
In 2016 we supported 8 Cèilidh Trails and will look to do so again in 2017. We have recently reviewed
the Cèilidh Trail project and are looking to develop the training programme that participants are offered
from their initial training weekends through to Fèis Alba.

CS29

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
See CS19

CS30

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
2017 is the year of History, Heritage and Archaeology and we will look at opportunities for Fèisean and
Ceilidh Trails to get involved with events in their local areas.
I will also be looking at developing ideas for 2018, the years Scotland celebrates Young People.

CS31

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
A selection of singers from the Fuaran project were invited to take part in Celtic Colours in Cape Breton
in October 2016 and we were pleased that the Fuaran project was showcased at Celtic Connections in
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January 2017.
Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS34
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure Gaelic policy implementation
I work closely with the development team to ensure that our policy is implemented as far as possible.
CS38

Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative learning opportunities
across a number of art forms
Eilidh has done a great deal of work since she took up her post and has secured a number of contracts
to date and I assist her with various parts of this work.

CS40

Programmes of Gaelic classes in schools along the lines of GLPS
Eilidh has done a great deal of work in this area and has secured contracts in a number of local
authority areas. I assist Eilidh occasionally with budgets and planning.

CS41

Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20

Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April 2015)
I do this every month as part of expenses claims
Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS47
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts and through regular,
digital newsletters
I do this with all the projects I am directly involved with and I intend to make more use of our new
website as I become more familiar with how it operates.
I have been working with Arthur on our Fèis TV project. We recently received confirmation of funding
from both Bòrd na Gàidhlig and Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
In the coming weeks I will be drawing up tender documents for the music lessons, seeking legal advice
for contract templates and undertaking training to learn more about the equipment we have bought for
livestreaming.
CS50

The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs
We have a CD and booklet resource as well as a website with all recordings, videos and songs from the
Fuaran project now available.
I recently applied to Bòrd na Gàidhlig for additional funding to carry on the work of the Fuaran project
and I will also be working with Rachel on an additional funding application to the Heritage Lottery
Fund.

HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative learning opportunities
across a number of art forms
See CS38
HIE2

Expand programmes of Gaelic services in schools including early years Gaelic medium
arts activities and communities
See CS11,12,13 and 20

HIE3

Develop residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20
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HIE6

Gaelic language tuition in schools as opportunities are tendered
See CS40
Support and development of Fèisean
HIE8
Investment in Fèis development fund for new creative developments in communities
that enable the obligant to lever in further investment
See CS1
Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16
Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
See CS28
HIE17
Organisation of and development of the annual Blas festival
See CS19
HIE18
Annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
See CS20
HIE19
Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20
HIE21
Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
See CS26
Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG3
At least 4 language training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
We held training recently on Gaelic Grammar and will hold further sessions in the coming months.
BnG4

At least 4 other training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
See CS25

BnG6

6 Fèisean to run Fèis Bheag classes or early-years workshops before 31.03.17
To date over 20 Fèisean have offered Fèis Bheag session during 2016/17

BnG7

A Gaelic medium panto to tour at least six areas before 31.03.17
Hansel and Gretel toured schools and communities across the country between 28th November – 9th
December. It was extremely well received and the public performance in Inverness drew a large,
appreciative, crowd from the local community.

BnG10

6-week drama tour of Gaelic schools before 31.03.17
See CS12

BnG12

40 Blas concerts at Blas 2016 with a schools and community programme as part of
the festival, delivered in partnership with other organisations and where Gaelic is the
main language on stage.
See CS19

BnG13

Concerts delivered bilingually by a fluent Gaelic speaker. Musicians/artists encouraged
to use their Gaelic at the festival.
This took place at all events.

BnG14

A newly written commission as part of Blas 2016, with at least 4 performances during
the festival.
See CS5

BnG15

All information and advertising to be bilingual as an important feature of the festival,
including the MC at each event.
This was successfully achieved

BnG19

Aim to have 16 high-school pupils take part in a residential event at The Gearrannan
Blackhouses, Isle of Lewis during Easter 2017.
5 Latha 2017 will take place between 10-14 April, with at least 16 participants this year’s event.

BnG19

Quarterly report on how the Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding has been spent
Our latest reported was submitted in August
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BnG20

Quarterly report on the up-to-date financial situation of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
The latest report was sent to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in August

BnG21

Risk register to be given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig at the beginning of the year and in
addition to this a copy of papers with updates relating to this from Fèisean nan
Gàidheal Board meetings with any relevant new information.
This has been submitted to the board.

BnG23

Press releases concerning Bòrd na Gàidhlig to be submitted, before release as
appropriate, to give an opportunity to the Bòrd to add quotes/information.
We do this regularly

BnG24

A full-page advertisement in the Blas on-line Brochure given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig as
part of this agreement.
Though we didn’t have an online brochure this year, due to poor viewing figures in recent years, we did
include Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s logo on all promotional materials, and event banners and it was announced
at every event that they were one of the festival’s main sponsors.

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Deliverables
CnES1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
There is £37,000 available in 16/17 to invest in new developments through our Fèis Development
Scheme and this is now being paid out to applicants. Fèis Spè received £27,833 for salary costs, all paid
out to-date supporting them in retaining their Development Officer posts. Fèis a’Bhaile received £750
for support towards their 25 year celebrations. Fèis an Tairbeart received £500 for their inaugural Fèis
Day and £250 for their first term of workshops.
CS2

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a year-round programme
of work
Within the limits of our budgets we support local fèisean who wish to expand and or become more
active and independent. As above, Fèis Spè has been offered £27,833 this year to support employment
of a full-time Development Officer post to strengthen and develop their year-round programme of
activities.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean that
allows for tutor fees to be increased as close to MU rates as possible
Funding has been offered to 44 Fèisean through Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grants Scheme 2016-17 which is
invested in by Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise, The Highland Council, Comhairle nan
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Eilean Siar and Argyll & Bute Council. Despite cuts to core funding grants to Fèisean have been kept at
the same level as 15-16. Grants are paid out as per agreements. From 01 April 2016, grants have been
offered to 44 Fèisean (38 in HIE areas), 23 of which are in Fragile Areas, totalling £239,652.00 as
detailed in the tables provided for Board meetings. Payments totalling £137,372.00 have been paid out
to 37 Fèisean to date. Fèisean are encouraged to increase tutor fees and work towards paying these
rates over time.
CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a central PVG (Protection of Vulnerable Groups) registration and checking
scheme and procedures in place to ensure that all tutors, supervisors and volunteers have Disclosure
certificates. All Fèisean must submit a list of tutors before grant is released, which is cross-referenced
to ensure they have a current Disclosure. Sandy Gray renews disclosures on a rolling basis for those on
the database as and when 3 years expire. Renewal under the P.V.G Scheme costs £59.00 and updates
cost £18.00; the budgeted amounts are changed annually to reflect this additional cost.

CS10

Provision of financial assistance to ensure access for those with additional support
needs
Additional funding is available to Fèisean for carers and/or additional tutors to ensure access for young
people with individual support needs, £420 has been paid to Fèis na h-Oige for additional supervision
for 2 Workshops and 1 to 1 support for their Fèis week, £268 to Fèis Chataibh for 1 to 1 support for
classes.

CS14

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
The majority of Fèisean have a Tutors Cèilidh and a Participants Cèilidh as part of their Fèis week.

CS15

If funding becomes available, run a Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
The Tasgadh fund is being run with an additional £35K from Creative Scotland, £31.5 K will be
distributed in grants in 16/17. In the first of three deadlines, £9,175 was granted for 15 projects on 24
June 2016, at the second deadline date of 30 September 2016 £9,792 was granted for 19 projects and
the final deadline was 03 February 2017.

Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS16
Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised Hours as part of our
Grants Scheme for Fèisean
£18,870 has been offered to Fèisean to employ local administrators equating to 1.5 FTE
CS17
Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean
Fèis an Iar Dheas, Fèis Phàislig and Fèis na h-Apainne were granted membership in 15/16. Fèis an
Tairbeart became members in May 2016 and held their first Fèis day on 17 September.
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS22
Development of policies that should be adopted across the Fèis movement to ensure
high quality organisation and provision of arts activities
Feisean nan Gaidheal continues to develop, revise and deliver a range of policies most of which are
available for adoption by individual Fèisean also. The Equalities Monitoring Form is now available on
surveymonkey and we will be are asking Fèisean, Staff & Board Members to complete this form to give
us essential statistical information required by Creative Scotland. We will survey tutors and external
contractors by the end of June 2017.
CS23

Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and cover for all aspects of
their arts activities
Insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership package and has been revised and
renewed in February 2017. A claim had been processed for instruments lost by Fèis Mhoireibh in a
house fire but this did not affect our premium. Cover was increased for the new offices but there will be
no flood cover for the Inverness office due to location.

CS24

Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have the skills
to run their events as professionally as possible
Training will be made available to Fèis Organisers as and when required, sometimes this will be offered
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by outside agencies but in most cases it will be bespoke. Fèis Organisers are also encouraged to
attend our Annual Conference on 23/24 September where collective training takes place. 37 Fèis
organisers have been involved in 18 training sessions since 01 April 2016, covering First Aid Training,
Finance & Budgets, Gaelic Language workshops, Teaching Music - Early Years/Teenagers, Teaching
Resources and others.
CS25

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean
32 training sessions for Staff Members have taken place since 01 April 2016. All staff attended Gaelic
Grammar training with Iain MacIllechiar in November, Rowan attended a 3-day course organised by
Comhairle nan Leabhraichean. Diance Bruce attended a 3-day Scot Grad Course, Rachel attended Gold
Award Arts training, Shona, Rowan & Karen attended First Aid Training. All staff attended collective
training at the Annual Conference. Karen & Eilidh attended Photoshop evening classes. Child Protection
Training organised for November was cancelled but will be re-arranged. Eilidh is currently receiving 1 to
1 Gaelic tuition with Janet McGregor.

CS26

Participation in cooperative working to offer further progression to individual young
people
Arts Awards training for staff took place last year. Rachel Harris attended Gold Award Arts training in
October. The development team will be encouraging participants to take part and working closely with
Fèisean and committees to be involved. Taigh an Dualchais project through Fèis na h-Oige, employed a
young graduate. We have also employed Diane Bruce, Events Marketing Officer, on a 12-week student
summer placement based in Inverness. 53 Cèilidh Trail participants took part in 50 training sessions
during Fèis Alba in July 2016.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language Policy
We offer help to Fèisean with training, translations, bilingual publicity materials as well as Gaelic
language activities through Sgioba G.
CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
In 2016-17 there are 8 Ceilidh Trails included one new one in Nairn/Inverness area run by Fèis Inbhir
Narainn to replace The Caledonian Cèilidh Trail which is no longer being run. 8 Cèilidh Trail grant offers
for 2016 have been processed totalling £55,000.00 and all have been paid out. Fèis Rois also run 3
Cèilidh Trails independently.

CS29

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
Blas Festival took place from 2-10 September 2016. I give financial support to Blas Festival Ltd,
payment processing, budget monitoring, preparation of Vat returns and HMRC quarterly returns. I
attended the launch on 29 June 2016. Mary Ann Kennedy and Nick Turner delivered a new commission
this year “Beul na h-oidhche gu Camhanaich – Mouth of the night to first light” which was based
around astronomy/the night sky. I was a Blas rep in Fort William, Portree, Glenelg, Plockton &
Broadford. I attended the Blas Grand Finale at Eden Court On Saturday, 10 September.

CS31

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
Fèis Cèilidh Trails take part in a number of events at Blas Festival. A group of young Gaelic and Irish
speaking traditional musicians took part in Guth nan Gael, a cultural exchange project, and were
involved in a performance at an event called Ceangal at Glasgow’s Royal Concert Hall 04 July 2016.
They also performed at Fleadh Cheòil na hEirinn in August and at the Corran Halls, Oban as part of Blas
Festival in September. Fuaran participants took part in Celtic Colours Festival in Cape Breton and
performed at Celtic Connections on 28 January 2017.

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress through various
levels
YMIS training workshops were held in August last year and focussed on group music, sharing songs
and techniques, games and expertise to ensure quality delivery in the classroom. Additional tutor
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training concentrating on basic and essential skills for tutoring at a Fèis including child protection,
teaching techniques and resources and dealing with different levels in class was held at Sabhal Mòr
Ostaig in February 2016.This is currently being reviewed for 2017.
CS35

Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for young people
We completed the Fuaran project by the end of March and young people taking part developed the
above skills. A great new Gaelic song resource was created available at www.feisean.org/fuaran A
group of 12 Fèis na h-Oige participants were involved in a project called Taigh an Dualchais connecting
with Gaelic speakers in Care Homes in Inverness.

CS39

Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music Initiative (YMI) and other
programmes
YMIS in all Highland Council Schools and several Renfrewshire Schools is continuing this year. YMIS in
Highland will continue in school year 2016-17 with the same level of funding, £219,511. I ensure all
invoicing and YMIS payments are processed quickly and admin fees to all Feisean paid. With the
establishment of Fèisgoil, we continue to sell services for the delivery of musical classes through YMI to
other local authorities. We are recording carbon emissions for all YMIS tutors from 01 April 2016.

Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity
enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and of all ages to access
increased opportunity through access to arts and culture
CS43
Begin addressing equalities issues in 2015
Fèisean nan Gàidheal ensures people are protected from discrimination based on age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnerships, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex
and sexual orientation. I have recently updated the Staff Handbook to ensure it covers the Equalities
Act 2010 and any other relevant updates. I assisted with the risk assessment for the EDI Action Plan
2016-20 for Creative Scotland and the plan has now been agreed. I completed an online EDI
Monitoring Form to collect baseline data.
Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April 2015)
We are required to report on carbon emissions for Creative Scotland and I have been nominated as a
Green Champion. I attended an emissions recording and reporting workshop last year and have been
recording carbon emissions since April 2015 for staff and board members. This year we will also include
all tutor travel we are responsible for and new forms have been sent out to tutors. I will attend an
Environment Connecting Themes workshop in Inverness on 13 February 2017.
CS46

Ensure local areas are well served in order to cut down on travel required to access
quality events
We organise a large number of events in many localities cutting down on the need for people to travel
far to access arts activities. We encourage shared transport where public transport is not available.

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS50
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs
The Fuaran project was completed in March 2016 and the resource is now available on our website.
HIE Deliverables
Support and development of Fèisean
HIE7
Capacity building support to community groups to establish new Fèisean
New Fèisean have now been established in Appin, Paisley and Dumfries & Tarbert (Loch Fyne) and will
be supported through our grants scheme this year.
HIE11

Skills development programmes including income generation, financial planning, First
Aid, and Child Protection for Fèisean staff and volunteers
As before CS24 - Training will be made available to Fèis Organisers as and when required, sometimes
this will be offered by outside agencies but in most cases it will be bespoke. Fèis Organisers were
encouraged to attend our Annual Conference on 23/24 September in Aviemore where collective training
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to place.
Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
HIE15
Provision of further learning opportunities for Fèis staff, tutors and participants
As CS25 - Staff took part in numerous training sessions to date. 540 participants have taken part in
106 training sessions to date as part of our training programme for staff, tutors and participants.
Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16
Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
See CS28
HIE17
Organisation of and development of the annual Blas festival
See CS29
HIE20
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
Feis Ceilidh Trailers took part in events at Blas Fèstival.
HIE21
Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
See CS31
Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG1
Support Iomairtean Gàidhlig where a Fèisean nan Gàidheal officer is based, with
evidence of practical help where support is being offered before 31.03.17
Fèisean nan Gàidheal continues to play an active role in supporting work in Iomairtean Gàidhlig areas,
particularly where we have staff deployed and Fèisean exist. We support CnaG with their specific
Iomairt development plans and staff attend regular meetings to discuss progress and the potential for
more collaboration on projects. We have offered the use of office equipment and meeting space as well
as engaging in numerous activities. All Gaelic organisations will continue to be invited to take part in
our Gàidhlig training sessions for our own staff when relevant.
BnG2

A weekly Coffee and Conversation held in the Fèisean nan Gàidheal office in Portree
Numbers attending have dwindled and research carried out recently confirms that there is no present
demand for this. If interest picks up this will continue at a later date.

BnG3

At least 4 language training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
3 Gaelic training sessions for staff were organised on 24 September 2016, 07/08 November 2016.

BnG4

At least 4 other training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
See CS25

BnG5

Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17
We continue to offer support to Fèisean across the country with access to annual grant funding,
insurance (policy reviewed and renewed in February 2017), access to an instrument bank and regular
training opportunities for committee members from this office.

BnG18

Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with confirmation of Gaelic as the
daily working language of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates in Gaelic at staff and board level and in communication with local
Feisean. We ensure through Gaelic Development Plans and Grant funding restrictions that Feisean
adhere to our Gaidhlig policy.

BnG20

Quarterly report on the up-to-date financial situation of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
I ensure that all management account preparation is in place and management accounts, which form
part of this report, are received in good time.

BnG21

Risk register to be given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig at the beginning of the year and in
addition to this a copy of papers with updates relating to this from Fèisean nan
Gàidheal Board meetings with any relevant new information.
The Risk Register is reviewed and updated for the May Board meeting annually and Board papers are
made available to all funders.

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q.1
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We are supporting 19 Fèisean in the Highland area during 2016-17 with access to annual grant funding,
insurance, access to an instrument bank and regular training opportunities for committee members,
£117, 032.00 has been granted by Fèisean nan Gàidheal to Highland Fèisean for 2016-17, including
£22,100 allocated from The Highland Council. The remainder of our HC grant is being applied to our
running costs including the two Development Officers based in Highland.
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Deliverables
CnES1
SLA still to be received at end of Q.1
Fèisean in the Western Isles have been offered funding totalling £42,714 including £9,900 allocated
from Comhairle nan Eilean Siar provisionally. The remaining allocation of £2,900 will to be utilised
towards the continued employment of the Western Isles Fèis Development Officer.
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q.1
Fèisean in the Argyll area have been offered funding totalling £28,453.50 including £9,000 allocated
from Argyll & Bute Council, £11,000 has been allocated for an Argyll & Bute Development Officer. An
additional £12,000 has been allocated from Argyll & Bute Council to Blas Festival for events in the Argyll
area.
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS3
The Fèisgoil Blasad Gàidhlig initiative has developed further again this quarter. Linda
Macleod, in consultation with FnG staff and other tutors and using existing GLE
resources as well as more recent Blasad Gàidhlig developments is currently writing a
whole year’s plan for teaching through our Blasad Gàidhlig sessions. This is due for
completion by June 2017.
CS4

Fèisgoil is working on new songs for the early years. Angus Macleod and I are working
on ideas for the new Hùb-Hàb show and Angus, with a little melody help from me, has
written two new songs for the Glendale production of The Tiger Who Came To Tea.

CS5

Angus Macleod our drama officer is currently working on a new show for this year’s
Hùb-Hàb touring performance.

CS6

49 responses to the survey on SSD have been received and information collated.
Taking the findings on board, organisation of SSD17 can now begin.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS9
I consult with Sandy Gray as required
CS11

We hope that Meanbh Chuileag will run as before after summer but this year we are
also looking at running a shorter tour for schools where Gaelic is being taught as L2/L3

CS12

Blasad Gàidhlig progressive sessions are available for sharing with any/all Fèisean.

CS13

Hùb-Hàb 2017 is in the writing stages and we hope to tour again towards the end of
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this term and into next. In addition Blasad Gàidhlig has specifically concentrated on the
development of early years language aquistion though our own course (which draws
on other resources) using song, story, games and our very own puppet.
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS19
We are still waiting on Blas funding 2017 being finalised.
CS20

5Latha (although not a Fèisgoil project) & Sgoil Shàmharidh

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS25
Along with my colleague Karen Oakley I enrolled in the UHI evening course ‘An
Introduction to Adobe’ and I made it to 4 out of the 6 weeks (last week was
postponed). In addition, I am enjoying weekly Gaelic lessons with Janet MacGregor
(these started a fortnight ago).
CS26

Through Blasad Gàidhlig the Fèisgoil service has actively sought out young tutors – we
now have a team of four, two of whom are students. In all, since last October we have
employed/are employing 5 students through our Blasad Gàidhlig initiative.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
I try to use Gaelic as much as possible. All contracts (except on very rare occasions eg
to set designers who are known not to be Gaelic speakers) that go out through Fèisgoil
have a clause about using Gaelic as much as possible
CS29

Awaiting confirmation on funding from Highland Council.

CS30

Ellen Macdonald, Eilidh Cormack and Ceitlin Smith were brought together with Innes
White through Fèisean nan Gàidheal as part of Blas 2016 and as a result were then
invited to participate in Celtic Connections 2017. The concert at the Piping Centre was
warmly received.

CS32

Realise I need to engage more with FnG social media outlets.

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Blasad Gàidhlig – training sessions were held in late September and mid October for
our new tutors. One was led by me and covered the day to days – basic class
structure, some song and games ideas, examples of progressive sessions, introduction
to our Cosgaisean Siubhal Form and invoicing as well as chid protection. The second
session was led by Linda and concentrated on class content.
I was involved in the appointment of an outside facilitator to devise a course for tutor
training across the various strands of FnG.
CS34

See CS33 above.

CS36

Blasad Gàidhlig with its interactive approach relies on enhanced performance skills. In
addition Meanbh Chuileag, Hùb-hàb and our Panto encourages young Gaelic actors and
we have employed a young Gaelic actor, Calum MacDonald, to deliver drama
workshops as part of Fèis Dràma Uist.

CS38

Fèisgoil dràma services – promoted through Meanbh Chuileag & Panto tours this
quarter. Fèisgoil music services – promoted to schools through YMI and to the formal
education sector through my involvement with MEPG and TMF
Fèisgoil language services – encompass song, game, movement, story, literacy
promoted through our Blasad Gàidhlig service and this quarter have been working
more extensively in Falkirk (7 schools/nurseries) and very recently Edinburgh City
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(Tynecastle) and North Lanark (Gartcosh). Later this term we are delivering in Argyll
and Bute (Islay and Jura – 5 schools). I am currently in discussion with Highland
Council hoping to bring Blasad Gàidhlig into the area for the next quarter.
Public bodies – through Fèisgoil we delivered a day’s Gaelic Awareness Training for
staff members at NLS/NMS in September. 3 further sessions are planned for this year
and I met with Andrew McDougal to discuss ways of collaboratively working in future.
HES – after a successful Tender bid we are working on two separate projects with
Historic Environment Scotland – one on Digital Stories to be delivered for us by Allan
Macdonald at Taobh na Pairce Primary School and the other targeting both GLE and
FTMG schools at the castle with Gaelic interactive tours and multi-cultural sessions.
CS39

Running successfully in Ross-shire, Skye and Lochalsh, Sutherland, Speyside, Lochaber,
Nairn and Renfrewshire but awaiting confirmation of the budget cuts and looking at
ways to cut costs as necessary.

CS40

Blasad Gàidhlig running in 7 nurseries/schools in Falkirk, one secondary in Edinburgh
City (Tynecastle), 1 day in North Lanark (Gartcosh) and 5 schools in Argyll and Bute
(Islay & Jura)

CS41

See previous report

CS42

We delivered no CPD sessions this quarter through Fèisgoil, although through our
weekly Blasad Gàidhlig sessions our tutors are ‘training’ class teachers in the delivery of
Gaelic to learners (L2 & L3).
Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity
enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and of all ages to access
increased opportunity through access to arts and culture
CS44
According to plan
Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Still driving my electric car to and from the office.

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS47
I contribute to Faileas, our website and the FnG facebook page
CS48

I am working with MEPG to contribute to the songs included for schools as part of
Singing to Learn, Learning to Sing.

CS49

Format of CS48 to be decided but I imagine digital recordings will be required – have
asked for format requirements.

CS50

See CS49

CS51

See CS47

HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
See CS38
HIE2

See CS13

HIE3

(5Latha – does not come under Fèisgoil) & SSD

HIE4

Class-room teachers in Falkirk, Gartcosh and Tynecastle are being given the
opportunity to learn the language and culture alongside the children in their class
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through our Blasad Gàidhlig approach to 1+2 and our new development into S1 &S2.
Also bringing this to Islay and Jura for 4 intensive days later this term.
HIE6

See HIE4 for list of where we are working.

Support and development of Fèisean
HIE11
Enhancement of skills and creative talent/youth employment
HIE12
See CS36
HIE13

Have been involved in the appointment of an outside facilitator to devise a course for
tutor training across the various strands of FnG. Iain F Macleod has delivered the first
draft.

HIE15

See CS25 & CS26

Audience development and engagement/cultural tourism
HIE17
See previous report
HIE18

See previous report

HIE19

See previous report

HIE20

See CS30

HIE21

See CS30

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG3
Weekly one-on-one Gaelic training sessions started with Janet MacGregor.
BnG4

Have attended Adobe at UHI (4/6) and an in-house Excel session

BnG7

Hansel & Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuine, written by our drama officer, Angus Macleod,
and involving 4 actors, toured nationally for two weeks between 28th November and 9th
December. 42 schools took part with 20 performances, including one public, and in
total 2,088 children saw the show.

BnG8

2016-17: Fèis Dhràma Earra Ghàidheal 37 workshops (including performance day) TÒG: Angus himself delivered 18 workshops plus two full days at Eden Court with
teenage drama groups who came together for TÒG; 43 workshops through Hùb Hàb,
50 through Meanbh Chuileag.

BnG9

Delivered through Fèisgoil dràma service. FTÒG – happened in October – 4 groups
involved – Tain, Dingwall (FnG), Fèis a’ Bhaile & Sgoil Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu

BnG10

Delivered – Meanbh Chuileag - 6-week drama tour of Gaelic schools – 50 performances
seen by 1,554 school pupils (P5-7)

BnG11

Delivered – through Ariel Killick during Blas Festival

BnG12

Delivered

BnG14

Mary Ann Kennedy & Nick Turner awarded this year’s commission.

BnG15

Delivered

BnG16

10 young folk aged 13-18 took part in the 2016 Drama Summer School . Angus has
circulated a surveymonkey form to research what is wanted by the youngsters and
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their parents. We have had 49 responses and will now make final decisions on SSD17
and use the momentum to open registration early.
BnG18

I try to use Gaelic as much as possible and am now receiving support through weekly
sessions with Janet MacGregor.
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean that
allows for tutor fees to be increased as close to MU rates as possible
Further to the issue and acceptance of the Grant Offers to Fèisean, and upon submission of their
completed claim forms, I process the grants in relation to Main Fèis, Classes & Workshops and
Annualised Hours Workers. Grants have been paid out as claimed (provided PVGs in place). Final claims
for 2016/17 grants have to be submitted by end February to enable them to be processed before the
end of the current financial year.
CS8

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument
Bank
Whenever possible I assist with the supply of instruments from our Instrument bank to help Fèisean
meet the demand during their Fèis weeks and also when offering additional classes. In this quarter
instruments were sent to Fèis Mhuile, Fèis Dhun Eideann and Fèis Ile.

CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
All Fèisean must supply me with a list of tutors, before grant is released, which is cross-referenced by
our Child Protection Officer to ensure they have a current PVG. The current system is working well and
the majority of tutors have PVGs in place with us. Those that are outstanding are getting chased up.
A database of Fèis Tutors is also maintained which Fèisean can access to find suitable tutors.
We also ensure that Fèis Committee members who will be coming into contact with children at events
etc have PVGs.

CS15

If funding becomes available, run a Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
On behalf of Creative Scotland, Fèisean nan Gàidheal is running the Traditional Arts Small Grants
Scheme which I administer. The final closing date for the current financial year was 3 February. We
received 34 Applications. The Tasgadh Panel will be meeting on 21 February to discuss the awarding of
grants. We are waiting to hear if Creative Scotland wish us to continue to run the Scheme in 2017/18.

Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April 2015)
I record all journeys on my expenses form which calculates Carbon Emissions. This has now been
extended to tutors used by Fèisean nan Gàidheal for YMI, Drama etc
Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS47
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts and through regular,
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digital newsletters
I update the website where appropriate and issue information via Mailchimp to all on our database. I
have recently been updating the database with the new Fèis Committee members. I also compile and
issue our quarterly newsletters. Work is ongoing in conjunction with Heckie Cormack at Pelican Design
to ensure everything is up-to-date. Faileas was issued electronically to everyone on our database in
December. The next edition is out in March.
HIE Deliverables
Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG2 A weekly Coffee and Conversation held in the Fèisean nan Gàidheal office in Portree
This is in abeyance but we hope to start up again if there is demand.
BnG3

At least 4 language training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
Regular Gaelic training sessions for staff take place which I attend

BnG4

At least 4 other training sessions for staff before 31.03.17
Regular training sessions for staff take place which I attend

BnG5

Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17
As well as issuing Fèisean grants I also help support our Fèisean with the supply of instruments for use
at their Fèis, books, regular Newsletters etc

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Deliverables
CnES1 SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1 SLA still to be received at end of Q1
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS3
Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
New Gaelic Pantomime
I wrote and directed a new Gaelic pantomime in November 2016. The play was toured nationally
between 28th November and 9th December 2016.
Glendale Primary Drama Project
Following on from a development plan I prepared for Glendale Gaelic Primary School to dramatise a
children’s story book in November in December I delivered an introductory workshop at the school in
and in January I wrote a draft script based on the book. I will be supporting staff at the school to help
produce the play in the months ahead.
CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions
Meanbh-chuileag
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Funding opportunities available to encourage new writing suitable for the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-inEducation project in 2017 are being investigated with plans to have a script for a new play ready
before the end of the school year and to have it begin a national tour at the end of August 2017.
CS6

The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS11
Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag (Gaelic medium or Gaelic
related)
Meanbh-chuileag
Funding opportunities available to encourage new writing suitable for the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-inEducation project in 2017 are being investigated with plans to have a script for a new play aimed at
P4-P7 pupils in Gaelic medium education ready before the end of the school year and to have it begin
a national tour to take place between 28th of August and 6th October 2017.
We are also looking at running a shorter tour for schools where Gaelic is being taught as L2/L3
CS12

Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
I support Fèis development officers in the provision of materials for G Team activities and guidance for
G Team leaders.
Fèisgoil Tutors/ G Team Leaders – Training Days focussing on students fluent in Gaelic are being
developed. A series of dates at colleges/ universities around the country are under consideration.

CS13

Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic medium arts activities
including music, song, drama and puppetry
Hùb Hàb – New Production and Tour
Following on from the success of Hùb Hàb air Ghleus in 2016, I have been writing a new script and
two young Gaelic speaking actors will be employed to tour it in March.

Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS20
Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS32
Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
Provision of content highlighting FnG news and Drama projects on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website
www.feisean.org is kept up-to-date.
Press releases about projects are sent to media contacts e.g. BBC Radio nan Gàidheal, BBC An Là and
printed press.
Producing news stories for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/feisean
Publishing news and events which are publicised via Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s twitter account:
@FNGaidheal
Producing short films of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work and promoting it on YouTube at
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www.youtube.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school over the years
on www.vimeo.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projectson Flickr at www.flickr.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projects on Instagram at www.instagram.com/fngaidheal/
Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress through
various levels

CS36

CS41

•

Fèisgoil Tutors / G Team Leaders – Training Days focussing on students fluent in Gaelic are
being developed. A series of dates at colleges/ universities around the country are under
consideration.

•

Employment and skills development opportunities are provided for Gaelic speaking actors
through the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-In-Education, Hùb Hàb Early Years Theatre and Gaelic
Pantomime projects. Opportunities for Gaelic speaking drama workers are provided through
Drama Festivals for Gaelic medium primary schools, Gaelic Drama Summer School and Gaelic
Youth Theatre Festival.

Provision of performance skills training for young people
•

Four young actors were employed in the Gaelic Pantomime Hansel ‘s Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na
Fuine which toured Scotland between 28th November and 9th December.

•

In February and March a young Gaelic speaking actor will be employed as a drama worker
providing support for schools participating in Fèis Dhràma Uibhist.

•

Two young actors will be employed in March to tour the next production of the Gaelic medium
early years theatre project Hùb Hàb.

Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.

Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April 2015)
Carbon Emission are recorded in expenses claim forms
CS46

Ensure local areas are well served in order to cut down on travel required to access
quality events
The Gaelic Pantomime national tour endeavoured to give as many Gaelic medium pupils and schools as
possible the opportunity to see the play during the 10 day tour. This year the tour included Lewis and
Harris and a public performance was held at the Ironworks on Thursday 8th December.

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
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Scotland
CS47
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts and through regular,
digital newsletters
Provision of content highlighting FnG news and Drama projects on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website
www.feisean.org is kept up-to-date.
Press releases about projects are sent to media contacts e.g. BBC Radio nan Gàidheal, BBC An Là and
printed press.
Producing news stories for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/feisean
Publishing news and events which are publicised via Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s twitter account:
@FNGaidheal
Producing short films of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work and promoting it on YouTube at
www.youtube.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school over the years
on www.vimeo.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projects on Flickr at www.flickr.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projects on Instagram at www.instagram.com/fngaidheal/
CS51

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
Provision of content highlighting FnG news and Drama projects on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website
www.feisean.org is kept up-to-date.
Press releases about projects are sent to media contacts e.g. BBC Radio nan Gàidheal, BBC An Là and
printed press.
Provision of content highlighting FnG news and Drama projects on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website is
ongoing www.feisean.org
Producing news stories for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/feisean
Publishing news and events which are publicised via Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s twitter account:
@FNGaidheal
Producing short films of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work and promoting it on YouTube at
www.youtube.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school over the years
on www.vimeo.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projects on Flickr at www.flickr.com/feiseannangaidheal
Promoting and archiving Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work, the Gaelic drama summer school and other
projects on Instagram at www.instagram.com/fngaidheal/

HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative learning opportunities
across a number of art forms
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Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.
Gaelic Youth Theatre Festival 2017
Through Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’, Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Eden Court
are working together to increase the opportunities for Gaelic speaking high school pupils in Highland to
learn drama skills and perform through the medium of Gaelic.
An application to fund the Festival in 2017 from the ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’ was made by
Eden Court in January and we are waiting to hear the outcome of the application.
HIE2

Expand programmes of Gaelic services in schools including early years Gaelic medium
arts activities and communities
Hùb Hàb – New Production and Tour
Following on from the success of Hùb Hàb air Ghleus in 2016, I have been writing a new script and
two young Gaelic speaking actors will be employed to tour it in March.

HIE3

Develop residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.

Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
HIE12
Provision of performance skills training for young people
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.
Gaelic Youth Theatre Festival 2017
Through Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’, Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Eden Court
are working together to increase the opportunities for Gaelic speaking high school pupils in Highland to
learn drama skills and perform through the medium of Gaelic.
An application to fund the Festival in 2017 from the ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’was made by
Eden Court in January and we are waiting to hear the outcome of the application.
Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE18
Annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.
HIE19

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
Gaelic Drama Summer School 2017
I develop and organise the residential Gaelic Drama Summer School where tuition is provided entirely
in Gaelic. In late January/ early February a questionnaire was circulated online and sent to School
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participants, secondary pupils and parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017.
The results of the questionnaire will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and
format of the School in 2017 will be publicised at the end of the February.
Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG5
Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17
I support development officers in the provision of materials for G Team activities and guidance for G
Team leaders.
Fèisgoil Tutors/ G Team Leaders – Training Days focussing on students fluent in Gaelic are being
developed. A series of dates before the summer holidays at colleges/ universities around the country
are under consideration.
BnG7

A Gaelic medium panto to tour at least six areas before 31.03.17
I wrote and directed the Gaelic pantomime Hansel & Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuine. A team of four
Gaelic speaking actors and toured the pantomime for 10 days between 28th November and 9th
December. 42 schools took part with 20 performances, including one public, and in total 2,088
children saw the show.

BnG8

Deliver 80 Gaelic drama workshops in communities across Scotland before 31.03.17
2016-17:
• Fèis Dhràma Earra Ghàidheal 2016 - 37 workshops (including performance day) delivered.
• Fèis Thèatar Òigridh Ghàidhlig 2016: 18 workshops plus two full days at Eden Court with
teenage drama groups who came together for the festival
• Hùb Hàb air Ghleus – 43 workshops/performances
• Le Meas (Meanbh-chuileag)– 50 workshops/performances
Meanbh-chuileag
Funding opportunities available to encourage new writing suitable for the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-inEducation project in 2017 are being investigated with plans to have a script for a new play aimed at
P4-P7 pupils in Gaelic medium education ready before the end of the school year and to have it begin
a national tour to take place between 28th of August and 6th October 2017.
We are also looking at running a shorter tour for schools where Gaelic is being taught as L2/L3
Hùb Hàb – New Production and Tour
Following on from the success of Hùb Hàb air Ghleus in 2016, I have been writing a new script and
two young Gaelic speaking actors will be employed to tour it in March.
Fèisean Dràma
I am co-ordinating support for three Fèisean Dràma in Uist, Argyll and Lochabar.

BnG9

At least 3 high school youth-theatre groups established in partnership with another
organisation before 31.03.18. This is connected to the partnership contract with Eden
Court as part of the Drama Network Scheme.
Gaelic Youth Theatre Festival 2017
Through Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’, Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Eden Court
are working together to increase the opportunities for Gaelic speaking high school pupils in Highland to
learn drama skills and perform through the medium of Gaelic.
An application to fund the Festival in 2017 from the ‘Gaelic Drama Development Fund’ was made by
Eden Court in January and we are waiting to hear the outcome of the application.

BnG10

6-week drama tour of Gaelic schools before 31.03.18
Meanbh-chuileag
Funding opportunities available to encourage new writing suitable for the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-inEducation project in 2017 are being investigated with plans to have a script for a new play aimed at
P4-P7 pupils in Gaelic medium education ready before the end of the school year and to have it begin
a national tour to take place between 28th of August and 6th October 2017.
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BnG11

A 2-week tour of a bilingual play for schools that offer GLPS or who have had Fèisgoil
tuition, before 31.03.2017
Delivered – through Ariel Killick during Blas Festival in September 2016.

BnG16

Aim to have 15 individuals aged 14-18 take part in the 2017 Drama Summer School
In 2016 the Gaelic Drama Summer School had 11 participants.
In late January/ early February a questionnaire was sent to School participants, secondary pupils and
parents to see in what ways the School could be developed in 2017. The results of the questionnaire
will be analysed in February and a decisions about the dates and format of the School based on these
results will be publicised at the end of the month.
In the promotion of this year’s School, a link to a promotional video, a poster and presentation with
further information will be sent to secondary schools with Gaelic departments. The school will also be
promoted online through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s YouTube,
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts.

BnG22

Recognising the support of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in all projects, with evidence each
quarter.
Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s support was recognised in a press release for the tour of Gaelic pantomime Hansel
‘s Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuinne which featured in the West Highland Free Press, Stornoway
Gazette, Inverness Scene, BBC Radio nan Gàidheal with features on Aileag and Feasgar. The
performance in Harris with interviews with the cast and school pupils featured on BBC An Là.
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
I keep in touch with fèisean to monitor and encourage new developments throughout the year,
assisting with Development Fund applications as appropriate.
CS2

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a year-round programme
of work
I regularly assist my fèisean with event and financial planning so that they can sustain and develop
their year-round programme of work. I have recently assisted my fèisean with their applications to the
Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grant Scheme, including updating their development and Gaelic plans for 201718.

CS3

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
I will support colleagues with this target as appropriate.

CS4

Support for new Gaelic song writing
I will support colleagues with this target as appropriate.

CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions
I will support colleagues with this target as appropriate.

CS6

The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
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/
Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean that
allows for tutor fees to be increased as close to MU rates as possible
During planning meetings / correspondence with fèisean I recommend tutor fees as close to MU rates
as possible and assist fèisean with financial planning and fundraising.
CS8

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument
Bank
I regularly assist my fèisean to access the Fèisean nan Gàidheal instrument bank

CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
I provide continual support to the central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure all fèisean put in
place appropriate measures for the protection for children and vulnerable adults.

CS10

Provision of financial assistance to ensure access for those with additional support
needs
I make sure fèisean are aware of our Equal Opportunities Policy and that financial help is available to
help provide extra assistance for fèis participants if needed, e.g. Fèis Chataibh in March 2017.

CS11

CS12

Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag (Gaelic medium or Gaelic
related)
/
Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
I encourage all fèisean to make full use of Sgioba-G at their events.

CS13

CS14

Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic medium arts activities
including music, song, drama and puppetry
/
Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
I offer all fèisean strategic support for their local performance events, for example by offering
marketing support or where possible by attending the event and taking photos / video for publishing
online.

CS15

If funding becomes available, run a Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
/
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS16
Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised Hours as part of our
Grants Scheme for Fèisean
I provide strategic support to fèisean employing an annualised hours worker to apply for and claim
their Fèisean nan Gàidheal grant funding. I have recently helped fèisean to assess the number of
annualised hours they’d like to apply for for their 2017-18 Fèisean nan Gàidheal grants.
CS17

Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean
I continue to help Fèis Phàislig in their development as a fèis as they enter their second year of
activity.

CS18

Participation as a partner in the activities of the Highland Youth Arts Hub
I attend HYAH meetings in place of Nicola Simpson as an FnG representative.
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CS19

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
I will attend Blas meetings in place of Nicola Simpson in Q3.

CS20

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
I support my fèisean in the development of residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities.

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21

The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of Development
Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
I provide continual strategic and practical support to a portfolio of 13 fèisean and regularly collaborate
with colleagues in the development team to increase development opportunities for all fèisean. Each
fèis has now submitted a development plan using a new standard template and the development team
are currently reviewing these to assess the strategic needs and training requirements of all the fèisean.

CS22

Development of policies that should be adopted across the Fèis movement to ensure
high quality organisation and provision of arts activities
I regularly attend committee planning meetings to promote best practice across my portfolio of
fèisean. I regularly share resources and tools such as marketing materials and sample forms with
fellow development officers.

CS23

Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and cover for all aspects of
their arts activities
All paid up member fèisean are provided with appropriate insurance including cover for all aspects of
their arts activities and public liability cover.

CS24

Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have the skills
to run their events as professionally as possible
I regularly encourage fèis organisers to take part in training which will help them as event organisers,
for example Child Protection, Best Practice and Committee Skills training, Equal Opportunities &
Access. I regularly circulate information around fèis volunteers and colleagues on further training
opportunities available both locally and nationally. The new development plan template asks fèisean
for specific training requirements and as part of our review each officer will arrange appropriate
training for fèis organisers.

CS25

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean
See CS24

CS26

Participation in cooperative working to offer further progression to individual young
people
We showcased Fuaran at Celtic Connections this January at a concert where UHI Lews Castle College
were also performing – this allowed us to perform a joint finale using a song arrangement from our
trip to Cape Breton last October. An audience of over 300 people attended this concert.
I have recently submitted an application to the Colmcille scheme for the continuation of our Guth nan
Gael collaborative exchange project with the Oriel Centre in Dundalk, Ireland.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language Policy
CS27
I provide continual support to fèisean with the implementation of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Gaelic policy
in particular by providing translation and marketing support to ensure all publicity is bilingual in Gaelic
and English.
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CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
Two of the fèisean in my portfolio currently run ceilidh trails – Fèis Fhoirt and Fèis Chataibh. Fèis
Phàislig have expressed an interest in developing a Cèilidh Trail and have included a senior groupwork
class in their new weekly programme. In addition Fèis Phàislig held a ‘Mini Cèilidh Trail’ in the October
school holidays in partnership with the Spree Sessions and hope to continue to develop this
partnership in 2017.

CS29

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
I will be attending Blas action group meetings in place of Nicola Simpson whilst she is on maternity
leave.

CS30

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
I support fèis participation in national events and themed years as appropriate. 2018 is ‘Year of Young
People’ in Scotland and I will work with the Development Team

CS31
Celtic Connections have announced that their International Partner for 2018 will be Ireland – if our
Colmcille application is successful this may present further showcase opportunities for our Guth nan
Gael project. (See CS26, CS30)
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s heritage project Fuaran was represented at Celtic Connections this quarter. I
recorded several videos of the performance and plan to edit together and publish a highlights video by
mid February. (See also CS26).
CS32

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
See CS30, CS31 & CS47.
Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress through various
levels
CS34

CS35

I support Shona MacMillan in the co-ordination of fèis tutor training as appropriate
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure Gaelic policy
implementation
See CS33
Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for young people
Fuaran has brought nine young people through a song collection, research and recording cycle,
resulting in a new online resource of 22 Gaelic songs with an additional 26 young people attending
Gaelic song workshops. We were unfortunately not successful with our application the Heritage
Lottery funding stream ‘Kick the Dust’ in early December, but are currently preparing an application to
an alternative scheme.

CS36

Provision of performance skills training for young people
I support Fèis Fhoirt and Fèis Chataibh with the continuing development of their ceilidh trail
programmes, providing performance and music business skills training for 13 young people this year.
The proposed continuation of the Guth nan Gael exchange project will provide 6 young Scottish people
aged 12-18 with supported performance skills development, an. I will organise Fèis Alba this year
which will offer performance skills training for 8 ceilidh trail groups.

CS37

Provision of music business skills training for young people
See CS36
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CS38

CS39

Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative learning opportunities
across a number of art forms
/
Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music Initiative (YMI) and other
programmes

CS40

/
Programmes of Gaelic classes in schools along the lines of GLPS

CS41

/
Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic

/
CS42
CPD in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers
Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity
enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and of all ages to access
increased opportunity through access to arts and culture
Begin addressing equalities issues in 2015
CS43
The only restriction on attendance at any of the 13 fèisean I work with is age and event capacity. I
also regularly encourage Highland fèisean to apply to the Highland Youth Arts Hub #GoSeeShare fund
which provides assistance with travel and ticket costs. I also make sure all fèisean are aware of our
Access and Equal Opportunities Policy. Fèisean will also be asked to complete an Equalities Monitoring
form with thier 2017-18 Grants Scheme applications, (See also CS10).
CS44

Development of Equalities and Diversity Plan by start of Year 2 of Regular Funding

Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April 2015)
CS45
I record all carbon emissions related to travel.
CS46

Ensure local areas are well served in order to cut down on travel required to access
quality events
I encourage fèisean to make best use of phone meetings and conference calls and, where internet
connection allows, Skype and Facetime when holding planning meetings.

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS47

Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts and through regular,
digital newsletters
I regularly create press releases and e-posters relating to fèis news and work for distribution across
our website, media contacts and ‘Faileas’ newsletter. In addition I create & distribute two Mailchimp
newsletters each season – one for the North highlands and one for the Central Belt – which advertise
local fèis events.

CS48

Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources

CS49

See CS35
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to ensure greater access to them

CS50

See CS35
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs

CS51

See CS35
Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
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See CS30, CS31, CS35, CS47.
HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative learning opportunities
across a number of art forms
/
HIE2

Expand programmes of Gaelic services in schools including early years Gaelic medium
arts activities and communities
/

HIE3

Develop residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20 & CS41.

HIE4

Continuous professional development in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers
/

HIE5

Gaelic Translation
See CS 27

HIE6

Gaelic language tuition in schools as opportunities are tendered
/

Support and development of Fèisean
HIE7

Capacity building support to community groups to establish new Fèisean

HIE8

Investment in Fèis development fund for new creative developments in communities
that enable the obligant to lever in further investment
/

HIE9

Strategic and practical Fèisean networking support
See CS2 and CS7

HIE10

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain communities
programmes
See CS2

HIE11

Skills development programmes including income generation, financial planning, First
Aid, and Child Protection for Fèisean staff and volunteers
See CS24

Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
HIE12

Provision of performance skills training for young people
See CS36

HIE13

Provision of accredited training courses for young people
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HIE14

Provision of music business skills training for young people
See CS36

HIE15

Provision of further learning opportunities for Fèis staff, tutors and participants
See CS24 & CS33-7.

Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16

Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
See CS28.

HIE17

Organisation of and development of the annual Blas festival
See CS19

HIE18

Annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
/

HIE19

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
/

HIE20

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
See CS30

HIE21

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
See CS30, CS31 & HIE19.

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG1
Support Iomairtean Gàidhlig where a Fèisean nan Gàidheal officer is based, with
evidence of practical help where support is being offered before 31.03.16
I support Iomairtean Gàidhlig as appropriate
BnG2
BnG3
1.
BnG4
BnG5

BnG6

A weekly Coffee and Conversation held in the Fèisean nan Gàidheal office in Portree
/
At least 4 language training sessions for staff before 31.03.16
/
At least 4 other training sessions for staff before 31.03.16
/
Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.16
See CS2, CS7, CS8, CS16, CS21 & CS27.
6 Fèisean to run Fèis Bheag classes or early-years workshops before 31.03.16
2 of the 13 fèisean I work with will run a Fèis Bheag event between January and 31st March 2017: Fèis
Dhùn Èideann and Fèis an Iar Thuath.

BnG7
BnG8

BnG9

A Gaelic medium panto to tour at least six areas before 31.03.16
/
Discussions to be held with Bòrd nan Gàidhlig, aiming to develop drama/theatre
provision for 3-7 year olds.
/
Following these talks, aim to deliver a week long tour for 3-7 year olds, offering
musical and drama sessions to nurseries for at least 10 groups before 31.03.16
/
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BnG10
BnG11

Deliver 80 Gaelic drama workshops in communities across Scotland before 31.03.16
/
At least 3 high school youth-theatre groups established in partnership with another
organisation before 31.03.16. This is connected to the partnership contract with Eden
Court as part of the Drama Network Scheme.
/

BnG12

6-week drama tour of Gaelic schools before 31.03.16
/

BnG13

A 2-week tour of a bilingual play for schools that offer GLPS or who have had Fèisgoil
tuition, before 31.03.2016
/

BnG14

40 Blas concerts at Blas 2015 with a schools and community programme as part of
the festival, delivered in partnership with other organisations and where Gaelic is the
main language on stage.
/
Concerts delivered bilingually by a fluent Gaelic speaker. Musicians/artists encouraged
to use their Gaelic at the festival.
/

BnG15

BnG16

BnG17

A newly written commission as part of Blas 2015, with at least 4 performances during
the festival.
/
All information and advertising to be bilingual as an important feature of the festival,
including the MC at each event.
/

BnG18

Aim to have 15 individuals aged 14-18 take part in the 2015 Drama Summer School
/

BnG19

Aim to have 16 high-school pupils take part in a residential event at The Gearrannan
Blackhouses, Isle of Lewis during Easter 2016.
/
Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with confirmation of Gaelic as the
working language of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
See CS27.
Quarterly report on how the Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding has been spent
/
Quarterly report on the up-to-date financial situation of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
/
Risk register to be given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig at the beginning of the year and in
addition to this a copy of papers with updates relating to this from Fèisean nan
Gàidheal Board meetings with any relevant new information.
/

BnG20

BnG21
BnG22
BnG23

BnG24

Recognising the support of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in all projects, with evidence each
quarter.
I ensure Bòrd na Gàidhlig logos are on all fèis publicity materials.

BnG25

Press releases concerning Bòrd na Gàidhlig to be submitted, before release as appropriate, to give an
opportunity to the Bòrd to add quotes/information.
/

BnG26

A full-page advertisement in the Blas on-line Brochure given to Bòrd na Gàidhlig as part of this
agreement.
/

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1

SLA still to be received at end of Q1

CNES Deliverables
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CnES1

SLA still to be received at end of Q1
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
Fèis an Iar Dheas have submitted an application to the Development Fund for £290 for new instruments
CS2

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a year-round programme
of work
In January, I assisted the Fèisean with their applications to the FnanG Grants Scheme. This gave us a
good opportunity to talk about what they’d like to do over the next year, with my support. Some of the
new classes and projects include:
Fèis a’ Bhaile: 10 new step-dancing workshops
Fèis Mhoireibh: Whistle workshops
Fèis an Iar Dheas: series of workshops in song and groupwork
Fèis Obar Dheathain: Increase the range of subjects they offer at their main fèis
I will contimue as before to offer strategic support in planning events, raising funds, drawing up
contracts, as well as help organise training for committees, as and when required.

CS3

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
Fèis Farr ran a series of workshops called “A’ Beòthachadh an Sgeòil” giving children the chance to
engage in local stories and songs through drama, art and Gaelic song. With support from the Grants
Scheme, they intend to complete a Gaelic animation of the project and present it around Easter 2017.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean that
allows for tutor fees to be increased as close to MU rates as possible
While completing the applications to the Fèis Grants Scheme with the Fèisean, I highlighted our
guidance on pay to the Fèisean and will support them in drawing up budgets when necessary.
CS8

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument
Bank
I ensure that Fèisean are made aware of our Musical Instrument Bank in advance of their events. Fèis
Obar Dheathain are lending drumming pads from our Instrument Bank for their February 2017
workshop.

CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
I offer support to my Fèisean to ensure that their appropriate care is offered at Fèisean and that all
volunteers and tutors have been disclosure checked, with the help of our Child Protection Officer, Sandy
Gray.

CS12

Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
I encourage Fèisean to make use of Sgioba G. Fèis Inbhir Narainn’s main fèis will this year include a
Cleas & Ceòl session for 7-10 year olds. This is a new development for the fèis.

CS14

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
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Fèis Spè and Fèis Inbhir Narainn both have cèilidh bands that regularly play at local events, as does Fèis
Mhoireibh’s clàrsach class.
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of Development
Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
I am Development Officer for 10 fèisean and offer strategic and practical support in a number of ways
including help with developing new projects, translations and fundraising initiatives. See also CS2.
Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language Policy
All my Fèisean are in the process of updating their Gaelic Policy for 2017-18 if they haven’t already done
so. Some have already suggested that they would like to keep sessions for tutor and committee
members with little or no Gaelic. I will help organise this.
Support and development of Fèisean
HIE7
Capacity building support to community groups to establish new Fèisean
It’s a pleasure to keep in regular touch with Fèis Obar Dheathain, who have, as of January 2016 reestablished their fèis after several quiet years. They’ve already run 2 workshops for children aged 3-18
and their main fèis will take place this month. So far over 30 children have signed up for the main fèis.
HIE8

Investment in Fèis development fund for new creative developments in communities
that enable the obligant to lever in further investment
See CS1

HIE9

Strategic and practical Fèisean networking support
See CS2, CS3 & CS21

HIE10

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain communities programmes
See CS2

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG5
Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17
See also CS2, CS7, CS8, CS21 & CS27.
BnG6

6 Fèisean to run Fèis Bheag classes or early-years workshops before 31.03.17
5 out of 10 of my Fèisean currently offer Fèis Bheag classes.* Fèis Obar Dheathain – who received
£1,000 from Bòrd na Gàidhlig – ran a successful Fèis Bheag as part of their half-day fèis on 13/11/16. 8
children took part in songs and games through the medium of Gaelic although they would have had
more children if the space had allowed them. This is one of the areas I will help them develop ahead of
their three day feis in February 2017.
*Fèis Farr, Fèis Inbhir Narainn, Fèis Obar Dheathain, Fèis na h-Òige and Fèis Spè
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Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and
valued
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CS1

Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund
On the 17th of September a new fèis, Fèis an Tairbeirt, hosted a one-day fèis which was part-funded
through the Fèisean Development Fund.
Fèis Latharna also plan to apply to the Fèis Development Fund for a new project, when it reopens in
April – and I shall assist them with this process.

CS2

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a year-round programme
of work
I work closely with the Fèisean that I support to sustain and develop their year-round programmes of
activity. I have recently assisted several fèisean with events and am focusing on sourcing funding to
ensure that their activities may continue and expand. I will be attending Fèis Mhuile and Fèis Oigridh Ìle
& Dhiùra in February, as well as Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle and Fèis Òigridh na Mara in March.
I have been supporting Fèis an Tairbeirt, who have recently implemented a series of weekly follow-on
classes in order to expand their programme of events and provide music tuition throughout the year.
I have been assisting Fèis Òigridh Ìle & Dhiùra with re-establishing their programme of activities, with
their main fèis taking place in February 2017.
Fèis Òigridh na Mara has also taken a new structure, with its main fèis now taking place in March 2017.
I have been working closely with them to help them in the build up to their fèis.

CS3

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts
I will continue to support colleagues with this target.

CS4

Support for new Gaelic song writing
I will continue to support colleagues with this target.

CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions
I will continue to support colleagues with this target.

CS6

The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
I will continue to support colleagues with this target.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Enhanced regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean that
allows for tutor fees to be increased as close to MU rates as possible
In my role as development officer, I plan to assist Fèisean on an on-going basis to budget appropriately
for projects and activities.
CS8

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument
Bank
Throughout February, March and the Summer months, I will ensure that my upcoming fèisean have
access to the Fèisean nan Gàidheal instrument bank and will continue to do so for their future events.

CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and
vulnerable adults
I provide continual support to the central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure all fèisean put in
place appropriate measures for the protection for children and vulnerable adults.

CS12

Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G
I encourage all fèisean to make full use of Sgioba-G at their events.
Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle will be making use of a Sgioba G tutor this March at their annual fèis.

CS14

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
I continue to support all fèisean with their local performances and regularly publicise events online via
our social media accounts.
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Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of
the potential of creativity
CS16
Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised Hours as part of our
Grants Scheme for Fèisean
I encourage fèisean to employ an annualised hours worker as and when possible.
Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan have recently hired a new annualised hours worker and I am assisting her by
guiding her through the transition process as she settles in to her new job.
Fèis Arainn have also recently applied for annualised hours and hope to employ someone from the local
area to assist them with their workload.
CS17

Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean
I continue to support community groups that are wishing to establish new fèisean.
Fèis an Tairbeirt hosted their first ever fèis on the 17th of September as well as having implementing a
series of weekly follow-on classes. I have been working closely with them to ensure that they are
receiving all the guidance and support needed to ensure that their event runs smoothly.

CS18

Participation as a partner in the activities of the Highland Youth Arts Hub
I support Highland Youth Arts Hub as appropriate and help to publicise any events that they may be
hosting.
I have also been looking into the Argyll Youth Arts Hub and considering how we may be able to work
together in order to provide young people in the area with greater, collaborative opportunities.

CS19

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
I continue to support Blas Festival as and when appropriate.

CS20

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
I support my fèisean in the development of residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities.

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of Development
Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
I continue to support a portfolio of 14 fèisean and work closely with the development team to ensure
that fèisean are receiving on-going guidance and support.
CS24

Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have the skills
to run their events as professionally as possible
Training is provided to all fèis committees as and when they require it and committees are encouraged
to enrol in training courses, which they feel would benefit their running of fèis events.
Several fèisean have expressed interest in improving their Gaelic skills and I am currently looking into
the prospect of organising a joint training session for this.
Fèis Lochabair have also expressed interest in developing their Excel skills – and I am looking into
training for them.

CS25

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean
Since starting at Fèisean nan Gàidheal, I have attended several training courses to help develop skills
and techniques, which will be beneficial for my roles at the organisation.
I have attended the following courses:
•
•
•
•

18.2.15: “Google Juice Bar”, Inverness
20.4.15 – 24.4.15: ScotGrad Training Week, Muir of Ord
12.5.15: “Marketing that Works” - Culture Republic, Edinburgh
13.5.15: Marketing Workshop with Muckle Media, Inverness
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22.5.15: One on one Meeting with Alex Smith, Inverness
3.6.15: Group Meeting with Alex Smith, Inverness
8.6.15: Arts Award Adviser Training, Inverness
1.10.15: “Doing Business in Germany”, Glasgow
7.10.15: Training for the new website with Heckie Cormack
24.11.15: “Open for Business – Seasonality” webinar with HIE
27.1.16: Gaelic Training with Iain Urquhart, Portree
4.2.16 – 5.2.16: “Preparing to Export” with HIE, Inverness
10.2.15: Camera training with Gordon Willoughby & video camera training with Alasdair Maclean
25.2.16: “Unlocking Twitter Success” – Culture Republic, Edinburgh
2.3.16: Gaelic Training with Iain Urquhart, Portree
15.3.16: “Marketing that Works” – Culture Republic, Edinburgh
1.11.16 – 3.11.16: Gaelic writing course with Roddy MacLean, Inverness
7.11.16: Gaelic grammar tuition with Iain MacIllechiar, Inverness
28.11.16: First aid course with British Red Cross, Inverness

For information on individual fèis training, see CS24.
Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language Policy
Use of Gaelic is consistent and we strive to continue and develop a Gaelic environment within and
outwith the office.
Fèisean are actively encouraged to use as much Gaelic as possible and the provision of Sgioba G is
always offered at fèis events.
Any posts on social media are written with Gaelic appearing first, then a translation of the English
below/after.
Any visitors/callers to the office are first greeted in Gaelic - conversations are then either continued in
Gaelic or English depending on the response of the individual(s).
The same approach is carried out when visiting Fèisean/Gaelic events. Conversations are first initiated in
Gaelic and then continued in either Gaelic or English, depending on the response of the individual.
Social media help-sheets of useful Gaelic phrases for Facebook and Twitter are provided to fèis
committees in order to encourage them to use as much Gaelic as possible when posting online.
I also created a similar help sheet for cèilidh trail participants, which was distributed at Fèis Alba, with a
list of helpful Gaelic phrases that could be used when posting online to publicise their tours.
In November I attended two courses, both with a focus on strengthening written Gaelic skills.
CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
Two of the fèisean in my portfolio currently run Summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails: Fèis Latharna and Fèis
Lochabair. I supported both during their Summer tours this year and accompanied Fèis Lochabair as a
supervisor to Muck, where they performed in the local community hall.
I also created a help sheet for cèilidh trail participants, which was distributed at Fèis Alba, with a list of
helpful Gaelic phrases that could be used when posting online to publicise their tours.
Cèilidh trail auditions for Summer 2017 shall be commencing in the coming weeks.

CS29

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new commission
and expansion into new areas
See CS19.

CS30

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
I support fèis participation in national events and themed years as appropriate.

CS31

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
In August 2016, I attended a Cruinneachadh Gàidhlig, Gaelic gathering event in Oban for organisations
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concerned with the development of Gaelic within the Argyll area. Myself and Arthur Cormack delivered
workshops in which we provided information on the work that Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Blas Festival do
within the Argyll area and were able to gather feedback from members of the public on how we could
further help to develop local projects and events.
In November 2016 I attended “Siuthad!”, a Gaelic careers day for high school pupils that was held in
Glasgow City Chambers. Throughout the course of the day, I got the opportunity to speak with young
people and explain the work that Fèisean nan Gàidheal does as well as being able to advise them on
what Gaelic career paths are available to them.
In January 2017 I attended a Gaelic careers day in Oban High School, where I spoke to pupils about the
different options available to them, should they choose to pursue a career in Gaelic.
I will be attending an “Employer Carousel” in the coming weeks at the Glasgow Gaelic School where I
will speak to young people aged 13-15 about the work that Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Blas Festival do
and explain the opportunities and job prospects that are available to them.
CS32

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
Updates on Fèis events are frequent on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram. News, photos and
other relevant information is published frequently on the progress of various Fèisean, in order to create
awareness and encourage others to participate in future events.
For several fèis projects, I have worked closely with various public media bodies (newspapers, radio
stations, BBC An Là) to generate publicity of the events at local and national levels. As well as this, I
often attend events and photograph them to allow Fèisean nan Gàidheal to engage with the public and
keep them up to date with our current projects via social media.
For ten weeks through the Summer months, we had Diane Bruce working with us in our Inverness
office. She did a huge amount of work publicising Blas Festival, particularly via our social media
channels.

HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE3
Develop residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20
HIE5

Gaelic Translation
I regularly provide Gaelic translations for fèisean.
Social media help-sheets of useful Gaelic phrases for Facebook and Twitter are provided to fèis
committees in order to encourage them to use as much Gaelic as possible when posting online.
I also created a similar help sheet for cèilidh trail participants, which was distributed at Fèis Alba, with a
list of helpful Gaelic phrases that could be used when posting online to publicise their tours.

Support and development of Fèisean
HIE7
Capacity building support to community groups to establish new Fèisean
See CS17.
HIE9

Strategic and practical Fèisean networking support
See CS2 and CS7.

HIE10

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain communities programmes
See CS2.

HIE11

Skills development programmes including income generation, financial planning, First
Aid, and Child Protection for Fèisean staff and volunteers
See CS24.

Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
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HIE15

Provision of further learning opportunities for Fèis staff, tutors and participants
See CS24.

Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16 Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
See CS28
HIE17

Organisation of and development of the annual Blas festival
See CS19.

HIE18

Annual Gaelic Drama Summer School
See CS6.

HIE19

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic
See CS20.

HIE20

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years
See CS30.

HIE21

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad
See CS31.

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG1
Support Iomairtean Gàidhlig where a Fèisean nan Gàidheal officer is based, with
evidence of practical help where support is being offered before 31.03.17
I support Iomairtean Gàidhlig as appropriate.
BnG5

Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.17
See CS2, CS7, CS8, CS16, CS21 & CS27.

BnG6

6 Fèisean to run Fèis Bheag classes or early-years workshops before 31.03.17
Many of the 14 fèisean in my portfolio run a Fèis Bheag or early-years workshops.
Fèis Lochabair now have workshops and classes for ages 0-18, with a new Pàrant is Pàiste class for ages
0-3 which ran in August last year for the first time. As well as this, they also have workshops for ages 35, 5-7 and the regular fèis classes for 8-18 years old.
Fèis na h-Apainne are also all-age inclusive, with provision for all ages, from 0 years old and also
accommodating for adults.
Fèis Latharna currently do not have a Fèis Bheag but are hoping to establish classes in time for their
next fèis in Easter 2017.
Fèis Mhuile, Fèis Thiriodh, Fèis an Tairbeirt, Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan and Fèis Eige also all have an
early-years programme of activities or a Fèis Bheag.
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Creative Scotland Ambition
CS8
The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical
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Instrument Bank
Every year, before the Fèisean in my area begin, I ask them to send me a list of instruments they will
need. I arrange delivery between Moreen in the Skye office and a haulage company which will get the
instruments to the first Fèis in plenty time and then it is my responsibility to ensure the instruments are
delivered to each Fèis as the summer goes on as they are all allocated to the Western Isles Fèisean. At
the end of the summer, when all the Fèisean in my area are over, I check and return the instruments to
Moreen. They are available to go out on loan and it is difficult sometimes to ensure all the instruments
are returned in their correct boxes as Fèisean use instruments from other places as well as from us. Fèis
Tìr a’ Mhurain have been using clàrsachs for their workshop classes this year. As Fèis an Earraich and
Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh are imminent, I will be assisting them in organising instruments.
CS9

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children
and vulnerable adults
Each person who is employed at a Fèis is required to undergo a PVG check and I ensure that this
happens by getting each Fèis to provide us with a list of tutors at least 6 weeks in advance of the
beginning of their Fèis. This gives us a chance to send them the appropriate forms and to have them
returned as soon as possible. Now that committees are holding their AGMs there are new members
being introduced who also need to go onto the scheme, and tutors who will be leading the follow-on
classes. I forward their details onto Sandy who issues the relevant forms for each person. At this time of
year we ask the committees to compile their tutor list and submit it as part of their Claim Form 1.

CS14

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances
I endeavour to be available and present at Fèis concerts, and I help them to deliver them at the end of
their Fèis weeks. If they hold concerts outside of the Fèis, they are aware that I am capable of being the
MC and I hope that they are confident in me to do this for them. I also help out with marketing ie
posters, facebook, our Fèisean nan Gàidheal website and so on. I also inform schools of appropriate
projects. I headed up a music session with youngsters from Taigh Dhonnchaidh in September where
they played at Lews Castle. I have also been arranging a song session like ‘Tac an Teine’ which has
been running in Inverness and this has been scheduled but not yet occurred due to circumstances
beyond our control.

	
  
	
  
	
  

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS21
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of
Development Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean
I have 10 Fèisean in my own area:
Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh
Fèis an Earraich
Fèis Eilean na Hearadh
Fèis Tìr an Eòrna
Fèis Bharraigh
Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain
Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich
Fèis an Rubha
Fèis Thròndairnis
Fèis Ratharsair
I attend committee meetings as frequently as I am required to, and I help them to prepare for their
Fèisean. I am always on hand to deal with any queries they may have and I endeavour to help them
plan any further projects outside of Fèis weeks. If it is possible for me to do so, I am present during the
week of their Fèis for as long as they need me.
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I have been busy drawing up development targets with each of the Fèisean. In most cases it has been
up to me to draft a plan and to relay back and forth with each committee until we are satisfied, and I
have tried to keep the targets as attainable as possible and to keep them in line with our policies.
At this time of year, committees are holding their AGMs. I attended Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain’s, Fèis an
Rubha’s, Fèis Eilean na Hearadh’s and Fèis Thròndairnis’s, and I received minutes from Fèis Tìr an
Eòrna’s and from Fèis an Earraich’s meetings. Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich and Fèis Bharraigh have yet to
hold theirs and Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh have theirs on the 20th of February.
Fèis Eilean na Hearadh gained two new committee members and have drafted in a new secretary over
the last few months. They are busy organising their 25th anniversary celebrations and I am working
alongside them to make sure this goes well by getting acts arranged for the big cèilidh they hope to
have at the end of March. They have also advertised for old photos from the first Fèis to display at the
concert.
Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain also gained a new committee member who has taught at the fèis before and is aware
of how one is organised. I submitted a funding application form to the Co-op Community Fund for them
in summer and it was successful – they receive 1/3 of 1% of profits spent in Creagorry and Daliburgh
and they have now made more than £950 since September and are expecting a lot more between now
and the end of March. They will be able to reapply. I filled the same form for Fèis Bharraigh and they
have received a little over £425 so far. I have also applied to the scheme for Fèis Thròndairnis and we
will hear back in April whether we have been successful.
I have been working alongside Anna-Wendy Stevenson at the Benbecula college to arrange a workshop
with the Angus Nicolson Trio on the 4th of March which will be open to youngsters aged 8-18 who attend
either Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain or Fèis Tìr an Eòrna, and the instrument tuition on offer will be accordion,
guitar, hand percussion, whistle and ipes. I have submitted a funding application form to the FNG
development fund and we can accept up to 25 participants.
I submitted a funding application form to Tasgadh for Fèis an Rubha who are aiming to run workshops
in drama, singing and music for children under 8. The workshops will run on 3 Saturdays between the
end of March and the end of May and will be run by local tutors who will do what they can do
encourage children to come to the summer Fèis.
After our initial application to Tasgadh was unsuccessful 6 months ago, I worked hard to further expand
on the application for the ceilidh house to stage project Fèis Bharraigh are hoping to launch this year. I
submitted this to the Taic Freumhan Coimhearsnachd fund on the 13th of January and I am very much
hoping it will be successful as I believe it will be an invaluable project in intergenerational relationships
on the isle of Barra

CS23

CS24

In most of the development plans, the theme of working with other Fèisean has been recurring and I
would very much like to make this happen by meeting with the committees together so we can come to
an agreement over how to proceed with these plans in future.
Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and cover for all
aspects of their arts activities
We have an insurance certificate, which I supply to each Fèis for them to display in the venues of all of
their events.
Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have
the skills to run their events as professionally as possible
I talk to each Fèis regularly to ask them of their training needs. I have delivered Child Protection training
to Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain and Fèis Tìr an Eòrna and I frequently remind other Fèisean that this is available
to them. I forward emails with information of First Aid dates in their areas, as Fèisean nan Gàidheal will
pay for a committee member to undergo this training. As more committee members join, I reinforce this
information and keep them in the loop. The development plans have been outlining the training needs
of the committees and after we as development officers have received child protection training we will
be able to deliver this to our committees.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS27
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our Gaelic Language
Policy
Each Fèis is advised to have a Gaelic policy. I meet with the Fèisean to speak about preparing a Gaelic
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policy and I encourage them to employ tutors who are fluent in Gaelic, or at least have a basic
understanding. Some of the Fèisean offer Gaelic classes to tutors who are learning during the week of
the Fèis. We have a list of useful phrases on our Fèisean nan Gàidheal website and I make sure that the
committees are aware that it is there for their use. If anyone on the committee needs help with their
own Gaelic they know that I am there to support them.
CS28

Support for an increased number of summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails
I will be contacting William MacDonald at CNES for funding for the ceilidh trail again this year when the
budget is made up. I expect to do in the weeks to come, and will advertise in the media for participants
and a co-ordinator and will soon arrange interviews with a panel and myself. I will also be supporting
Fèis an Earraich as they make steps to run Cèilear again.

CS32

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
I submit news stories and photos to our magazine Faileas for each issue to let people know of the
activities and success of Fèisean in my area. I ‘share’ events on our Facebook page and on individual
Fèisean’s pages, and on our own website, and I get in touch with schools and Fèisean in my area with
opportunities that arise for youngsters. I work with Rowan when I think events need a little bit more of
a push and she helps me out. I am an admin on a few of the fèisean’s facebook pages and I post news
and share events to help advertise.

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same.
Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are equipped to build on today’s
successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS33
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress
through various levels
Working alongside Art Cormack, Calum Alex Macmillan and Eilidh Mackenzie, we wrote up a tender to
devise a course for our tutor training and published it in September. We met with David Francis from
TRACS to discuss chances of co-operation on training needs. We received two proposals and after
discussing them amongst ourselves and holding phone interviews we decided to extend the contract to
Iain Finlay Macleod. He has been working on the course over the past couple of months and has sent us
a first draft of the foundation course, which I looked over and took notes on which I relayed back to
Iain. He will be sending a complete draft and a version of the advanced course by the end of the week
(10th February).
Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want
to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative
industries in Scotland do the same
CS45
Recording of Carbon Emissions from start of Year 1 of Regular Funding (April
2015)
We now have a new system to claim our expenses where we need to write down all our mileage in a
new format, and this keeps a record of our carbon emissions.
CS46

Ensure local areas are well served in order to cut down on travel required to
access quality events
See CS14

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in
Scotland
CS47
Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts and through
regular, digital newsletters
See CS32
CS51

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through various media
See CS32

HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE3
Develop residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic
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HIE5

Gaelic Translation
Each Fèis will come to me with any translations they require, be it posters, news releases, information
about AGMs, application forms, evaluation forms and so on.

Support and development of Fèisean
HIE11 Skills development programmes including income generation, financial
planning, First Aid, and Child Protection for Fèisean staff and volunteers
See CS24 & CS33
Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
HIE15 Provision of further learning opportunities for Fèis staff, tutors and
participants
See CS24 & AC33
Audience development and engagement / cultural tourism
HIE16 Support an increased number of Fèis Ceilidh Trails
See CS28
HIE19

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community activities delivered
in Gaelic
See CS20 and CS41

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG5
Support 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, training, insurance, musical
instruments and Gaelic skills before 31.03.16
See CS21
BnG20

Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with confirmation of
Gaelic as the working language of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
See CS27

BnG21

Quarterly report on how the Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding has been spent
We write quarterly reports which we send to Art Cormack for our funders, as evidence of the work we
do.

BnG24

Recognising the support of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in all projects, with evidence
each quarter.
Reports are written about individual projects which have been supported by Bòrd na Gàidhlig and they
will be recognised on posters, news releases, application forms and any other relevant documents, with
the Bòrd na Gàidhlig logo on each one.

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Deliverables
CnES1 SLA still to be received at end of Q1
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1
SLA still to be received at end of Q1
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Taigh a’ Mhill
Port-Rìgh
An t-Eilean Sgitheanach
IV51 9BZ
Fòn 01478 613355
Facs 01478 613399
Post-d brath@feisean.org
www.feisean.org
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